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• Abstract 
This thesis consists of two parts. The first part deals with the 
results on ordered normed spaces. It includes the study of complemented 
subspaces of ordered normed spaces, the half injections (surjections) 
and their relations to the positive and metric extension (resp. 
lifting) of positive operators, spaces with the positive extension 
property, the He1ley's selection theorem of order type and the local 
reflexivity theorem of order type. 
The second part deals mainly with the investigation of operator 
modules. The concept of operator modules is a modification from the 
concept of operator ideals with the underlying spaces being Banach 
lattices rather than Banach spaces and the composition property that 
required- is different (see 3.1.1). Some of the concepts and results in 
the theory of operator modules are borrowed from J:hat of operator 
ideals (but need different proof in this case). 
The main body of this part includes: the elementary properties of 
operator modules and their relations to the space cones or space 
modules (the concepts come from that of space ideals in operator 
ideals), the investigation of the injectiyity and surjectivity, the 
topologies and homologies defined by operator modules, the solid 
property of operator modules and its relation to the topology defined 
by that operator modules. 
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Introduction 
Originally, the aim of this thesis was to study the property of 
operator modules. The concept, of operator modules was f i r s t introduced 
by Schwarz (see Schwarz [1984}). However, the concept of operator 
modules considered here is sightly different from that used by him and 
the norms on operator modules are not considered. 
The operator modules consider here is Just a translations from the 
operator ideals and some of the techniques used in. this chapter is 
borrowed from that of operator ideals. 
In 1988, Y.C.Wong and N.C.Wong have shown the relationship between 
injective (surjective) operator ideals and the. generating topology 
(resp. bornology) defined by them. Therefore, Dr. Y.C.Wong asked me 
whether the same is true in operator modules. Moreover, he also asked 
what is the property on the generating topology when the given operator 
module is solid. The aim of chapter 4 is to answer these questions. 
Before giving these answer, i t is required to examine the 
elementary property of operator modules and so chapter 3 is written. In 
chapter 3, the following is included: the definition of operator module 
and ideal cone and some basic property; the space ideals and space 
modules and their correspondence with operator modules; the order 
inject ivi ty and surjectivity and their classifications; the dual and 
predual of operator module and their property. Almost a l l of these are 
translated from that of operator ideals (see e.g. Pietsch [1980]) 
The main objective of chapter 4 is to study the topologies and 
homologies that defined by operator modules as said above. The 
technique of defining these topologies and homologies is just the same 
as that of operator ideals (see Wong and Wong [1988]); As in the case 
of operator ideals, i t will be shown that there is an one to one 
correspondence between the order injective (surjective) operator 
modules and the family of generating topologies (resp. homologies). 
However, the proof as given in Wong and Wong [1988] cannot be applied 
in this case and, so thev proof of this assertion here is essentially 
different. In the remaining part of chapter 4, the following facts will 
be shown: An operator module is pro-injective (pro-surjective) with i t s 
being solid if and only if i t s defining topology (resp. homologies) is 
locally solid. 
The main objective of chapter 5 is to study the semi-norms that 
are continuous with respect to the defining topologies (resp. disks 
that are bounded with respect to the defining bornologies) of some 
operator modules. By using this, the product, quotient and restr ict ion 
of the defining topologies (resp. homologies) will be given. Moreover, 
the extension of the operator modules to operators between elements in 
V {BfVSV ) will be given. 
The original purpose of chapter l i s to prepare results that will 
be used • in the later chapters and the main goal of study is the 
extensions and l i f t ings of positive operators. Because of this, the 
notions of half: injections and half surjections are introduced and 
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examined (they are closely related to the positive extensions of 
positive operator, in particular, positive functional). Moreover, the 
concept of complemented subspaces and s t r i c t subspace / quotient of an 
ordered normed space and their properties are given. 
After defining the half injections / surjections and s t r i c t 
subspaces / quotients, i t is found that they can be used to prove the 
Helley's selection theorem and the local ref lexivi ty theorem of order 
type (which are also come from the question by Dr. Wong) and these 
results constitute the main part of chapter 2. 
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Chapter 0 Preliminary 
Throughout this thesis, we shall r e s t r i c t our attention to vector 
spaces over the real f i e ld IR; topological vector spaces considered in 
th is thesis are assumed to be Hausdroff painless a statement is made to 
the contrary. 
Let (X, (?) and (Y, 9") be topological vector spaces. We denote by 
L(X,Y) the vector space of a l l linear maps from X to Y, and by £(X,Y) 
the vector subspace of L(X,Y) consisting of a l l continuous linear maps. 
In particular, we write 
X*=L(X, IR) and X'=2(X,IR). 
If E is a normed space, we denote by UE the closed unit ball in E. 
By . a positive cone in a vector space X is meant a non-empty 
convex subset X+ of X satisfying AX+£X+ (for a l l A^O). Clearly a cone 
X+ in X associates naturally a transit ive and reflexive relat ion by 
x^y if and only if y-xeX+. 
The relat ion
 M
=s" determined by the cone X+ is called the vector 
ordering; elements in X+ (or subsets of X+) are said to be positive; 
and the pair (X,X+) or (X,=0 is referred to as an ordered vector space. 
Let (X, (?) be a topological vector space and X+ be a cone in X. 
Then (X,X+, (?) i s ica l led an ordered topological vector space. If, in 
addition, X is a normed space, then CX,X+) is called an ordered normed 
space. If E is an ordered normed space, we denote by UE the set UEnE+. 
Let (X, X+, (?) and (Y,Y+,2T) be ordered convex spaces. We denote by 
L+(X,Y) the collection of a l l positive linear maps from X to Y, and by 
£+(XfY) the collection of a l l positive and continuous linear maps from 
X to Y. Moreover, we denote by &(X,Y) the vector space of a l l linear 
maps T from X to Y that can be written in the form T=RrS with 
R,Se£+(X, Y). , 
Terminology and notation concerning topological vector spaces will 
follow Wong [1989], while Wong [1976] and Wong and Ng [1973] will serve 
as our reference for material on ordered vector spaces. The background 
material concerning Banach la t t ices (or operator modules) can be found 
in Schaefer [1974] (resp. Schwarz [1984]). 
0.1 Topological Vector Spaces 
All the materials of this section can be found in Wong's book. 
Definition 0.1.1.s(Pietsch, see Wong [1989,6.1]) Let E and F be normed 
spaces and TeJSCE, F). Define: 
(a) j(T) = sup{A>0: A||x||^||Tx|| for each xeE} and call i t the injective 
modulus of T; 
(b) q(T)= sup{i>>0: v\JF€ T(UE)> and ca l l i t the surjective modulus of T. 
Moreover, T is called a topological injection (resp. topological 
surjection) if j(T)>0 (resp. q(T)>0). 
Proposition 0.1.2. : (Pietsch) Let E and F be Banach spaces and Tej£(E,F). 
Then j(T)=q(T') and q(T)=j(T'), 
• 5 
FOP a proof, see Wong [1989,6.6]. 
Definition 0.1.3.:(Wong and Wong [1988]) Let E be a Banach space and A 
be a bounded disk of E. Define the cr-disked hull of A, cr(A), by 
00 
<r(A)={ £ x^A and X^R with J i&Jsl}. 
'
1 = 1
 ' ' • 
The set A is called a cr-disk if A=cr(A). 
Definition 0.1.4.:(see Wong [1989,16.1]) Let X and Y be vector spaces. 
X and Y are said to form a dual pair if there is a bilinear functional 
< , > from XxY to IR which sat is f ies : 
C D <x,y>=0 for a l l yeY will implies that x=0; 
(2) <x,y>=0 for a l l x<=X will implies that y=0. 
Proposition 0.1.5.:Let E and F be vector spaces such that <E,F> form a 
dual pair and let {A > be a family of convex sets of E such that OeA 
c c a 
for a l l a. Then (f|Aa)°= co(llA°) if and only if f]k = qA~ (where the 
polar is taken in the dual pair <E,F> and the closure is taken in the 
weak topologies). 
For a proof, see Wong [1976,p.6] 
Proposition 0.1.6.:Let <X,X'> and <Y,Y'> be two dual pairs and TeL(E,F) 





(A°) for al l <j>*AQX; 




) for al l <f>*NQY'; 
(c) [T (W) ]°= T' (W°) whenever W is a convex T ( Y , Y
7
 )-nbd of zero in Y. 
For a proof, see Wong [1989,17.12]. 
• \ . 6 
Definition 0 .1 .7 . : Let E and G be Banach spaces and M be any closed 
subspace of G. E: is said to have: 
( i) the extension property if for any Te2(M,E), there exis t s S€=2(G,E) 
such that SoJM=T (where JM i s the canonical inject ion from M to G); 
( i i ) the l i f t i ng property if for any T€I2(E, G / M ) , there exis ts R E 2 ( E , G) 
such that QMOR=T (where QM i s the quotient map from G to G / M ) . 
Let E and F be two Banach spaces such that EQF. E is said to be a 
complemented subspace of F if there i s a closed subspace G of F such 
that F=E©G. We write E<F i f E is topological isomorphic to a 
complemented subspace of F. 
Proposition 0 .1 .8 . : Let E be a Banach space. 
(a) E has l i f t i n g property if and only i f E<1 (A) for some index set A. 
(b) E has extension property i f and only if E^£°°(A) for some A. 
Definition 0 .1 .9 . : A bounded disk B in a locally convex space X is said 
to be infra-complete i f (X(B),rB) is a Banach space (where X(B)= U nB 
neIN 
and B^ the gauge functional of B). 
Proposition 0.1.10.: Let X and Y be locally convex spaces and T€ (^X,Y). 
If B is an infra-complete disk of X, then T(B) is an infra-complete 
disk of Y. 
For a proof, see Wong [1989,10.2]. 
'' ' 7 
Proposition 0.1.11.: Let E be an Banach space and A be a <r-disk of E. 
Then A is an infra-complete disk. 
Proposition 0.1.12.:(Wong [1989,8.2]) Let X be a topological vector 
space and A,B be two non-empty convex sets in X. If 
IntA and BnIntA*0, 
then there exis ts a real 0*feX' which separates A and B in the sense 
that 
sup f(A) [= sup f (a ) ] ^ inf f(B) [= inf f (b ) l . 
aeA b€B 
Furthermore, i f in addition, A and B are dis jo int open sets , then A and 
B are s t r i c t l y separated by f in the sense that there i s an AetR such 
that 
f (a)< A< f (b) (or f(b)< A< f (a ) ) (for a l l a<=A and beB). 
0.2 Ordered Vector Spaces 
The following resul t is a t r i v i a l observation. 
Lemma 0.2.1. :Let E be a 1-dimensional vector space. Then there are only 
three non-isomorphic cones that can be defined on E. More precisely, 
there are only the following cases: 
(1) E+=(0); 
(2) E+=E; 
(3) E+={Xx:A>0> for x^O. 
Proposition 0.2.2.:(Wong [1980,(1.4)(c)]) Let (E,E+) be an ordered 
vector space and M be any subspace of E. Then M is order convex if and 
• 8 
i 
only if (E/M)+ i s proper. 
Proposition 0.2.3.:Let (E,E+) be any ordered vector space and feE*. 
Then fe-E*uE* if and only if Kerf is order convex. 
Proof: The necessity is clear. For the sufficiency, consider M=E/Kerf. 
Then M is a 1-dimensional vector space with proper cone by 0.2.2. 
Therefore, M+={0> or M+={Xv:Xs:0> for some v<=M by 0.2.1. Let £ be the 
induce map from M to IR s u c h t h a t ^ O Q K e r f = f , Then i t i s clear that F is 
£(M+)£R+ or i(M+)£-!R+. 
Proposition 0.2.4.:Let (E,E+) be a n-dimensional ordered vector space. 
Then the followings are equivalence: 




(b) There is a positive basis {x l s x 2 , . . xn} of E such that £ AjX^O if 
i =1 
and only if X^O for a l l i= l , . . . ,n; 
(c) There is a positive, basis {x1,x2, . . . xn} of E such that i t dual 
basis i s also positive. 
Proof: (a)=»(b): Let {ex, e 2 , . . , en} be the basis of IR
n
 such that ex= 
(1,0, . . . ,0), e2=(0,1,0, . . ,0) .... etc. Let # be the order isomorphism 
from iR
n
 onto E and x ^ C e ^ . Then {xx, x2, . , . , xn} is a positive basis 
n 
and JAiX^O if and only i f X^O for a l l i = l , . . . , n . 
i =1 
(b)=*(c):. Let { f l t f 2 , . . . , fn> be the dual basis {xa, x2, . . . , xn> . Then any 
X€E+ can be represented as x= J] A^XJ for some AI€LR+ by (b). So, 
i =1 
f j ( x ) = ^ 0 for a l l j=l, . . . ,n. Therefore, { f a , f 2 , . . . ,fn>£ E;. 
k
 , *• , 9' ; : ' ' 
n 
(c)=»(a): Define ¥ from lR
n





 L e t 
i =1 
{ f l t f 2 , . ,fn}- be the dual basis of {xx, x 2 , . . . , xn> . By (c), we have 




 i s clear that * is a bi ject ive posit ive l inear 
map. On the , other hand, consider U ^ X2, . ... , An)<=IR
n
 be such that 
. . . ,An)2:0, then Ay= f j X2,. . . , An) 0. Thus, * is an order 
isomorphism. 
Proposition 0.2,5. :Let (E,E+) be an ordered vector space. Then E+ i s 
generating i f and only i f E has a posit ive basis. 
Proof: =») Let A={x }r be a maximum linear independent subset of E+ (A 
oc 
exis ts by Zorn's Lemma). For any y€E+, y i s a l inear combination of 
f i n i t e number of x (otherwise A£Au{y> will contradict the maximality 
a 
of A). Now as E+ is generating, any element x of E i s a linear 
combination of f i n i t e number of x . Thus, A is a positive basis of E 
a 
(as elements in A are already linear independent). 
«=) This part is clear. 
The following def ini t ion can be found on Wong and Ng [1973]. 
Definition 0.2.6. sLe't (E, E+) be an ordered vector space and A£X. 
(a) The decomposable kernel of A, denoted by D(A), is defined by 
D(A)={X€A: x=X\i-{1-\)v; u, VE AnE+; Xe[0,1]} ; 
(b) the order convex hull , F(A), of A by F(A)=(A+E+)n(A-E+); 
(c) S(A)={X€E: X€[~U,U ] for some u<=AnE+>. 
A subset B of E i s said to be: 
(e) decomposable if B=D(B); 
;. - 10 
(f) order convex if B=F(B); 
(g) ( i ) absolute order convex if S(B)SB; 
( i i ) absolute dominated if B£S(B); 
( i i i ) sol id if B=S(B). 
Remark: If A i s a disk, then D(A)={x€E: x=Au-(1-A)v; u,v€ AnE+; 
X€[0,1]}= r(AnE+). 
Proposition 0.2.7. :Let (E,E+) be an ordered vector space and A be any 
subset of E. Then: 
(a) co(D(A)) is decomposable; 
(b) F(co(A)) i s convex; 
(c) S(00(A)) i s convex; 
(d) co(S(A)) is absolutely dominate; 
(e) i f , in addition, E is a Riesz space, then co(S(A)) i s solid. 
n 
Proof: (a) Let B be a decomposable se t . For any X€Co (B ) , x= J A^j for 
i =1 
some x^B and X^O such that £ Aj=l. Then there exist u i , vi€BnE+ and 
fx^tO, 1] such that x ^ ^ - C l - j ^ ) v4. Define /Lt=5>iJ^ i and assume that 
(for fi=0 or fi-1 the argument is more eas i ly) . Then l - j i^J^ 
and x=jiu-( 1-jn)v where u=J](Xifxi/ji)ui and v= ' jCX^l-jLL^/d-juL) )v4. Thus, 
u,v€ co(B)nE+ and hence co(B) is decomposable. Thus, co(D(A)) is 
decomposable. 
(b) Since the sum and intersection of two convex se ts are convex, 
therefore F(A) is convex. 
(c) Let x,yeS(co(A)) and A<=[0,1]. There exist u,v€co(A)nE+ such that 
x€[-u,u] and ye [-v,v] , Consider z=Ax+(l-A)y and w=Au+(1-A)v, then 
;• •
 1
 ' ^ 1
 1 1 \} • : • rCi 
w€co( A)nE+ and z€ [-w, w]-SS(.cp( A) 3. 





 f o r
 some x^SlA) and A^O such that 
i =1 : 
2/^=1. Now, there exists uieAnE+ such that xxe [-u^uj].. Let u= 
Then u€co(S( A) )nE+ and xe[-u,u], 
(e) We only need to show that co(S(A)) is absolute order convex. Let 
xe[-u, u] for some u€co(S(A) )nE+. Then there exists x^SCA) and X^O 
with Jy\.1=l such that u= Consider u^AnE .^ such that x^t-Uj, Uj ]. -
i =i 
Define v= J ^ u ^ co(S(A))nE+. Then xe[-v,v] and x= £ X i z i for some 
Zjet-UjvUj ]S S(A) by Riesz decomposition property. Hence x€ co(S(A)). 
The following two results can be found on Wong and Ng [1973]. 
Proposition 0.2.8.:(Wong [1976,p.7]) Let (E,E+) and (F,F+) be ordered 
vector space such that <E,F> form a dual pair and -F+=(E+)° (where the 
polar taken in the dual pair <E,F>). If 0<=Vc E, then (V+E+ )°=V°n(-F t). 
If, in addition, V is a disked x(E,F)-neighborhood• • of zero, then 
(VnE+)°= V°-F+. . •
 ; 
Proposition 0.2.9. : (Wong [ 1976, p. 12 & p. 14]) Let (E,E+) be an order 
vector space and F be "subspace of E* with F+=EjnF such that F separate 
points of E. Let V be a disked i(E,F)-nbd of zero. Then: 
(a) [F(V) ]°=D(V°); 
(b) [D(V) ]°=F(V°); 
(c) [S(V)]°=S(V°). 
(where the polar is taken with respect to the dual pair <E,F>). 
Proposition 0.2.10.: Let E be an ordered vector space and A be a disk 
' ' , ;,": • 12 
in E. Then 
(a) D(A)c S(A)c F(A). 
(b) S(A)c D(S(2A)). 
(c) F(S(A))c S(2A). 
(d) DCF(A))c F(D(A)). 
Proof: (a) It is clear that S[A)& F(A). On the other hand, if xeD(A), 
there are u, v«=AnE+ and Xe[0,1] such that x=Au-(1-A)v. Let w=Au+(1-A)v. 
Then weAnE+ (as A is convex) and x€[-w,w]£ S(A). 
(b).For any xeS(A), there- is ueAnE+ such that xe[-u,u]. Thus, 0^x±u<2u 
and x= (x+u)/2-(x-u)/2. ' Therefore, x±u<=S(2A) and xeD(S(2A)). 
(c) Take any xeF(S(A)), there are y, zeS(A) and u, veAnE+ such that z^x<y 
and ye[-u,u], ze[-v,v]. If w=U+v, then we2AnE+ and xe[-w,w]£ S(2A). 
(d) X G D ( F ( A ) ) if and only if there exist u,v€AnE+,- a€[0,u], b€[0,vj and 
Ae[0,1] such that x=Aa-( 1-A)b. Moreover, xeF(D(A)) if and only if there 
exist u1,u2,v1,v2€AnE+ and /x, i>€[0,1] such that jiUj-t 1-ji) v ^ x^ 
pu2-(l-y)v2. Therefore, if xeD(F(A)), then -(1-A)v:s x=? Au (where u, v 
and A is as def ined above) r and hence XGF(D( A)) by setting {jl=v=A and 
u^O, v^v, u2=u, v2=0 in-the equivalence condition above. 
Proposition 0.2.11.:(Schaefer [1974,11,7.9]) Let G be a vector space 
over IR, E an order complete vector latt ice, and let p: G >E be 
sublinear. If G0 is a vector subspace of G and f:Gc-—->E is a linear 
map satisfying f(x)^p(x) for al l xeG0, there exists a linear extension 
F: G-—>E of f satisfying F(x)^p(x) for all xeG. \ / , 
0.3 Ordered Normed Spaces 
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Let (E,E+) and (F,F+) be ordered vector spaces and T<=L+(E,F). Then 
T is called an order injection (resp. an order surjection) i f T is 
inject ive and T(E+)= T(E)nF+ (resp. T is surjective and T(E+)=F+). 
Proposition 0.3,1.:Let E,G and N be ordered Banach spaces such that 
G'=N (metric and order isomorphic). If there is an order and 
topological surjection Q from E onto G and there i s an order and metric 
Inject ion J from N to E' such that Q'=J, then G=E/[J(N)]
T
 (order and 
metric isomorphic). 
Proof: Let QK be the canonical quotient map from E to E/KerQ and tf be 
the induced map from E/KerQ to G such that #°QK=Q. Since Q is an order 
and topological surjection, G is order and topological isomorphic to 
E/KerQ under Since KerQ=[Q'(N) ]°=[J(N) ]
T
, i t remains to show that tf 
is isometric. 
Now as J i s a metric isomorphism and N is norm complete, 
(E/KerQ)'=JTNT=J(N)=N (metric and order isomorphic). For any xeE/KerQ, 
there exis ts a xeE such that QK(x)=x. Now ||*(x) ||= s u p { | m ( x ) ) | : feUN} = 
sup{|f(Q(x)) | : f€UN>= sup{ | [J f ] (x) | : f€UN>= sup{ | [ J f ] (x) | : feUN} . (The 
last equality following from the isometric isomorphism between J(N) and 
(E/KerQ)') Hence, |^(x)'||=||x||. 
Remark: The above proof actually give the following fact : if Q is an 
order and topological surjection from E to G such that G' is 
order and metric isomorphic to (E/KerQ)', then G=E/KerQ 
(order and metric isomorphic) under the induced map # from 
* 
E/KerQ to G. 
Proposition 0.3.2. :Let E be an ordered Banach space with close cone and 
A be any bounded subset of E. Then: 
(a) cr(D(A)) i s decomposable. 
(b) F(<r( A)) i s a <r-disk; 
(c) S(<r(A)) i s a o—disk; 
(d) <r(S(A)) i s absolute dominate if S(A) is bounded. 
Proof: (a) Let B be a decomposable bounded set . For any x<s<r(B), there 
n 
exist x^B and A^U.i such that S converge to x in the norm 
v 1 i -1 
topology. Since B is decomposable, there are ^<=[0,1] and ui,vi€BnE+ 
such that x ^ jULiui-(l~iii)v1. Define [x=£ X ^ (n exis t s since ^ is 
bounded and Aj i s summable). Then |LK=[0,1] and l-fi=E We may 
assume that (otherwise the argument is more s t r i c t forward) and 
define u= (£ X ^ u ^ / j i and v=(£ ^ (l-j^ )v t)/(1-fi) (u,v exist as E is 
complete and {u^^Vj} are bounded). Since E+ i s closed, we have 
u,v€o*(B)nE+. The assert ion i s now clear from the fact that x=fiu-( 1-fi)v. 
(b) We f i r s t observe that the <r-disked hull of a bounded set is bounded 
and replace A by a bounded c r - d i s k B. Let x^FCB) and A^ iy . There are 
~ ± 
i'lVv.^B such that v ^ x ^ u ^ As %E is complete and B is bounded, £ X ^ 






i exis t . 
Moreover, since E+ i s closed, x= £ ^ x ^ £ (Xj-jQa^* y and z^ 
Now def ine Tj^jXj | 4 f |Ai and T7i=l for Jkb As B is a disk, the 
elements yl={X
+
lul-X~ivl)/T]l€B and Z ^ U ^ - X ^ U ^ / T ^ B , - . Therefore, 
y
=
E lAjy^B and z=£ lAjz^B and z ^ y and thus xeF(B). 
(c) Let xi€S(<r(A)) and A^U^i. There are uiecr(A)nE+ such that x ^ 
;. . • • 15 
[ -UpUj . Now as cr(A) is bounded and E+ is closed, u= £ <r(A)nE+ 
and —u— x= £ X ^ s u. Thus, x<=S(<r(A)). 
(d) Take any xe<r(S(A)), x= J ^ x f J] (AfAjJXi for some x^SCA) and 
U„i. Consider ui€AnE+ be such that x ^ f - u ^ u ^ , then u= £ 
<r(S(A) )nE+ and-X€[-u,u]. 
Definition 0.3.3.:(Wong and Ng [1973, p.32 & p.51]) Let E be an ordered 
normed space and a>0. The cone E+ is said to be: 
(a) a-normal if F(UE)£ aUE; 
(b) a-generating if UE£ aD(UE); 
(c) normal if i t i s A-normal for some A>0; 
(d) co-normal if i t is A-generating for some A>0. 
Proposition 0.3.4.:Let (E,E+) be an ordered vector space and p be a 
semi-norm defined on E with V=p
_1
 [0,1]. Then F(V)S aV if and only if 
(Ep,Ep+, p) is an ordered normed space with a-normal cone, (where Ep= 
E/p"
1
(0.), E + is the quotient cone and p i s the quotient norm) 
Proof: Let x,y,z<=Ep be such that p(y)*l, p(z-)*l and z^x<y. Let x,y,z<=E 
be such that Q p (x )=x , Q p (y )=y , Qp(z)=z. Then there exist u,vep" (0) 
such that z+v^x^y+u. Now since p(z+v)= p(z)^l and p(y+u)^l (as 
u, v€p
_1
(0)) and F(V)c ccV,p(x) = p(x)as a. Thus, F(p
_1
 [0,1 ] )£ ap^tO.l] . . 
On the other hand, let x,y€V and zeE be such that x^ z^ y. Then Q(x)^ 
QCz)* Q(y) and Q(x), Q(y)ep"
1
 [0,1 ] (as p(Q(x) )=p(x)). Hence, p(z) = 
p(Q(z))^a and so zeaV. 
Proposition 0.3,5.:(Schaefer [1974,p.84]) Let E and F be Banach 
la t t ices . Then L+(E,F)c je(E,F). 
Definition 0.3.6.:(Lotz [1975,1.1]) Let E and F be Banach 1attices. 
T<=L+(E, F) is said to be: 
(a) almost interval preserving if T[0,u]= [0,Tu] for a l l ueE *, 
(b) a Riesz homomorphism if (Tx) =T(x ) for a l l xeE; 
(c) interval preserving if T[0,u]=[0,Tu] for a l l ueE+. 
Proposition 0. 3. 7. : (T. Ando, see Lotz [1975,1.2]) Let E and F be Banach 
la t t ices and TeL+(E,F). 
(a) T is almost interval preserving if and only if T' is a Riesz 
homomorphism. 
(b) T is a Riesz homomorphism if and only if T' is interval preserving. 
The following definition can be found on Schaefer [1974,11,7.1] 
and Schaefer [1974,11,8. 1]. 
Definition 0.3.8.:(Schaefer [1974, p. 101 & p.112]) Let E be a Riesz 
space and J . | be a Riesz norm define on E. | . | is called a: 
(a) M-norm if ||xvy||=||x||v||y|| for a l l x,yeE+; 
(b) L-norm if ||x+y|| = ||x|| + ||y|| fo r . a l l x,y<=E+. 
Moreover, E is called: 
(c) a L-normed space (an AL space) l£ I.1 is a (resp. complete) L-norm; 
(d) a M-normed space (an AM space) if ||. J is a (resp. complete) M-norm. 
Proposition 0.3.9.:(Schaefer [1974,p.104]) Every order complete 
. AM -space E-.with unit is isomorphic to C(K), where K is a Stonian space. 
is V'.' . ' - . vi.'/•':. '••• ••-.-|§ ••''  " 3 & 8; $;<& s^ ' • .• ! • »" . •  • jw . •' 
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Proposition 0.3.10.:(Schaefer [1974,11,7.10]) Let G be a real Banach 
space, le t G0 be a normed vector subspace of G, and let K be any 
compact Stonian space. Every continuous l inear map T0:G0 £(K) has a 
normed preserving l inear extension T:G-—->C(K). rC 
0.4 Ordered Topological Vector Spaces 
Proposition 0.4.1.:(Wong and Ng [1973,p.52]) Let (E,E+) be an ordered 
vector space and (p be a locally o-convex topology defined on E such 




to x with respect to cr(E, E') if and only if x^ will converge to x with 
respect to (P. 
Definition 0.4.2. s.Let (E,E+) be an ordered vector space. 
(a) The col lect ion 6 0 of a l l order bounded subsets of E i s called the 
order bornology. 
(b) The f ines t topology (?b on E such that a l l order bounded se ts are (Pb 
bounded is called the order-bound topology. 
Proposition 0 .4 .3 . : Let E be a Riesz space and F be a Banach l a t t i ce . 
Let 0 be a collect ion of operators from E to F, Consider 
<
U = { T "
1
( U F ) : T€(9> and ^ { T "
1
 ( U F ) : T€(9nL + (E , F)} . Let <r(E,0) (respectively 
cr+ (E, 0 ) ) be the topology generated by U {respectively U + ) . If 
0Q ^(E^F) .for some locally convex topology (?, then cr(E,E')^ <r(E,0)^ (p. 
(r 
If , in addition (? is locally o-convex, cr(E,E')^ cr+(E,(9)^ <r(E,<9):£ (p. 
;. • 18 
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Proof: The fact that <r+(E,0)* tr(E,(9)^(? is obvious. 
For <r(E, E' )=£<r(E, 0 ) , consider for any M ' and any ye=F+\{0}, the 




 (UK). Hence the 
subbase of <r(E,E' )-nbd of zero is a subset of a subbase of <r(E,0)-nbd 
of zero. If (p is locally o-convex, for any feE' , there exis t g,h€E+ 







(U^), the second statement followed. 
The following i s a generalization of Wong [1968,(11,2.7)]. 
Proposition 0.4.4. : Let E be a Riesz space and (P be a locally o-convex 
topology defined on E such that E+ i s (p-closed. Then the following 
statements sire equivalence: 
(a) (P i s Lebesgue ( i . e . if x is a net in E such that x 0, then x^ 
converge to 0 with respect to (?); 
(b) there is a B-la t t ice F such that ECE^,F)Si^(E,F); 
(c) there is a B-la t t ice F such that F)£^n(E, F). 
In t h i s case, for every B- la t t ice F, F)££n(E, F). 
(Where £n denote the collection of operators that send decreasing net 
with zero infimum to null net. ) 
Proof: (a)=>(b): I t i s clear by choosing F=(R. 
(b)=»(c): I t i s obvious. 
(c)=»(a): Consider ^={T
_1
 (UF): ^ ( E ^ , F)} and ^ be the topology generated 
by U. Then by proposition 2. 3.7, cr(E, E' Now consider x^eE such 
that X t j O . Since &(E ,F)c 2n(E,F), T X t >0 for a l l T€^(E(p,F). Thus, X t 
will converge to 0 w. r . t . 3" and hence w. r . t . <r(E,E'). As (P is locally 
> / ' V .
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o-convex and XT>jO, * T will converge to 0 w.r . t . (p. Therefore, (? is 
Lebsegue. 
0.5 Ordered Bornological Vector Spaces 
In this section, we will give some results that link the order 
property and the homology. 
Definition 0.5.1.:Let (G,G+) be an ordered vector space and 6 be a 
vector bornology defined on G. 6 is said to be: 
(a) order convex (respectively o-convex) if i t possesses a fundamental 
family of order convex (respectively o-convex) sets; 
(b) decomposable if i t possesses a fundamental family of decomposable 
sets;,:/'... , '. . * " V • : •.'.•.•/•'•.',.• 
(c) solid if i t possesses a fundamental family of solid sets. 
I f , in addition, G is an ordered Banach space, then 6 is said to be : 
(d) <r-convex if i t possesses a fundamental family of cr-disks. 
Let E be an ordered vector space and 6 be a vector bornology 
defined on E. Let 6D={ACE; ASD(B) for some BeS}, Qf={AQE: ASF(B) for. 
some Be6} and 6s={ASE: ASS(B) fpr some B€6>. Then 6D (respectively 6 F 
and 6S) is a decomposable (respectively order convex and solid) vector 
bornology. Def ine also <r(6)= {ASE: A£<r(B) for some Be6}. 
Definition 0.5.2.;Let (G,G+) be an ordered vector space. 
(a) If 6 is a vector bornology (convex bornology) defined on G, then 
(G,G+, 6) is called an bornological ordered vector space (respectively 
l l l i ^ l ^ ® S V:':..:-' . 20' 
convex bornological ordered space). 
(b) If, in addition, G is a Riesz space and 6 is a solid convex 
bornology defined on G. Then (G, 6) is called a convex bornological 
Riesz space; 
The following result is a translat ion from that of ordered 
topological vector space (see Wong and Ng [ 1973, p. 60]). 
Proposition 0.5.3.:Let (E,E+,6) be a convex bornological ordered vector 
space, Then GFD=6S=GDF. 
Proof: We f i r s t recall the proposition 0.2.10. 
(1) Since D(A)£ S(A)c F(A) for any disk A of E, 6D<=6S<=6F. 
(2) For any disk A, we have S(A)c D(S(2A))£ S(2A). Hence, 6 S is 
decomposable and so 6S£6FD. 
(3) For any disk Ae6, we have S(A)cF(S(A) )£S(2A). Hence, 6 S is order 
convex and so 6DF£6S. 
(4) If A is a disk in E, D(F(A))c F(D( A)). Hence, 6FD£6DF and thus 6FD= 
<3S= 6DF-
Proposition 0.5.4.:Let E be an ordered Banach space, let 6 be a 
homology defined on E. Then: 
(a) o*(6D) is a decomposable cr-convex bornology and i t possesses a 
fundamental family of decomposable o—disk; 
(b) (<r(6) )F is a order convex cr-convex bornology and i t possesses a 
fundamental family of order convex cr-disk; 
(c) (o*(6))s is a solid cr-convex bornology and i t possesses a 
. 2 1 
• • Hi 
fundamental family of sol id <r-disk. 
Proposition 0 .5 .5 . : Let (E,E+) be an ordered vector space and 6 be a 
complete convex decomposable homology defined on E. Then there i s a 
fundamental family IR of 6 such that each element of IR is an 
infra-complete and decomposable disk. 
Proof: Let Q. be the collect ion of a l l decomposable disks of 6. For 
each A€<2, define (8(A)={B<=6: B is an infra-complete disk and A£B}. Then 
(B(A) i s non-empty since 6 i s a complete bornology. Now for any A€<2 and 
B€(B(A), A£B and ECS) i s a Banach space. Let <rB( A) be the cr-disked hull 
of A in E(B). Then by 0.1.11 and 0.3.2, <rB(A) i s infra-complete and 





 i s 
the gauge functional of B. Hence A£<rB(A)£2B, Let IR={<rB(A): Ae<2, 
B<=(B(A)}. Then each element in IR is an infra-complete and decomposable 
disk and IR is a fundamental family of 6. 
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Chapter 1 Results on ordered normed space 
In this chapter, some aspects of ordered normed spaces and 
B-lat t ices wi 11 be discussed, and some new terminologies will be 
introduced together with the property of them. The purpose of th is 
chapter is to prepare resul ts and ideas that will be used in the later 
chapters. Some of the concepts in this chapter can be generalized to 
the case of ordered locally convex spaces. 
1.1 Results on ^"-spaces and ^-spaces 
One major aspect of th is chapter is to consider the extension and 
l i f t i ng property of positive operators on ordered normed spaces. The 
following result concerns about the extension from an order vector 
subspace of a Riesz space to a larger subspace. 
Proposition 1.1.1.: Let E and F be Riesz spaces with F being order 
complete. Let M be an ordered vector subspace of E such that M=M+-M+. 
Define M0 to be the smallest ideal of E containing M. If R: M -——> F 
is a positive linear map i t hen there is a positive extension R of R 
form Mc to F. 
Proof: Let K= {veE+: v^u for some ueM+}. Then M0=K-K is the smallest 
ideal containing M. Now the proposition is just the Kantorovitch*s 
theorem, (see Zaanen [1983,83.15]). 
Recall that if E is a Riesz space, E^  is the vector space of a l l 
#
j| • ; , ^ i f f | 2 3 ' / : ' . Q, \' J. , * \ .
 1
 > . > 
order continuous linear functionals on E. 
Corollary 1.1.2.: Let E and F be Riesz spaces such that F is order 
complete and E^  (the order continuuous dual of E) separates points of 
E. Then every positive linear map from E to F has a positive extension 
from £ (the order completion of E) to F. 
Proof: By Zaanen [1983,109.2], the ideal E0 generated by E in (E^)^ is 
the Dedekind completion of E. The result follows from 1.1. 1. 
Definition 1.1.3.: Let E and F be ordered vector spaces. TeL+(E,F) is 
called: 
(a) an order injection if T(E+)=T(E)nF+ and T is ; inject ive; 
(b) an order surjection if T(E+)=F+ and T is surjective. 
If , in addition, E and F are ordered normed spaces. T is called: 
(c) an order and topological (resp. metric) injection if i t is both a 
topological (resp. metric) injection and an order injection; 
(d) an order and topological (resp, metric) surjection if i t is both a 
topological (resp. metric) surjection and an order surjection. 
Remark: (1) If TeL(E,F) is such that T(E+)=F+ and F=F+-F+, then T is 
surjective. 
(2) Let E and F be ordered normed spaces, Then E is order and 
topological isomorphic to an order subspace (respectively 
order quotient) of F if and only if there is an order and 
topological injection (respectively order and topological 
surject ion") from E to F (respectively from F to E). 
(3) Let E and F be ordered normed spaces. If TsiS(E, F) is an 
24 
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order surjection, then T' is an order injection. In fact , for 
any feT'(FV)nE;, 3geF' such that g<>T=f. Now for any yeF+, 3xe 
E+ such that Tx=y and thus g(y)=f(x)^0. Hence geF'+. 
In this section we will use the following terminologies: If 




 t' .^  «
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In the case of normed spaces, we know that I -spaces and I -spaces 
are very important in the consideration of the extension and l i f t i ng of 
operators (see eg. Wong [1989]). We will see that they are also 
important in positive extension and l i f t ing properties. Moreover, if E 
is a B-space, one can embedded E isometrically into some £°°(A) as well 
- l 
as regard i t as a quotient of some i (A). In the case of ordered normed 
spaces, one can find similar results . 
Proposition 1.1.4.: Let G be an ordered Banach space with a 
a-generating closed cone. Then there . exists a I -space G1 ( i .e . 
Gx=£ (A) for some index set A), such that there is an order and 
topological surjection QG from G1 to G with q(Qc)>a"
1
 (where q(Qc) is 
the surjective modulus of Q C ) and ||QG||^ 1 ( i . e . G can be regard as an 
order and topo 1 ogi cal quot ient of a I space). * 
Proof: Let G ^ U * ) . Def ine L+(Ga, G) by Qc( ff J : )= £ £ -x 
• M f X AC J. — X 
*> y* • . xel 
(where I=UG). Since [g ] is absolutely summable and G is norm 
;
. X X61 
complete, QG is well defined. It is easily seen that Q G ( G 1 + ) = G + . In 
addition, since UGcaD(UG), QG(U )2a"
1
Uc. 
I § | | / • , 8 1
 G
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Proposition 1.1.5.: Let G be an ordered normed space with a-normal 
closed cone. Then there exists a £°°-space G ( i .e . G =£°°CA) for some 
00 00 
index set A) such that G is order and topological isomorphic to a 
subspace of G under an order and topological injection J r with 
00 •'"•':.  
j (JG)^a (where j(JG) is the injective modulus of JG) and | J c p l , 
Proof: let G^^IUq, ). It is clear that the map JG form G to G^  






 + u 
Now by the Grosberg-Krein Theorem (see Wong and Ng [ 1973,5.15. ]), 
« f f x | s sup{ |f(x) |: f€UG,}= ||JG(x)||. 
In section 4, we will show that the map QG in 1.1.4. possesses a 
stronger property than just an order and topological surjection and the 
map JG in 1.1.5. possesses a stronger property than just an order and 
topological injection. The following corollaries are direct observation 
from the above results. 
Corollary 1.1.6.: Let E be an ordered normed space with normal, closed 
and generating cone -and F be an order complete Riesz space. Any 
positive operator T from. E to F has a positive extension from the ideal 
E generated by E in E to F. ( i .e . there exists SeL. (Ert, F)" such that 
00
 u 
SJC=T where J0€L+(E,E0) is defined by J0(x)=JE(x)) 
Proof: Using Proposition 1.1.1. and 1,1.5, 
Corollary 1.1.7.: Every positive operator from a B-latt ice to an order 
. 26 
complete B-lat t ice can be factorized through an order complete M-normed 
space such that one of these factors is an order and topological 
inject ion. | 
Proof: Using corollary 1. 1.6. and the fact that any ideal of an order 
complete AM space is an order complete M-normed space. 
On section 4, we will give conditions on a Banach l a t t i c e E such 
that any operator from E to another Banach l a t t i ce F can be factorized 
through an order complete AM space G with unit. 
Corollary 1.1.8. : Let E and F be B-latt ibes such that F is order 
complete. Then for any TeL+(E, F), "there is an order complete L-normed 
space G and there are- two maps R€L+(E,G), U€L+(G,F) such that T=UR. 
( i . e . any positive operator can be factorized through an order complete 
L-normed space) 
Proof: Let TeL+(E,F) and Q be the canonical surject ion from F1 to F . 
Then T'€L+(F', E ' ) and Q ' is an order and topological inject ion from F* 





) . (observe that N is a M-normed space) Then by proposition 
1 . 1 . 1 . , there exists S € L + ( N , E
/
) such that SJ0=T
7
. (where J 0 € L + ( F ' , N ) is 
defined by JC=Q') So, there is an operator S' from E" to N' such that 
J'0S'=T". We define V R^^E/N
7




KE=KFT, we have 
j;R=KFT. Moreover, we define P from R ( E ) to F by KFP(x)=j;(x) for a l l 
xeR(E). Since J
7
( X ) € K F ( F ) ( X G R ( E ) ) and K F is an order and topological 
injection, P is well defined and positive.. Let M be the ideal of N' 
•  ' • \ • 27 1 
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generated by R(E) (M is an order complete L-normed space). Then by 
proposition 1.1.1., there is an extension U of P form M to F. It is 
easi ly seen that KFUR=R=KFT. Hence, T=UR. 
In section 4, we will give condition on a Banach la t t ice F such 
that any positive operator from another Banach la t t i ce E to F can be 
l ' '
 5 
factorized through an i -space. 
Corollary 1.1.9.: Let E and F be B-lattices such that F is order 
complete. Let T€L+(E, F). .T can be factorized into three positive 
operators such that one of which with domain being an order complete 
M-normed space and range being an order ..complete L-normed space. 
Moreover, T can also be factorized into three positive operators such 
that one of which with domain being an order complete L-normed space 
and range being an order complete M-normed space. 
The following results examine operators with domain being a 
X oo b 
I -space or range being a I -space. In the following, we will use L to 
denote the collection of a l l locally bounded linear maps. 
Proposition 1.1. 10. : Let (E, (p) be locally convex Riesz space and F be 
order complete AM space with unit. F)= F). 
(r (r • 
Proof: The proof is essentially the same as that of H. U. Schwarz 
[1984,111, 2. 6( i i ) ]. / ; 
. . Proposition. 1. 1.11.-: Let (F,6) be an complete convex bornological Riesz 
' I 28 
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(A), . Consequently, i f F is a B-la t t ice , then £{1
1
{A), F) = 
^(^C A) , F) . y 
Proof: Let Te L
b
C(A), F_). For any ieA, regard J f from IR to /{A) as 
the canonical injection in the i-t-h coordinate. Since T is locally 
bounded, there exis ts A€6 such that A is a sol id disk and T(U i^ ^ ^ )£ A. 
Let Xi=TJj(1). Then for any i€A, xt€A and hence (Xj ) A x,3 eA. As S is 
complete, there is an infra-complete disk Be6 such that ASB. Now define 
R and S from 4*(A) to VF(B) by R( ] )= £ ^ (x*) ~ and S( [£,])» 
ieA 
X £jCXj ) . (R and S is well defined as F(B) is an ordered Banach space 
and [/Lti],[$i]€ ^(A)) Clearly, R, Se (L
b











If neither E is a i -space nor F is an order complete AM space 
with unit , one can obtain a weaker, version of the above assert ions. 
Recall that a locally convex Riesz space (F, J) is said to be 
locally order complete i f J admits a base of zero nbd that consist of 
solid and order complete disks. 
Proposition 1,1.12. : Let (E,(?) and (F,^) be a locally convex Riesz 
spaces such that (F,^) is a locally order complete. For any order 
bounded Te-JgCE^ , Fyi, |T | exists and is P-J continuous. Hence, ^(E^, F^)n 
L
r
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Proof: Since T is continuous, for any order complete solid JF-nbd V of 
zero, there is a solid (p-nbd U of zero such that T(U)£V. As F i s order 
complete, |T| exis ts and for any ueUnE+, |T|(u)= sup{|Tx|: |x|^u>. Now 
since {xeE: |xj^u}SU-f |T| (u)eV. Hence |T|(U)C V. 
Proposition 1.1.13.: Let (E,6) be a convex bornological Riesz space and 
F be an order complete Riesz space with a convex solid homology IR 
defined on i t such that IR admits a fundamental family of order closed 
set . For any order bounded map TeL
b
(E~,F^j , |T| exists and belongs to 
L
b






(E^,F^) ( where j f t ^ . F ^ ) is 
equal to (L
b
) + CE|p,F )-CL
b
)+(E^,F^) ) and R
b
(E^» F^) is a Riesz space. 
1.2 Complemented subspaces of ordered normed spaces 
In th is section, we shall define and examine the concept of 
complemented subspace of an ordered normed space. 
Definition: 1.2.1. Let E be an ordered topological vector, space. 
2 
(a) An operator P from E into E is called an order projection if P =P 
and 0<P^I (where I is the identity map from E onto E). 
(b) Let M be any subspace of E. M is called: 
(i) a positive complemented subspace of E if there exists a positive 
projection P from E to E such that P(E)=M; 
( i i ) an order complemented subspace of E if there exists an order 
projection P from E into E such that P(E)=M. 
Definition 1.2.2. : A Banach la t t ice E is said to have the property (P*) 
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i f E i s positive complemented in E". 
Remark: (1) If>E has the property (P) (see Schwarz [1984,p.95]), then 
c1early i t has the property (P*). 
The fact that M is an order complemented subspace of E is actually 
the same as M being an ordered direct summon of E, as shown by the 
following resu l t . 
Proposition 1.2.3. : Let E be an ordered topological vector space and M 
be any subspace of E. M is an order complemented subspace of E if and 
only i f there is another subspace N of E such that E is order and 
topological isomorphic to MxN. 
Proof: «=) Let P M be the algebraic projection from MxN to MxN with 
P M (MXN)=M. ThenPM is clearly an order projection. 
=0 Let N=(I-P)(E). Since P is continuous, E is topological isomorphic 
to MxN. Moreover, for any ueE+, we have v=P(u)eM+, w=( I-P) (u)eN+ and 
u=v+w. Hence E is order and topological isomorphic to MxN. 
Proposition 1. 2 .4 . : Let E be an ordered Banach space and M, N be closed 
subspaces of E. If MnN={0} and E=M+N and E+=M++N+, then M and N are 
order complemented subspace of E. 
The following result is a translation of a result of Stephani (see 
Wong [1989,4.13]). 
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Proposition 1 .2 .5 . : Let E and G be ordered topological vector space. 
(1) E i s order and topological isomorphic to an order complemented 
subspace of G, denoted by E :^0G, if and only i f there exist Re2+(E,G) 
and S<=£+(G,E) such that IE=SR and RS^IG. 
(2) E i s order and topological isomorphic to a posit ive complemented 
subspace of G, denoted by E^pG, if and only i f there exist R<=£+(E,G) 
and S€ +^(G,E) such that IE=SR. 
Proof: I t i s jus t similar to the proof of Stephani. (see Wong [1989, 
4.13]) 
Proposition 1 .2 .6 . : Let E be an ordered topological vector space and N 
be a subspace of E. If N^0E, then E/N^0E. 
Proof: Let P be the order projection from E to N and Q=I-P. Then Q is 
an order projection on E with KerQ=N. Let Re £+(E/N,E) be the induced 
map defined by R ( Q N ( x ) ) = Q ( x ) for a l l xeE. Now, for any ysE/N, there 
exis ts xeE such that QN(x)=y and so QNR(y)=QN(Q(x) )=QN(x-P(x) )=y (since 
P(x)e= ML Thus, Q N R = I e / n . On the other hand, R Q N ( x ) = Q(x)= x-P(x)^x for 
a l l xeE+ i . e . R Q j ^ I e . Hence, by proposition 1.2.5. , E/N<0E. 
Proposition 1 .2 .7 . : Let E and F be ordered topological vector spaces. 
There exis ts an order topological vector space M such that M-<PE and 
M-<pF if and only i f there exist T<=ie+(E,F) & S€£+(F,E) such that ST and 
TS are projections on E and F respectively. 
Proof: =») There exist E), J2sie+(M,F), P J^E+CE, M) and P2€ 
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J2+ (F, M) such that P 2 J 2 = P 1 J 1 . Let T = J 2 P 1 and S^Pg . Then Te 
2+(E,F) and S€£+(F,E). Moreover, TS=J2P2 and ST=J1P1 are projections. 
<=) P = S T and Q=TS are projections on E an F respectively. Let M1=P(E) 
and Mg-Q (F). Let" Pa (E, Ma) be defined by P ^ P z for a l l zeE and 
JjSi^tM^E) be the canonical inject ion. Then P = J 1 P 1 . Similarly, def ine. 
P 2 and J 2 . Then P 1 J 1 = I 1 and P 2 J 2 = I 2 (where I 2 are identi ty map on Ma 
and Mg respectively). Now Mx-< E and M2<pF. Therefore, i t remains to 
show that M1=M2 as both order and topological isomorphism. Let R= 
P 2 T J x € Mg) and S= P$SJ2€ Since RS= P^TJ^SJ-jf* P 2 T S J 2 = 
P 2 J 2 P 2 J 2 = 1 2 and SR= we have R and S are order and topological 
isomorphism. 
The following two resul ts can be found implici t ly on the Corollary 
2 of Schaefer [1974,11,7.10]. 
Proposition 1.2.8.: If F is an order complete AM space with unit e and 
M is a subspace of F containing e, any contractive projection from F to 
M is positive. 
Proof: Let P be a contractive projection from F to M. For any u€F+nUF, 
u=e-v for some veUF (since F=C(K)> for some Stonian space K, see 0.3.9). 
Therefore, Pu= Pe-Pv= e-Pv>0 (since e€M, Pe=e and •  ||Pv|| =s |P | |v |£ 1). 
Corollary 1.2.9.: Let F be an order complete AM space with unit e. If E 
i s an order complete AM space which is a closed sublat t ice of F 
contains e, then E<pF. 
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Proof: By 1.2.5(2), 1.2.8 and Corollary 2 of Schaefer [1974,11,7.10]. 
Proposition 1.2.10.: Let E be an order complete AM space with unit and 
M be a subspace of E.
;
 If M<pE, then there exists m<=M+ such that 
UMS[-m, m] (interval take in M). If M-<0E (or there is a posi t i ve and 
contractive, projection from E to M), M is an order unit normed space. 
Proof: Let e be the unit of E and P be the positive projection from E 
to M. Let m=P(e)€M+. For any x€UM, we have ±x^e. thus, ±x=P(±x)^ 
P(e)=m. If P is an order projection or if P is contractive, then m^e. 
Hence [ ~m, m ] £UEnM.
 f 
Proposition 1.2.11.: If E is an order complete AM space with unit e and 
M is a proper closed subspace of E such that eeM, then M must not be an 
order complemented subspace of E. 
Proof: Assume on the contrary that M<0E i .e . there is an order 
projection P from E to M. For any U€UEAE+, there exists v€UER\E+ such 
that u+v=e. Therefore, Pu+Pv=Pe=e and so (u-Pu)+(v-Pv)=0. Since both 
u-Pu and v-Pv are positive, u-Pu= v-Pv= 0 and thus ueM. Hence E=M which 
give a contradiction. 
Example 1.2.12.: If K is a stonian space, then C(K)<p £°°(K) and C(K) 
must not be an order complemented subspace of I (K) unless C(K)=r(K) 
i .e . K is f in i t e . 
. 1.3 Half injections and half sur.iections 
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We now define mappings that possess a stronger property than that 
of order and topological injections / s u r j e c t i o n s . They are the A-half 
inject ions and A-half surjections. These concepts are very useful in 
the discussions of th i s chapter and are re la ted to the positive, 
extension and l i f t i ng properties. In fact , the concept of 1-half 
surject ions arise from the investigation of posit ive and metric l i f t i ng 
property as shown in 1.3.18. The concept of half inject ions is just the 
dual of half surject ion and we find that i t i s also related to the 
posit ive and metric extension property. 
Part of the material in th i s section and next is based on our 
paper Wong and Ng [1]. 
Definition 1.3.1.: Let E and F be ordered normed space. T E £ + ( E , F ) is 
called: 
(a) a A-half surjection (an almost A-half surjection) i f there exis ts a 
A > 0 such tha t (UFnF+)C A T ( U E h E + ) ( r e spec t ive ly ( U F N F + ) £ A T ( U E N E + ) ) . T 
i s called a half surject ion (almost half surject ion) if i t i s a A-half 
(respectively almost A-half) surjection for some A>0. 
(b) a /i-half injection (an almost /i-half injection) if there exis ts a 
fi>0 such that T " 1 ( U F - F + ) i jli(UE-E+) (respectively r ^UpHF+JS F I ( U E - E + ) ) . 
T i s called a half injection if i t is a /i-half inject ion for some >>0. 
Remark: (1) The composite of a fi-half injection (ji-half surjection) 
and a A-half injection (A-half surjection) i s a fiA-half 
. injection (respectively /iA-half surject ion). The same is true 
for almost ji-half ' inject ion (by (3)) and /i-half surjection. 
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(2) If QeL+ (E, F) is half surject ion and F+ i s generating, 
then Q;is surject ive. If JeL+(E,F) i s a h a l f inject ion and E+ 
i s proper, then J is injective. In fac t , if Jx=0, then Jx^O 
and Jx^O. Hence, x6 €fiUE-E+ (as x<= J"
1
 (eUF-F+)) and xe E+-e/iUE 
for a l l e>0. Thus, xe -E\^nE7={0}. 
(3) J i s an almost fi-half injection i f and only i f J is a 
(ji+e)- half injection for a l l e>0. In fact , J i s an almost 
J I - h a l f injection J "
1
( U F - F + ) S | L L ( U E - E + ) . » J "
1 
eUE for a l l 0 0 * J "
1
( U F - F + ) c ( f i + s ) ( UE-E+) for a l l e>0. 
(4) If J is an almost F I - h a l f injection for some fx, then J is 
a half injection. 
(5) Any order and topological isomorphism is both half 
inject ion and half surjection. 
(6) J
- 1
( U F - F + ) C J N ( U E - E + ) + K e r J i f and only i f (UF-F+ ) N J ( E ) £ • 
JIJ ( U E - E + ). Consequently, any | I - h a l f inject ion J s a t i s f i e s 
( U F - F + ) nJ (E )£ /I J ( U E - E + ) and the converse holds If J is 
inject ive. 
(7) If Te£+ ( E , F ) is a half injection, then T(E+ ) £ F + N T ( E . ) £ . 
T(E+)nT(E). In fact , there is a A > 0 such that for any E > 0 , 
s(U rF +)nT(E)c ;£AT(UfE+]c eA||T||UF-T(E+). Hence F + N T ( E ) C 
E ( F + - U F ) N T ( E ) C T ( E + ) - C A | | T | | U f for a l l E > 0 . Therefore, F + N T ( E ) £ 
T(EJ (as F + N T ( E ) C e n o [ e ( F + _ u F ) N T ( E ) ]c J ^ T t E * )-eA||T||UE]). 
Hence, T(E+ ) = F + n T ( E ) i f T(E+) i s closed in T(E) (and in 
particular,/ i f E+ is closed). 
Proposition 1.3.2. : Let E and F be Banach l a t t i ce s and TeL+(E,F). 
-1 ' 
(a) I f j(T.)=X and T is a Riesz homomorphism, then T is a A -half 




(b) If q(T)=A and T is a Riesz homomorphism, then T is (A +e)-half 
surject ion for a l l e>0. 
Proof: (a):-For any X € T "
1
( U F - F + ) , we have TXeUF-F+. Therefore, there is 




)<=UF as UF i s sol id and 
so (A+e) |x
+




(b) For any e>0 and y€UFnF+, y<=UF£(A~
1
+€)T(UE). Hence there i s xe 
(X
-1











^|x| and UE i s sol id) , we have ye(A~ +e)T(UEnE+). 
For the following resul t , we borrow proposition 1.3.6 f i r s t . 
Corollary 1.3.3. : Let E and F be Banach l a t t i c e s and T€L+(E,F). 
(a) If q(T)=A and T is almost interval preserving, then T is an almost 
A~s-half surjection. If q(T')=A and T' i s interval preserving, then T' 
i s a A
- 1
-half surjection. 
(b) If j(T)=A and T is almost interval preserving, then T is an almost 
A
- 1
-half injection. If j(T')=A and T' i s interval preserving, then T' 
-i 
is a A -half injection. 
Proof: (a) It follows from 1.3.2.(a) , 1.3.6. , 0.1.2. and 0.3.7. 
(b) I t follows from 1.3.2.(b), 1.3.6. , and 0.1.2. and 0.3.7. 
Example 1.3.4. : (a) If E is an ordered normed space and M is a positive 
complemented subspace of E, the canonical injection JM is a half 
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inject ion and the positive projection P from E to M is a half 
surject ion. 








 a subspace of E. Then the 
canonical inject ion JM from M to E is not a half injection. 
(c) There i s a quotient space G of i such that the quotient map Q is 
not ail almost half surjection. 
Proof: (a) Let P * | P | . J ^
1
 ( U E - E + ) = ( U E - E + ) N M C P ( U £ - E + ) C p(UE)-M+C 
fiUH-M+. On the other hand, for any ueUMnM+c U E N E + , u=P(u)€ P(UENE+). 
(b) Observe that M+=E+nM={0} (since /-^n-i-
0 a n d
 " "^n- i "
0 w i l 1
 implies 
that ^2^=0) . I t i s required to show that (UE-E+)nM i s not a subset of 
nUM for a l l n€!N. In fact , take >=[fxk]€UE with jiik=l for a l l kelN. 
For a fixed neIN, defined v n-[v n t k]eE + by 
" 0 for k is odd and ks2n+l 
v n k= - k/2+1 for k is even and k^2n+2 . 
[ 1 for k£2n+3 





 " "k/2 for k. i s even and k^2n+2 , 
[ 0 for k^2n+3 
and thus n~vneM and ||/i-vn||= n+l^n i . e . fJL-vn& nUE. 
(c) Let E and M be the space as in (b) and . Then G'=E. Observe 
that M i s cr(E,G) closed . (since if n =[|jl ],fi=[/i ]eE such that a - >fi 
T T , n n 
in <r(E, G), then [i^ n ^ for a l l n). Let N=M
T
£G. Then QJ=JM and QN 
i s not an almost half surjection. (Otherwise, J m =Q{j will be a half 
injection by 1.3.6. which contradict with part (b)) 
Proposition 1.3.5. : If E is an ordered normed space and F is a f i n i t e 




Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that F=(R . Let B=T(UEr\E+) 
and { e l t . . . , e n } be the standard basis of F=lR
n
. There ex is t s a A>0 such 
that {e1, . . . ,en}cAB and hence c o { e 1 , . . . , e n > S \b. NOW V=r{e;1r, . . . , en} is 
a O-nbd in IR
n
 and VnlR+=co{ e X i . . . ,en}Q T (UEnE+). 
The following resul t Concerns with the dual i ty between half 
inject ion and half surjection. 
Proposition 1 .3 .6 . : Let E and F be ordered normed spaces and J,Qe 
L+(E,F). 
(1) J i s an almost jn-half injection if and only i f J
7
 i s a ^-half 
surject ion. 
(2) Q i s an almost A-half surject ion i f and only i f Q' i s a A-half 
inject ion. 
Proof: The proof is essent ia l ly based on 0.1.6./ and the fact that 
(VnE+)°= V
0
-E; and (V-E+)°= V°nE; if V is a disk x(E, E')-neighborhood 
of zero (see 0 .2 .8 . ) . 
Lemma 1.3 .7 . : Let E be sin order normed space and E" be i t s bidual. The 
canonical map KE from E to E" is an almost 1-half injection. 
Proof: Let KE be the dual map of KE. I t i s required to show that KE i s 
a 1-half sur jection. For any feUE/nE;, le t 0=KE, (f UE / / /nE"'. Since 
K^oKE/ = I E / , we have K£0=f.' 
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Proposition 1.3.8. : Let E and F be ordered normed spaces and Q€#+(E,F). 
If Q' I s an almost A-half injection then Q is an almost A-half 
surject ion. Consequently, a dual operator is an almost A-half injection 
if and only if i t is a A-half injection/ 
Proof: If Q' i s an almost A-half injection, i t is a (A+e)-half 
injection for a l l e>0. Hence, Q i s an almost (A+e)-half surjection for 
a l l e>0 by 1.3.6. As Q is continuous, UfAF+C (A+e)Q(UEnE+)£ AQ(UEnE+) + 
E Q ( U E N E + ) C AQ(UEnE+ ) + E | | Q | | U f for a l l e>0. Thus, U F n F + £ A Q ( U E n E + ) . _ 
Proposition 1.3.9. :Let E and F be any ordered normed spaces such that 
F is 1-dimensional. Then any mapping Teje+(E,F) with T(E+)=F+ i s a half 
surjection. Consequently, i f E is an ordered normed space and F is any 
1-dimensional subspace of E, then the canonical injection from F to E 
is a half injection. 
Proof: Recall from 0.2.1. that there are only 3 non-isomorphic cones 
that can be defined on F. We only need to consider these cases: 
(1) F + = { 0 } . The result is clear from the defini t ion. 
(2) F+=F. Take any y€T(UEnE+)\{0> and x1eUEnE+ such that Tx^y. Since 
-yeF+, there exists x2eE+ such that Tx2=-y. Let fi=max{l, ||x2||>. Then 
{Ay: Ae[-l , l ]}c jiT(UEnE+) since T(UEnE+) is convex. 
(3) F + * { 0 } and F + ^ F . Take any yeT(UEnE+)\{0}. Then y«=F+ and {Ay: 
A€[0,l]>2 /IUFHF+ for some /i>0. Now a s T ( U E N E + ) is convex, JIU FR\F +£ 
T(UEnE+). 
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Proposition 1.3. 10.: Let E and F be ordered normed spaces. 
(a) If E has a normal cone and J i s a half inject ion from E to F, then 
J i s a topological injection. I f , in addition, E+ i s closed, then 
J(E+)= F+nT(E) i . e . J i s an order and topological inject ion. 
(b) If F has a co-normal cone and Q i s a half sur ject ion (almost half 
surject ion) from E to F, then Q is an order and topological sur jec t ion 
(respectively Q i s almost open and thus i s an order and topological 
sur ject ion i f E i s ail ordered Banach space). 
Proof: (a) J " 1 ( U F - F + )Q fitUE-E+ ) J " " 1 ( U F + F + ) £ F I ( U E + E + ) . Hence J^iU^Q 
J "
1
 [ ( U F - F + ) n ( U F + F + ) ]Q ji[ (UE-E+)n(UE+E+)]= *iF.(Ue). Hence, J
- 1
(U F )c 
(where F(UE)£ aUE). If E + i s closed, J ( E + ) i s closed in J ( E ) as J i s a 
topological inject ion. Hence, J(E+)= J(E+)nJ(E) and thus by Remark (7) 
of 1 .3 . 1 . , J ( E + ) = F + N J ( E ) . 
(b) If Q is. an almost A-half surject ion, UFnF+£ AQ(UEnE+). So, for any 
zeD(UF), z=fiu-(l-|i)v fo r some 0 ^ 1 and u, v€ UFnF+£ AQ(UEnE+). Let 
xn,yn€UEnE+ be such that Q(Axn) > u and Q(Ayn) • — v . Then wn= 
/LtxN-(L-fx)yne D ( U e ) and XQ(wn) — 4 z. Thus, D ( U F ) £ A Q ( D ( U E ) . On the 
other hand, since F i s co-normal, there exis t s a a>0 such that UF£ 
aD(UF). Now (XarHjpS- A
_1
D(UF)c Q(D(UE)c Q(UE). By a similar argument, 
i f Q is a A-half surject ion, Q is open and hence i s an order and 
topological surject ion. 
Remark: (1) From the proof of 1.3. 10. (a), if J i s a pi-half inject ion 
and E+ i s a-normal, then j(J)^(jia)~ . Hence, if J i s an 
-l 
almost jn-half inject ion and E is a-normal, j(J)^(fxa) . (see 
the remark (2) and (3) of 1.3.1.) 
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(2) Similarly, from the proof of 1.3.10.(b), i f Q is a A-half 
surject ion and E i s an ordered normed space with a-generating 
cone or if Q is an almost A-half sur ject ion and E i s an 
ordered Banach space with a-generating cone, then 
| | § q(Q)fc(Xa)~\ 
Lemma 1.3.11.: Let E be an ordered normed space. Then UEnE+= UEnE+. 
Proof: We f i r s t show that UE/-E+=co(UE/u(-E+)) (where the closure is 
taken in the < R ( E ' , E ) ) . In fact , for any Z < = U E , - E ; , there are xe U E , and 
-y€E+ such that z=x+y. Let A n=l-l/n (=sl). Then Anz= Anx+ 
(l-An)(Any/(l-An))€ C O ( U £ / U E ; ) (as E+ is a cone). By passing n to 
inf in i ty , one can see that zeco(UE, UE+). On
:
 the other hand, as 
C O ( U E / W ( ^ E ; ) ) ! C U E / - E ; and U E / - E ; i s < R ( E ' , E ) c losed ( s ince U E / i s 
compact and E; i s c losed in < R ( E ' , E ) ) , C O ( U E , U ( - E ; ) ) S U E / - E ; . NOW by 
p ropos i t i on 0 . 2 . 8 . , ( U E N E + ) ° = U E / - E ; . Moreover, we have 0<=U E NE + and 
U E / - E ; = C O [ U E / U ( - E ; > ] = C O [ ( U E ) ° U ( E + ) ° ] . Therefore , by 0 . 1 . 5 . we get 
U E R \ E + = U E N E + . 
Proposition 1.3.12.: Let E and F be ordered normed spaces and Qe 
i£+ (E, F). Then Q is an almost A-half surject ion from (E,E+) to (F,F+) if 
and only i f Q i s an almost A-half surjection from (E,E+) to (F,F+). 
Proof: By the def ini t ion of almost A-half surject ion and lemma 
1.3.11. , UFnF~c UFnF+c AQ(UEnE+). 
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almost A-half injection, then for any feM;, there exists geE'+ such that 
gT=f and |g |*A|f | .
 1
 ; , . .';:• 
Proof: Consider the dual map T'e£+(E'» M'). Since V is a A-half 
surjection (by 1.3.6.) and f/flf |€UM,nM; (assume f*0, i t i s t r i v i a l for 
the case f=0) , there exists g^AUE/nE; such that V (g1)=f/| |f | . Now the 
map g=g1||f|| is the map that is required.. 
Corollary 1.3.14.:If E is an ordered normed space and F is any 
1-dimensional subspace of E, then any positive and continuous 
functional on F has a positive and continuous extension on E. 
Proof: By 1.3.9 and 1.3.13. 
Proposition 1.3.15.: Let M and E be ordered normed spaces. Let Te 
£+(M,E) be an almost A-half injection and A be any index set . Then for 
any Re i£+(M, £°°( A)), there exists Se £+(E, £°°(A)) such that R=ST and 
Proof: Let Pi from £°°(A) to IR be the projection of the i - th coordinate 
for i€A. Let f i=P iR and fx=||R||. Then | f j By lemma 1.3.13., there 
exists g^E; such that giT=fi and IgJI^Afx. Define S from E to £ ° ° (A) by 
S(x)= [GJ (x) ]. Then S«=IE+(E, A A ) ) such that ST=R and |S|*AJC.' 
Corollary 1.3.16.: The above proposition holds when A A) is replaced 
by an order complete AM space F with unit. 
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Proof: F i r s t note that for any Stonian space K, there i s a posi t ive 
and contractive projection P from £°°(K) to C(K) (see Corollary 2 of 
Schaefer [1974,11,7.10]). By 0.3.9, there is a Stonian space K such 
that F=C(K). Let J be the canonical inject ion from F to I (K) and P be 
the project ionlfrom A K ) to F. For any R<=2+(M,F), JR<=2+(M, £°°(K)). 
Therefore, there .ex is t S € 2 + ( E , A k ) ) such that JR=ST and j S | A | J R j i 
A||R|| by 1. 3.15. Let S0=PS€*+(E,F). Then R=PJR=S0T and ||S0 ||^||P|| ||S||^||R||. _ 
Corollary 1.3. 17. : Let M and E be ordered normed spaces and Te£+(M,E) 
be an almost A-half injection. Let F be any order complete AM space 
with unit . Then the map T* from £(E,F) to £(M,F) defined by T*(S)=S<>T 
is an A-half surject ion. 
The following resul t l inks the posit ive A-extension and A- l i f t ing 
property with the concepts of A-half inject ion and A-half surject ion. 
Proposition 1.3;18.: (a) Let E and N be ordered normed spaces and 
QeL+(E, N). Q is a A-half surject ion if and only i f for any T€L+(!R,N) , 
there ex is t s SeL+(IR,E) such that (S|* A||T|| and QS=T. 
(b) Let E and M be ordered normed spaces and JeL+(M, E). Then J is an 
almost A-half inject ion if and only if for any feM;, there exis t s a 
g<=E; such that ||g||< A ||f ||' and gJ=f. 
Proof: (a) The necessity is clear. 
For the sufficiency, take any ueUNnN+ and consider TeL+(IR, N) defined by 
X(a) =au. Then ||T||= ||u||-1. By the given condition, there ex is t s S«sL+((R,E) 
such that m m l l -
A
 and QS=T. Let w=S( 1 )<=E+. Then ||w||= ||S j|*X i . e. w<= 
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A(UEnE+) and Q(w)=u. Thus, u€AQ(UEnE+) and hence Q is a A-half 
surjection. 
(b) The necessity follows from lemma 1.3.13. 
For the sufficiency, let J'€L+(E',M') be the dual map of J. For any 
TeL+(IR,M'), let f=T(l)eM;. By the given condition, there exis ts geE; 
such that ||g|*A||f J and gJ=f i . e . J 'g=f. Define SeL+(IR,E') by S(cx)=<xg 
(for a l l (X€lR). Then J'S=T and ||S||=||g||=sA|f ||=A||T||. By (a) J* is a A-half 
surjection and hence J is an almost A-half injection. 
Lemma 1.3.19.: Let E and G be ordered Banach spaces and Qe £+(G,E) be a 
l 
A-half surjection and A be any index set . For any Re (A),E), there 
e x i s t s S€ X(E
T
(A),G) such t ha t R=QS and |S |SA|R| . 
I 
Proof: Let Jj be the canonical injection from IR to I (A) into the i - th 
coordinate (for ieA) and FI= |R | | . Let x^RJj C1 >6 JLIUEAE+. There exist 
ui€juiAUGnG+ such that Q(ul)=x1. Define S from # (£ ] to E by 
S[€|3= E Then S is well defined and positive and ||S||^ JLIA, It is 
i € A 
also clear that QS=R. 
Corollary 1.3.20. : Let E and G be ordered Banach spaces and Te£+(G,E) 
be a A-half surjection and A be^  any index set . Then the map T* from 
^(^(A), G) to ^(£
X
(A), E) defined by T*(S)=T<>S is a A-half surjection. 
1.4 Str ic t quotients- and s t r i c t subspaces 
We are now going to define a kind of subspaces (quotients) that 
are closely-related to the A-half injections (resp. surjections). 
• i -.<-
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Definition 1.4.1.: Let E be an ordered normed space and M be a subspace 
of e. % ' ^  t f , ' 
IfpP M is called a j i - s t r i c t [almost / i -s tr ict) subspace of E if 
( U E - E + ) N M C / I ( U M - M + ) ( r e spec t i v e l y ( U E - E + ) R \ M C / I ( U M - M + ) ) . A subspace M of 
E is called a s t r i c t subspace if i t i s a fi-strict subspace for some fi>0 
•(b)- Let M be closed in E . E / M is called a A - s t r i c t (almost A - s t r i c t ) 
quot ien t i f U E / M N ( E / M ) + C A Q M ( U E N E + ) . ( r e spec t i v e l y U E / M N ( E / M ) + £ 
XQ M (U E AE + ) ) . E /M is called a s t r i c t (respectively almost s t r i c t ) 
quotient if i t is a A - s t r i c t (respectively almost A - s t r i c t ) quotient 
for some A>0 . 
Remark: ; (1) M is a A-strict subspace (almost A-strict subspace) of E 
if and only if JM is a A-half injection (respectively almost 
A-half injection). E/N is a A-strict (almost A-strict) 
quotient of E if and only if QN is a A-half (respectively 
almost A-half) surjection. 
(2) Let E be a normed vector la t t ice and M be a sublat t ice of 
E. Then M is a 1 - s t r i c t subspace of E. (using 1.3.2.) 
(3) Let E be a normed Riesz space and N be an ideal of E. 
Then E/N is a ( l+e)-s t r ic t quotient of E for a l l E > 0 . (using 
the fact that QN is a Riesz homomorphism and 1.3.2. ) 
(4) If E is an ordered normed space and M is a positive 
complemented subspace of E, then M is a s t r i c t subspace of E 
(by 1.3.4.). The converse holds if M sa t i s f i e s certain 
properties, (e.g. the s t r i c t extension property as defined in 
•VJ •• 
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1.4.6. and shown in 1.4.7.) 
(5) M is an almost A-strict subspace if and only if M is a 
(A+c)- s t r i c t subspace for a l l e>0 (by (1) and remark (3) of 
1.3.1). Hence if M is an almost A-strict subspace, then M is 
a s t r i c t subspace^; 
(6) By Corollary 1.3.8., proposition 2.1.1. and 2.1.2. , if M 
is a <r(E',E)- closed subspace of E', then M is an almost 
A-strict subspace of E' if and only if M is a A-strict 
subspace of E'. 
The following resul ts relate the concept of A-half injections 
(resp. surjections) and A-strict subspaces (resp.quotients). Therefore, 
some resul t s on A-half injections (resp. surjections) can be translated 
into that of A-strict subspaces (resp. quotients). 
Proposition 1.4.2.: Let E and F be ordered normed spaces, 
(a) If E has a closed and normal cone, then there exists a half 
injection from E into F if and only if E is order and topological 
isomorphic to a s t r i c t subspace of F. 
'(b) - If F has a co-normal cone, then there exis ts a half surjection 
(resp. almost half surjection) from E to F if and only if F is order 
and topological isomorphic to a s t r i c t quotient (resp. almost s t r i c t 
quotient) of E. 
Proof: By 1.3.10., Remark (5) of 1.3.1. and Remark (1) of 1.4.1. 
Proposition 1.4.3.: Let E be any ordered normed space and M be any 
* ; •
 1
 \t '^fvfiWit* 
gMjWMW|MMMMP jt,* 1
 1
 ' i 
subspace of E. 
(a) Any f€M+ has a positive and normed preserving extension on the 
whole space E if and only if M is an almost 1 - s t r i c t subspace of E. 
(b) If , in addition, M is closed, then any T€L+([R,E/M) has a norm 
preserving and positive l i f t i ng to E if and only -if E/M is a 1 - s t r i c t 
quotient., ^ 
Proof: The proof base on proposition 1.3.18. and the remark (1) of 
1. 4.1. 
We now show that the mappings QQ and JE defined in 1.1.4. and 
1.1.5. are actually 1-half surjection and almost 1-half injection 
respectively. 
Proposition 1.4.4.: (1) Let G be an ordered Banach space with co-normal 
cone and Qc be the surjection from Gj to G defined in 1.1.4. Then QG is 
a 1-half surjection. 
(2) Let E be an ordered normed space with normal cone and JE be the 




injection. If , in addition, KE is a 1-half injection, then JE is a 
1 - s t r i c t injection. Consequently, if E Is a normed vector la t t i ce , then 
JE is a 1 - s t r i c t injection. 
Proof: (1) For any u«=UcnG+, let t t^JC^Ctgl be defined by £x=l for 
x=u & § =0 for x*u. Then [? ]<= U n(G1)+ and (^t? ]=u. 
1
 Mp .- • • X • G^  X 
(2) Let G=E'. Then G is an ordered Banach space with co-normal cone. 
- 1 ' 4 • ' 
Hence, (U 7 ) exists and the map QG from Ga to G is a 1-half 
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surjection. Thus, from G' to G[= A u E , ) = E^ is a 1-half injection. 
I t i s easily seen that Q£=J (where J is the canonical injection from E" 
to E defined by ; J ( ^ ) = [^(f )]„..+ ) and so J E = Q G K E . NOW, since K E is an 
oo ~ X €Ue f 
almost 1-half injection (by 1.3.7:) and Qq is a 1-half injection, JE is 
an almost 1-half injection by remark (1) of 1.3.1. 
Corollary 1:4.5.: Let E and F be Banach la t t ices such that F is an 
order complete AM space with unit. Then for any TeL+(E,F), there is 
S€L+(Ero,F) such that SJE=T and J T ) | « | S | . 
Proof: By 1.4.4. and 1.3.16. 
In the following, we will examine the positive and continuous 
extensions/ l i f t ings of positive operators and their relat ions to the 
s t r i c t subspaces and the s t r i c t quotients. The following definit ion is 
actually a translation from the concept of the extension and l i f t ing 
property (see 0.1.7) in the case of B-lattice. 
Definition 1.4.6.: A Banach la t t ice F is said to has: 
(a) the s t r i c t extension property if for any two Banach la t t i ces E and 
Ec such that E is a s t r i c t subspace of E0 and for any positive linear 
map T from E to F, there is a positive extension S from E0 to F. Denote 
by S the collection of al l Banach la t t ices with s t r i c t extension 
00 
property. 
(b) the s t r i c t l i f t ing property if for any two Banach la t t i ces G and G0 
such that G is a s t r i c t quotient of G0 and any positive linear map T 
from F to G,' there is a positive l i f t ing S of T from F to G0. Denote by 
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S the collection of a l l B-lat t ices with s t r i c t l i f t i ng property. 
Remark: By proposition 1.3.15. and 1.3.19, for each index set A, any 
CO f v 
B-lat t ice which is order and topological isomorphic to I (A) 
has the s t r i c t extension property and B-lat t ice which is 
l 
order and topological isomorphic to i (A) has the s t r i c t 
l i f t i ng property. 
Proposition 1.4.7.: Let E and F be B-lat t ices such that E has the 
s t r i c t extension property. (In part icular, E is an order complete AM 
space with unit) , - If E is a s t r i c t subspace of F, then E is a positive 
complemented subspace of F. Consequently, i f E has the s t r i c t extension 
property, E is a positive complemented subspace of E^. 
Proof: Let IE be the identity map on E and JE be the canonical 
injection from E to F. Since E is a s t r i c t subspace of F and E has the 
s t r i c t extension property, there is an extension P of IE from F to E. 
Then PJE=IE and the result follows from 1.2.5. 
Remark: In the remark of 1.4.10, we see that E<=S if and only if E is 
.
 0 0 
a positive complemented subspace of E * 
Corollary 1.4.8.: Let F be an B-latt ice and E be an order complete AM 
space with unit. If E is a Riesz subspace of F, E is a positive 
complemented subspace of Fa 
Proof: By 1.3.2. and 1.4.7. 
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Now, some equivalence formulations of S^ and Sx will be given. 
Moreover! one can re la te the s t r i c t extension ( l i f t ing) property to the 
positive and metric extensions ( l i f t ings) of positive operators, (see 
1.4. 11 and 1. 4. 14. ) 
Proposition 1.4.9. : FeS^ if and only if there exis ts an index set A 
such that for any EeB,, any map T€L+(E,F) can be factorized through 
£°°(A) into two positive operators. 
Proof: =>) Let A=UF,. Then since J F is a half injection (which is also 
an order and topological injection), F can be considered as a s t r i c t 




(where I F i s the identi ty map on F). Now, T= IFT= R(JFT) and so T can 
be factorized through £°°(A) into two positive operators. 
4=) Let E and E0 be B-lat t ices such that E is a s t r i c t subspace of E0. 
Let TeL+ (E, F). Then by hypothesis, there exist R<=L+(E, £°°( A)) and 
S€L+U°°(A),F) such that T=SR. Since A a ) has the s t r i c t extension 
property and E is a s t r i c t subspace of E0, there exis ts R0eL+(EQti (A)) 
such that R0 i s a positive extension of R. Thus, T0-SR0 is a positive 
extension of T on E0. 
Remark: In fact , we can have the following resul t : F€S if and only 
if there is an order complete AM space G with unit such that 
for any EeB^ any map TeL+ (E,F) can be factorized through G 
in to two positive operators. (I t is because G also has the 
s t r i c t extension property and i (A) is an order complete AM 
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space with unit . ) 
Proposition 1.4.10.: FeS i f and only i f i t i s order and topological 
isomorphic to a posit ive complemented subspace of an order complete AM 
space with uni t . -c 
Proof: =>) This followed from 1.4.7. and the fac t that J F , the 
canonical inject ion from F to F , i s a half in ject ion (which i s also an 
CO 
order and topological inject ion). 
4=) Let G be an order complete AM space with unit and R€L+(F, G), 
SeL+(G,F) be such that IF=SR (R and S exist by 1.2.5). Then for any 
B- la t t i ce E and T<=L+(E,F), we have T=S°(RT) i . e . T can be factorized 
through G and the resul t follows from the remark of 1.4.9. 
Remark: EeS i f and only if E is a posit ive complemented subspace of 
00 
E . The necessity follows from 1.4.4. and 1.4.7. and the 
00 
suff iciency follows from 1.4.10. 
Proposition 1.4.11.: FeS i f and only if there ex is t s a ju>0 such that 
00 
for any B- la t t i ces E and E0 with E being a A-s t r ic t subspace of E0 and 
for any T€L+(E,F), there exis ts S<=L+(E0,F) such that S i s an extension 
of T and ||S||^A|x||T||. 
Proof: =») Let G be an order complete AM space with unit and PeL+(G,F) 
and J€L+(F,G). be such that IF=PJ (by 1.4.10. and 1 .2 .5 . ) . Let fi= ||P|| ||J||. 
For any T € L + ( E , F ) JTe L+(E,G), so there exis t s T 0 e L + ( E 0 , G ) such that 
T Q J E = J T and . | | T 0 | | ^ A | | J T | | by 1.3.16. (where JE i s the canonical in ject ion 
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from E to E0). Let S=PT0. Then SJE=T and |S | s ||P||||T0|^ A||P||||J||||T||= 
<=) This part i s clear from the definit ion of S . 
00 
Proposition 1.4.12. : GeSx if and only if there exis ts a :4ndex set A 
such that for any EeB ,^ any map T€L+(G,E) can be factorized through 
i 
i (A) into two positive operators. 
Proof: =>) Let A=UG. Since Qq (the canonical surjection from Ga to G) 
i s a half surjection (which is also an order and topological 
surjection) and I (A) has the s t r i c t l i f t i ng property, there exists 
ReL+(G, £*(A)) such that IG=QGR (where IG is the identi ty map on G) . 
Then T= TIG= (TQG)R and so T can be factorized through I (A) into two 
positive operators. 
<=) Let E and E0 be B-lat t ices such that E is a s t r i c t quotient of E . 
For any T«=L+(G, E), there exist R<=L+(G, ^(A)) and SeL+(£
1
 (A), E) with 
T=SR. Now since £*(A) has the s t r i c t l i f t i ng property, there is a 
l i f t i ng S0eL+(^(A),E0) of S. Then T0=S0R€L+ (G,E0) is a l i f t i ng of T. 
Proposition 1.4.13.: GeS^ if and only if i t is order and topological 
isomorphic to a positive complemented subspace of some I (A). 
Proof: =>) Since QG is a half surjection and GeSlt there exists a 
l i f t i ng ReL+(G,G1) of IG i . e . IG=QGR. Now IG can be factorized through 
i + 
I (UG) into two positive operators and the result follows from 1.2.5. 
«=) Since G<pt (A) for some index set A, IG can be factorized through 
i • 
i (A) into two positive operators by 1.2.5. Now assume that IG=SR where 
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' ReL+CG./'CA)) and S<= L+U^AJ.G). For any B-lat t ice E and any 
T e L + ( G , E ) , we have T=(TS)°R and the result follows from 1.4.12. 
Proposition 1.4.14. : GeSx if and only if there exists a fi>0 such that 
for any B-lat t ices E and E0 such that E is a X-strict quotient of E0 ' 
and for any T<=L+ (G, E), there exists S<=L+(G,E0) such that S is a l i f t i ng 
of T. and |S||^ XjLt||T||. 
Proof: =») Let H^ lA) . By 1.4.13., and 1.2.5. there are J<sL+(G,H) and 
PeL+(G,H) such that IG=PJ. Define fi= ||P|| ||J||. For any TeL+ (G, E), we have 
TPeL+(H,E) and so there exists T0«=L+(H,E0) such that QT0= TP and 
| T 0 | | T P | | by 1.3.19. (where Q is the quotient map form E0 to E). Now 
define S=TCJ. Then QS=T and |S]* X||j|| ||T0||* Afi||T||. : 
4=) Thi s i s c 1 ear from defini t ion of S r 
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Chapter 2 Helley's Theorem and Local Reflexivitv Theorem of Order Type 
The material in th is chapter is based on our paper Wong and Ng 
2,1 He1lev's selection theorem of order type 
In th is section, we will give the Helley's selection Theorem and 
local ref lexiv i ty theorem with the consideration of ordering. Firs t ly, 
we will examine the duality between subspace and quotient of an order 
normed space. 
Let E be an ordered normed space and M be any subspace of E. One 
can observe that; 
(a) (E'/M
1
) under the usual metric isomorphism # from (E'/M
1
) to 
M' . In fact , if ^ (E ' /M
1
) ^ there exists feE; such that £=QN(f) (where 
N=M
i
) and ¥(f)=f°JM is clearly positive, 




(E + )= M+= (-MI)
0
 (by 0 . 1 . 6 ) and use 
the bipolar theorem. 
It is naturally to ask when does equality hold in (a). The 
following result will give the answer of th is together with the 
relationship between (a) and (b) above. 
Proposition 2.1.1/.: Let E be an ordered normed space and M be any 
subspace of E with JM the canonical injection from M to E. Then the 
following statements are equivalence: 
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( i ) For any f €M+, there exists geE+ such that gJM=f; 
Cii) JJ is an order and topological surjection; 
C i i i) Mi=(E'/M
1
)| blinder the natural metric isomorphism 
Consequently, i f M is an s t r i c t subspace of E, then MXE'/M
1
K-
Proof: (i)«»(ii): It is clear that (i) is equivalence to M^SJ^ CE^} and 
th i s i s clearly equivalence to the fact that J^ is an order and 
topological surjection (since J^ must be a topological surjection). 
(i)=»(iii):- It is required to show that E'/M
1
),. In fact , for any 
u€M+, there exists feE+ such that u=J{j(f). Now the element r=QN(f)€ 
••(E'/M
1
)*will sa t i s fy thercondition that ¥(£)-u" (where N=M
1
). 
( i i i ) ^ ( i ) : for any feM^,-there exists ge(E'/M
1
)+ such that f=^(g). Now, 
there is a map geE+ such that QN(g)=g and f=gJM. 
Proposition 2.1 .2 . : Let E be an ordered normed space and N be any 
closed subspace of ' E. Then N
1=
(E/N)+ under the natural metric 
isomorphism x from N
1
 to (E/N)'. 
Proof: For any f€(N )+ and xe(E/N) + , there exists. x<=E+ such that 
x=Qn(x) . Now since %(f) Cx)=f (x)2:0 and x is arbitrary, %{f ) e ( E / N ) O n 
the other hand, if u€(E/N)+ , consider f=u<>QN€E+, then %(f)=u and 
f€(N
1
) + . /<
l < 
The following two resul ts give the norm characterization of half 
surjections and almost half surjections. 
Proposition 2. 1. 3. : - Let E be ..an ordered normed space and N be any 
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closed subspace of E. Then for any xe(E/N)+, ||x||= inf{||x+n||: neN, 
x+n^O} (where ||x|| i s the quotient norm of x and x=QN(x)) i f and only if 
QNtis a (1+e)-half surjection for a l l e>0. 
Proof: =») For any e>0 and x€U^(E/N) + , there exis ts n<=N such that 
x + n e E + (where x is given in the assertion) and ||x+n||^||x||+e^( 1+e). Let 
y=x+n. Then QH(y)=QM(x)' and y€ (l+e)UEnE+. Thus, x€ (l+e)QN(UEnE+). 
4=) For any xe(E/N) + \ ( 6 ) and any e>0, let xeE+ be such that QN(x)=x. Let 
u=x/||x||€ UE/Nn (E/N) + . Then there exists ye(l+e/||x||)UEnE+ such that 
u=QN(y) i . e . QN(x)= QN(||x||y). Hence, ||x||y= x+ne E+ for some neN and 
||x+n||^||x||+e. Therefore, inf{||x+n||: neH (x+n)€E+}*|x|| which proof the 
assertion. 
Remark: Follow the same argument as above one can prove the following 
generalization: Let E be an ordered normed space and N be any 
closed subspace of E. Then for any xe(E/N) + , inf{||x+n||: neN; 
x+n^O}^ X||x|[ if and only if QN is a (A+e)-half surjection for 
a l l e>0. 
Proposition 2. 1.4. : Let E and F be ordered normed spaces and Qe £+(E,F) 
be an open map. Then Q is an almost A-half surjection if and only if 
for any ueF+ and e>0, there exist yeE+ and zeeUE such that |y|sA|uJ and 
Q(y+z)=u. 
Proof: =»)Since Q is open, u/ |u| |e UFnF+cAQ(UEnE+.)£ AQ(UEnE J+e/|u|Q(UE) . 
for a l l ueF+\(0) and e>0. Hence, there exist x<=AUEnE+ and w(=e/||u||UE 
such that u/||u|=Q(x)+ Q(w). Then y=|u||x and z= ||u||w will sa t i s fy the 
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proposition. 
>) For any ueUFnF+ and e>0, there exist y€AUEnE+ and zeeUE such that 
u=Q(y+z). Therefore,: we have us AQ(UEnE+)+ eQ(UE)£ AQ(UEnE+) + c§QjUr 
for a l l e>0 and thus u<=AQ(UEnE+). 
Remark: If E is an ordered normed space and N be any closed subspace 
of E. QN is an almost 1-half surjection if and only if for 
any ue(E/N)+, there is a sequence {yn> in E+ with ||yn||-||u|| 
and a nul 1 sequence z n in E such that QN(yn+zn)=u. 
' st '' 
Proposition 2 .1 .5 . : (1 Belley's selection Theorem of order type) 
Let E be an ordered normed space and N be a f i n i t e dimensional A-strict 
subspace of E'. For any i/reE" and e>0, there exist • y«=E+ and z€ cUE such 





=N (as order and metric isomorphic). In 
addition, as N is a A-strict subspace, N'- E"/N = E'VM
11
 (as both order 
and metric isomorphic) by 2.1.1. and 2.1.2. Let $ be the order and 
metric isomorphism from N'=(E/M)" to E'VM
11
. Now since E/M is f i n i t e 
dimensional (as N is) , KE/M is an order and metric isomorphism from 
(E/M, (E/M) +) to (E/M)". As JN is a A-half injection, QM is an almost 
A-half surjection from (E,E+) to (E/M,(E/M)+) and hence to (E/M,(E/M)+) 
by proposition 1.3.12. 
Now, f o r any ^ E ; ' , we have U = Q M I I ( ^ ) € (EVM
1 1
) + . Let x= K ^ ^ ^ '
1
 (u ) ) . 
Then xe(E/M)+ . By proposit ion 2. 1.4. and the fact that QE is open and 
is an almost A-half surjection, for any e>0, there exist yeE+ and zeeUE 




Proposition 2 .1 .6 . : (2
n d
 Helley's select ion Theorem of order type) 
Let E be an ordered normed space and N be any f i n i t e dimensional 
subspace of E' such that E/N
T
 has a closed cone and i s a (A+e)-strict ^ 
quotient of E for any e>0. Then for any 0<=E" and c>0, there ex is t s yeE+ 
such that ||y||=sA||^ ||+e and f(y)= 0(f) for a l l feN. 
Proof: The proof is essent ia l ly the same as 2.1.5. but instead of 
using 2 .1 .4 . , we use the remark of 2.1.3. 
2.2 Local Reflexivity theorem of order type 
In t h i s section, we will t ry to obtain r e su l t s that are similar to 
that of l o c a l r e f l ex iv i ty theorem with the consideration of ordering. 
In the following, we will used these notations: Let E and F be normed 
spaces. (1) |f. | will denote the operator norm on £(E,F) while J . f ^ j 
will denote the n- norm on 2(E,F); (2) For any Te£(E,F) and ScfCF.E") 
(or Te?(E,F) and Se£(F, E")), define <T, S> t r= trace(ST). For these 
notations and the i r exact def ini t ions and properties, we re fe r to 
Y.C.Wong [1991, chapter 5]. 
Proposition 2 .2 .1 . , 2.2.2. and corollary 2.2.3. are also taken 
from Y.C.Wong [1991]> / 
Proposition 2.2.1. :For any Banach spaces E and F, (£(F, E"), ||. ||) = 
(^(E, F), | . I ^ J ' (metrically isomorphic) under the map T > % 
1 • •
 5 9 
( C F , E
7 /
) ) defined by %(S)= <S,T>tr ( for a l l S€?(EfF)). 
For a proof, we refer to Y.C.Wong [1991,5.8]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.2.2. :Let E and F be Banach spaces. If E is f i n i t e 
dimensional, (2(E, F), ||. ||3'=CfCFt E), ||. l ( j t ) ) (metrically isomorphic). 
For a proof, we refer to the proof of Y.C.Wong [1991,5.12]. 
Corollary 2.2.3. :Let E and F be Banach spaces. If E is f i n i t e 
dimensional, then (2(E,F), ||. || )
/ /
=(^(E, F"), ||. ||) (metrically isomorphic). 
Proof: I t follows from 2.2.2. and 2.2.1. 
Remark: Let E and F be Banach spaces such that E is f i n i t e 
dimensional. Then ^(E,F)=£(E, F) and ^(F, E)=«2(F, E). Moreover, 
by 2.2.1. and 2.2.2. , both <£(E, F), £(F, E)> and 
<i£(F, E>, £(E, F")> form dual pairs under the duali ty < , > t r . 
Lemma 2.2.4. :Let E and F be o r d e r e d Banach spaces such that E is 
f i n i t e dimensional and F has closed cone. 
(1) In the dual pair <£(E,F),£(F,E)>, we have - [ ^ ( F , E) ]°= i2+(E,F) . 
(2) In the dual pair <J2(F, E), i£(E,F")>, we have - ^ (E .F" )^ [Jg+(F,E) ]°. 
Proof: (1) For any T€J2+ ( E , F) and S€^_(F, E ) , S= E gi®xi for some g^F ; 
and X , € E + . Hence, <T, S> tr= F] g i (TX^)^ 0 and so -Te [S (F,E)]°. On the 
• ' i i = i Iff^ 
other hand, let Te [£ (F,E)]°. For any xeE+ and geF;, g®x<= £ (F,E). 
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Thus, <T,g®x>tr= g(Tx)^ 0. Since F+ is closed, we obtain Tx^ O for a l l 
xeE+ and so -T<=£(E, F). 
(2) The proof i s just the same as the f i r s t part of (1). 
In the following, we will use th is convention: For ordered normed 
spaces E and F, we write E=F if there is an isometric order isomorphism 
from E onto F. 
Proposition 2 .2 .5 . : Let E and F be ordered Banach spaces such that E is 
f i n i t e dimensional. Then (2(,E,F), £+ (E, F), ||. || )"= ( £ ( E , F"), K, ||. ||) where 
K=J£+(E,F) with closure taken in the topology <r(£(E, F"), £ ( F , E)). 
Moreover, £ (E,F")c K£ jg (E, F"). , 
n + 
Proof: By 2.2.2. and 2.2. 1. , we have (2(E, F), ||. ||)' = (?(F. E), ||. || ) and 
(^(F, E), | . | )
 / =
 (JSCE, F"), | . J). Let K be the bipolar of 2+(E,F) in 
if(E, F"). Then K is the bidual cone of i£+(E,F). By the bipolar theorem, 
K is the <r(£(E,F"),2(F,E))-closure of £+(E,F). 
Note that £+(E,F") is H U E , F"), £{F, E) )-closed. In fact , let 
T e£+{E,F") be such that T converge to T with respect to 
f j . M 
o-(J2(E,F"),i£(F,E)). Then for any ueE+ and feF'+, f®u<= ?(F,E)= £(F,E) 
which implies that [T (u)](f)= <f®u,T > t r > <f®u,T>tr= [T(u)](f) . 
f-L M 
Since [T (u)](f)*0 for a l l n, [Tu](f>0 and thus TCu^O for a l l ueE+ 
i . e . (E, F"). Therefore, K££+(E,F") as £+(E,F)£ if+(E,F
, /
). 
For the inclusion t (E;F")c K, i t suffice to show that.T=f®0eK for a l l 
ft 
f€E; and \Jj(= F". Now as F"=F7 with the closure taken in the topology 
<r(F" tF') (by bipolar theorem), there exist y eF+ such that y_ converge 
to \p with respect to cr(F", F ' ) . Def ine T =f®yTeS .(E, F)=£+ (E, F). For any 
| ; 61 
R€i£+(F,E)= 2+(F,E), we have R= £ gi®xi for some g^F ' and x^E. 
i=l 




 i = l 
T -—> T with respect to o-(J£(E, F"), iSCF, E)) and so Te£+(E,F)=K. 
i T 
B e f o r e proving the following resul t , we would like to thank Mr. 
Huang Li-ren for his suggestion on the dual cone of J£+(E,F) in !HF,E). 
Proposition 2 .2 .6 . : Let E and F be ordered Banach spaces such that E is 
finite dimensional. Then (*(E,F},£+(E,F), C'SFCF, E), K, ||. || [ n ) ) where 
K=£ (F, E) with the closure taken in the topology o-(£(F, E), £(E, F)). 
n 
• Proof: ; (^(E,F),'||. 1)' = (^(F,E), | | ( 7 r )) by 2:3.2. Now since nyF ,E ) ] ° = 
(E, F) (by 2 .2 .4 : ) , using the bipolar, theorem, , F T f T E T is the dual 
c o n e o f £+(E,F). ; » 
Before showing the resu l t s below, i t should be noted (by corollary 
1 of Schaefer [1974,11,3.9]) that if E is a f i n i t e dimensional ordered 
normed space with closed cone (which implies E to be Archimedean) such 
that E is a Riesz space, then E is order isomorphic to R
n
. 
Lemma 2.2.7. : Let G and E be ordered normed spaces such that E is a 
f i n i t e dimensional R i e s z s p a c e with closed cone. Then ^+(E,G)= £^(E,G) 
and (G,E)= S (G,E). 
Proof: Firs t note from the paragraph above that E i s order isomorphic 
to IR
n
. -By 0.2. 4. , let {xa, x2, . . . , xn> be a positive basis of E such that 
i t s dual basis { f 1 > f 2 , . . . ,fn> is also positive. Now, for any Ts 
| ' 62 
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I 
^+(E,G), T= £ f i ® y l for some y^G. Moreover, y ^ T i x ^ O for al l 
i=l 
j=l ,2, . . . ,n. Hence (E,G). 
On the other hand, for each Se^lG.E), £ gt®xt for some g^eG'. Now 
i = 1 
for any yeG+, we have Sy^ O and thus for any j = l , 2 , . . . , n , O^fj(Sy) = 
|giCy>Xj3® gj(y). Therefore, gj€G; for al l j = l , 2 , . . . ,n and so 
i = l 
SeS (G, E). 
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Corollary 2.2.8.: Let E and F be order Banach spaces such that E is a 
f in i t e dimensional Riesz space with closed cone. Then 
(je(E,F),£+(E,F),||/|)''= (£(E,F"),ie+(E,F"), j ) . 
Proof: Using 2.2.5. and 2.2.7. 
Corollary 2.-2.9. : Let E and F be order Banach space such that E is a 
f in i t e dimensional Riesz space with closed cone. Then 
(£(E, F), (E, F), ||. | | )
/ =
 (SF(F,E),^+(F,E), ||. | | ( 7 r )) . 
Proof: First observe that 2+(F,E) is <rWF, E), £(E, F) )-closed. In fact, 
let T (F,E) be such that T >T in cr(^(F, E), £(E, F)). For each y<=F+ 
v v 
and f<=E;, f®y€£(E,F). Thus, f(Tyy)« <f®y,Ttf>tr~—-><f®y,T>tr= f(Ty). As 
T^y^O, f(Ty)2=0 for al l f<=E;. By the fact that E+ is closed, Ty^ O and so 
T€^+(F,E). 
By 2.2.6. , we have (£(E, F), (E, F), ||. J)' = C^ CF, E), K, ||. ||) where 
K=S (F, E). Now S (F,E)c?+(F,E) will implies that S (F,E)c Kc ?+(F,E).; 
it n 
Therefore, by 2.2.7. , K=^.(F,E)=^ (F,E). 
.
 w n 
Let E be a n-dimensional Riesz space with an arbitrary norm on E 
K " 63 • 
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such that E+ i s norm closed. Define d(E)= inf{ fli/T
1
 fl: * i s an order 
l 
isomorphism (which must be a topological isomorphism) from E to V -
( H e r e 4
 d e n o t e
 the space IR
n
 equipped with t norm.) 
Lemma 2.2.10. :Let E and F be ordered normed spaces such that E i s a 
f i n i t e dimensional Riesz space with closed cone and M be a closed 
subspace of F. If QM is a A-half surjection, then the map Q* from 
jg(E, F) to £(E,F/M) defined by Q*(T)=QM<>T is a (d(E)A+e)-half surjection 
for a l l €>0. 
Proof: For any e>0, there i s an order isomorphism ^ from E to l n such 
that lli/rllll^"
1
^ d(E)+e/A. For any Re£+(E, F/M) with ||R||*1, the map 
R1=Ri//"
1
ei2+ ( , F/M) with jR i J ^ I ^ J . By 1.3.19., there exis ts S ^ 
such that \S1 | | ^ A 1 | and Q^S^R^ Let S=S 1 <>0. Then S E ^ + ( E , F ) 
and Q M OS=R and | S | D A||0|| d(E)A+e. 
Lemma 2.2. 11. : Let E and F be ordered Banach spaces with closed cones 
such that E is a f i n i t e dimensional Riesz space. If N is a f i n i t e 
dimensional A-str ict subspace of F ' , N®E is a d(E)A-strict subspace of 
(HF,E), ^ +(F,E), I. \ \ { n ) ) : 
Proof: (1) By 2.2 .9 . , WF , E), ^ +(F, E), ||. fl ( 7 r ) )= (2(E,F) ,2+(E, F), fl)'. 
(2) Let K= 2+(F,E)nN®E and p be the r e s t r i c t ion of fl. on N®E. 






> x^E, 0= £ f ^ } and let M=N
J
-£F". 
i = 1 i=l 











 =F"/M. Therefore, (N®E,q)'= (?(F/N
T
, E), q) ' = (2(E, F"/M), ||. fl) 
(by 2 .2 .1 . ) . Now as N®E is f i n i t e dimensional, q is equivalence to p 
• . 64 
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,E), by 2.2.7. , K=S (F/N
T
,E) and so -K°=J£+ (E, F"/M) i. e. the dual 
cone of K is Just (E, F"/M). 
(3) As N is a A-strict subspace of F', F'7M is a A-strict quotient of 
F". Now define the map Q* from j?(E,F") to £(E,F"/M) by Q*(R)= QM°R. By 
2.2.10., Q* is a (d(E)A+e)-half surjection for a l l c>0. 
(4) If J is the canonical injection from N®E to ^(F,E) defined by 
n n 
J( £ f f^ifiCj)» J] J||(f | where JH i s the injection from N to F', then 
i =1 i =1 
i m n 
J '= Q*. In fact, for any Te£(E,F") and ReN®E, T= £ a n d R= £ f l®x1 
{jf-v ' f j=l i =1 
for some g^E' , ^eF", f^N, x^E. Therefore, <R, J ' (T)> tr= <J(R), T>tr 
m n m n * 
- E E ^ { ^ ( f ^ l - g j t x j ) - E E [V# j ) ] ( f , J -« j ( x , } = <R,<VT>tr= 
j =li =1 j = li =1 ; 
<R, Q*CT)>tr. 
(5) Now since Q* is a (d(E)A+e)-half surjection for a l l e>0, J is an 
almost (d(E)A+e)-half injection for al l c>0. Therefore, J is a 
d(E)A-half injection by Remark (3) of 1.3.1. and so N®E is a 
d(E)A-strict subspace by remark (1) of 1.4.1. 
Proposition 2.2.12.: (1 local reflexivity theorem of order type) 
Let E and F be ordered Banach spaces with closed cones such that E is a 
f i n i t e dimensional Riesz space. Let N be a f i n i t e dimensional A-strict ; 
subspace of F' and Te£+ (E, F"). For any c>0, there exist Re £+(E,F) and 
S<=2(E,F) such that ||R||^(d(E)A) ||T||, ||S||^c and <f, Tx>=<(R+S)x, f> for a l l 
xeE and feN. 
Proof: By 2.2.8., Te£"(E, F). By 2.2.11. N©E is a f i n i t e dimensional 
(d(E)A)-strict subspace of (^(F,E), (F, E), ||. |L } ) . By 2. 1.5. and the 
fact that [£(E, F), (E, F), ||. || ] ' = [SF(F, E), (F, E), ||. || ( 7 r ) ] and 
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[?(F,E),?+(F,E), ir ( 7 r )) ' = [ £( E, F"), £ +(E,F"),J- || ] (see 2.2.9. and 
2.2.8. ), we have for any e>0, there exist R<=2+(E,F) and S<=£(E,F) such 
that ||R||*(d(E)A)||T||, |S||*e and U(R+S)= T(U) for a l l UeN®E. Now for any 
x€E and f<=N, f®x<=N®E and so <(R+S)x,f>= <f,Tx>. 
; Proposition 2.2.13.: (2
nd
 local ref lexivi ty theorem of order type) 
Let E and F be ordered Banach spaces with closed cones such that E is a 
f i n i t e dimensional Riesz space. Let N be a f i n i t e dimensional subspace 
of F' . If F/N
T
 has a closed cone and is a A-strict quotient of F, then 
for any Te £+(E,F"), there exists R€#+(E,F) such that ||R||^(d(E)A) ||T||+e 
and <f,Tx>= <Rx,f> for a l l xeE and feN. 
Proof : By 2.2.9. and 2.2.8. , [2(E, F), 2+(E, F), fl. || ] ' = E), f + (F, E), 
fl. | | ( 7 r )] and WF,E) , f + (F ,E) , f. I ( l t j ]
;









,E), ||. || U ) ]= [N®E, 
? +(F/N
t
,E), | | . | | ( 7 r ) ] . 















i (where JN is the injection from N to F ' ) . Let 
i =1 i =1 
Q be the map f rom I ^ ( E , F ) to I E ( E , F / N T ) defined by Q ( S ) = Q N T O S (for a l l S<= 
ie(E,F)). Then Q'=J. In fact , for any R€2(E,F) and S^(F/N
T
,E)= N®E, 
R= J g . s y . and S= £ f^Xj for some g^E ' , y^F, fj€ N=(E/N
T
)' and x^E. 
j= i
 J
 i =i 
m n m n 
Therefore, <R,Q'(S)>tr= <Q(R),T>tr " MQa^pSjC*!* ^ ^ E 
m n . „ 
f i ( y j ) g j ( x i ) = *..g E [ J N f i ] ( y j ) g j ( x i ) = <R,J(S)> t r. Hence, we can 
j= l i =1 
identify [2(E, F/N
T
), (E, F /N
T





)+;, ||. I j . ] (where ||. ||x is the quotient norm) by the remark 
of 0.3.1. (here we have [£(E, F/N
T
), |j> fl ] ' = N®E, Q is an order and 
;. • 66 
flfel®! 
topological surjection from 2(E,F) to £(E,F/N
T
), J is an order and 
metric injection from N®E to £(F,E) = [£(E,F), ||. \\]' and Q'=J). 
Now by 2.2.10, Q is a (d(E)A+e)-half surjection for a l l c>0 and thus 
J2(E,F)/(N®E)
T
 i s a (d(E)A+e) s t r i c t quotient of £(E,F) for a l l e>0. 




, ||. ||) will implies 




)+ in [£(E, F)/(N®E)
T
, ||. flj. 
Now, the result follows from 2.1.6. 
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S Chapter 3 Operator Modules and Ideal Cones 
The purpose of th is chapter is to introduce the concepts of 
operator modules and ideal cones together with some basic properties. 
Let Ve be the - collection of a l l ordered normed spaces, IB^  be the 
collection of a l l Banach la t t ices and V be a subcollection of VG such 
that KeV. The vector space of a l l continuous linear maps (resp. f in i t e 
operators) from an element of Vc to another element of Vc will be 




the set {T= £ f ^ y ^ nelN, f ^E ; , y ieF+}. " 
i =1 
3.1 Operator modules and ideal cones -
We now give the definitions of operator modules and ideal cones. 
The concept of operator modules is modified from SchwarzT1984,111,4.1]. 
Definition 3.1.1. : Let (B and & be subcollections of ^ such that 
le t (B(E,F) and &(E, F) be the components of (B and & between E and F 
resp. (where E,F<=V0), and denote (B+ to be the subcollection (Bn£+ of (B. 
(a) (B i s called an operator module on Vc if i t s a t i s f i e s the following 
conditions: 
( i ) ^(E, F)£ (B(E,F) for a l l E,FeV0; 
( i i ) (B(E, F) is a vector subspace of £(E,F) for a l l E,F€VQ; 
( i i i ) (Composition property) £+(F, H) °(B(E, F) °£+(G, E)Q (B(G,H) for a l l 
E, F, G, H<=V0. 
; 13 68 ' 
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( b ) ^ ^ ^ p ^ c a l l e d an ideal cone on V0 -if i t s a t i s f i e s the following 
conditions: 
( i ) S (E,F)c g'(E,F) for a l l E,F€VQ; 
•
 n • • K -
( i i ) &(E,F) is a cone under usual addition and scalar multiplication; 
( i i i ) (Composition property) £+(F, H) <>g(E,F) o£+(G, E)£ g(G,H) for a l l 
E,F,G,H€Vc. 
(c) g i s called an ideal R-cone on Vc if i t s a t i s f i e s conditions (i) 
and ( i i ) of (b) together with: 
( i i i ) ' [«(F, H)o g(E,F)o &(G, E) ] rv L + (G, H) Q & (G, H) for al 1 E, F,G, H€VC. 
(d) Let V be a subclass of Vc t ha t contains DC. A subcollection (B of 
i s called an operator module (respectively ideal cone and ideal R-cone) 
on V i f a l l the Vc in (a) (respectively (b) and (c)) i s replaced by V. 
Remark: (1) An ideal R-cone i s an ideal cone. 
(2) An operator module (8 s a t i s f i e s conditions (i)—(iii) ' of 
3.1.1. (c) . Hence (B+ i s an ideal R-cone. 
The following resul t i s modified from Aliprantis and Burkinshaw 
[1982,Theorem 3.2]. Before giving the resul t , we borrow 3.1.8. f i r s t . 
Proposition 3 .1 .2 . : Let X and V be operator modules (or ideal cones) on 
and nelN. Then . . o3-)c if and only i f s V V(E,E) for a l l 
E€lB^  and Se X(E,E). * 
Proof: The necessity is clear. I t only need to show the sufficiency. 
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For any E0,En«=B£ and T€DC
n
(E0, En), let E t, , . . , En-1€lB^ and S^X iE^E^ ) 
be such that T=SnSn^1. . . S1. Define EeB^ and S<=2(E,E) by E=E0©Ea®. ., ©En 
and S(x o , . . ,xn) = (0 ,S 1 x o , . . . ,S n x n . 1 ) . Now S= £ J ^ P ^ e 0C(E,E) (where 
i =1 
P, 1:E is the canonical projection and J i :E i >E is the 





(x 0 , . . . , x n )= (0 , . . . ,S nS n_ r . . S ^ ) for any x0<=E0, 
we get. T=PnS
n
J0€ V{E0, En). 
The following result is a modification of the previous one. 
Proposition 3 1 : 3 . : Let DCX, . . . , 0Cn and V be operator modules (or ideal 
cones) on B and nelN. "X^.'. . oXns V if and only if SroS2o . :. <>Sn€ ^ (E, E) 
for a l l EeB^ and St€ X^E.E). 
Proof: Consider E0,EneB£ and TeOC .^ . . oQCn(En,E0). Let Ex, . . . , En_1gB^ 
and T i e 3 C i ( E j , b e such that T-T^. , . oTn. Define E=E0©E1®. . . ©En and 
S ^ 2(E,E) by S ^ J j . j T j P j G X j (E, E) (where J s and Pj are the same as in 
the proof of 3. 1.2. ). Then S ^ . . .Sn(0, .;. . ,0,x)= (TaT2. . . Tnx, 0. . . ,0) 
for a l l xeEn and S1oS2o.; . oSn€ ^(E, E). Therefore, we have T1°T2<>. . . oTn= 
P0oS1oS2o...oSnoJne ^(En,E0). 
Corollary 3.1.4. : Let QC and V be operator modules (or ideal .cones) on 
l | XQV if and only if X(E, E)£<y(E, E) for a l l EeB£. 
Remark: 3.1.2, 3.1,3 and 3.1.4 s t i l l hold if B* is replaced by any 





Definition 3.1.5. : Let E, F be ordered normed spaces and X be a subcone 
of 2+(E,F). Define 
X
S
={T<=£+ (E,F): OsfsS for some SeX}. 
A subcone X of 2+(E fF) is said to be solid if X=X
S
. 
Definition 3.1.6.: Let (B be an operator module on V (where VQVq and 
KeV) and (Br=(B+-(B+. (B is said to have (or to be): 
(a) a generating cone if (B=(Br. 
(b) solid if (B has a generating cone and (B+ is solid. 




(E, F)={T€£(E, F): 











. We-will denote (B®=((B+)
S
. 
(3) (Br is solid if and only if (B+ is solid 
(4) (B is solid if and only if (B(E, F) is solid in 
(£(E, F), (E, F)). 
(5) The definition of solid that we are using is different 
from that defined by Schwarz (see Schwarz [ 1984,III,4.1]). 
Lemma 3.1.7.: Let (B be any operator module on IB., (Br is solid if and 
only if (B(E, F) is order convex in (L(E,F),L+(E,F)) for any E,F€lBf 
Proof: =0 For any E,F€lB„ and T<= F*[(B(E,F)] (the order convex hull of 
(B(E,F) in (L(E, F), L+(E, F))), there are P,Q<={B(E,F) such that Q ^ P . 
Then, s i n c e O^T-Q P^-Q and P-Qe(B+(E,F), T-Q€(B+(E,F) (as (Br is solid and 
• | T-Q^O implies that' T-Q is continuous). Hence Te(B(E, F). 





We now give the properties of product and quotient of operator 
modules or ideal cones. 
Definition 3.1.8.:Let V be a subclass of V0 containing DC. Let <2 and (B 




o(B(E,F)= {Te£(E,F): LT<=(B(E,H) for a l l HeV and L(=<2(F, H)} and call 
i t the le f t hand quotient of (B by <2; 
(b) Q O ( B '
1
( E , F ) = { T € I ? ( E , F ) : ~ T R € < 2 ( G , F ) f o r a l l G(=V and R € ( B ( G , E ) } and 
call i t the right hand quotient of <2 by (B; 
(c) Qo(B(E,F) = {T€ (^E, F): T=RS with S<=(B(E,H) and Re<2(H,F) for some HeV} 
and call i t the product of <2 and (B. 
Proposition 3.1.9.: Let <2 be a collection of operators between 
B-lat t ices which sa t i s f i es the composition property. (see 
3. 1.1. (a) ( i i i ) ) Let (B be any operator module on B .^ Then (2 °(B and 
(Bo<2
-1
 are operator modules. If, in addition, (2 is an operator module or 
ideal cone, then <2°(B and (B°(2 are operator modules. 
Proof: We will only show the second assertion since the proof of the 
f i r s t one is more s t r i c t forward. ^ 
Assume that <2 is an operator module or ideal cone. It i s clear that 
elements in <2<>(B are continuous linear maps. For any T2<= <2°(B(E,F), 
there exist G I^B^  and Ri€^(Gi,F), Si€©(E,Gi) such that T^RjSj. Now let 
G=G1xG2 and R be a' map from G to F defined by R(x, y) = R1x+R2y. Since <2 
is an ideal .cone, R=R1P1+R2P2€ <2(G,F). Similarly, define the map S from 
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E to G by S(x)= {S1x,S2x). Then as (B is an operator module, 
S=JiS1+J2S2€ (B(E,F). Now T^Tg-RoS and thus Tx+T2€ F). Moreover, 
since both <2 and (B contain a l l elements in £ , we have f®y= 
u 
(f®l)o(l®y)€ Qo(B(E,F) for a l l . feE; and yeF+. This implies that <2°(B 
contains a l l f in i t e operators. The fact that <2<>(B sa t i s f i e s the, 
composition property is clear. Therefore, <2°(B is an operator module. 
The proof of (B°<2 is just similar. 
Proposition 3.1.10.: Let V be a collection of positive operators 
between B-latt ices which sa t i s f ies the composition property and let I 
be an ideal, cone. Then and gog"
1
 are ideal cones. If, in 
addition, £ is an ideal cone, then a n d a r e ideal cones. 
Example 3.1.11.: (a) Let U be an operator ideal on IB (the collection of 
a l l Banach spaces). Define the collection 1/ of operators between 
Banach la t t ices by ^(E,F)=U(E,F) where E,F€lB£. Then t^ is an operator 
module on IB* and is called the operator module corresponds to U. In 
part icular, the collection of al l absolutely (p, q)-summing operators, 
denoted by ? p q , is an operator module on B^ . For p=q, we will denote 
?p=?
>
pp and the absolutely (p,p)-summing operators are also known as the 
absolutely p-summing operators, -.(for more informations about ? p q , we 
refer to Pietsch [1980,17]) 
For the details of (b)-(i) , please refer to Schwarz [1984,111,63. 




n p 1/p f n n q 1/q 
( E K j ) =sup{ 2 A i X i: ( £ |V | ) sl> 
i =1 i =1 i = l 
where ( l /p)+(l /q)=l . 
Let E and F be Banach la t t ices and l<q<p<oo. An operator T<=£(E,F) is 
said to be (p,q)-concave if there is a A>0 such that 
n . „p 1/p n q 1/q 
( E IIt^
 P




'V• : * i =1
 L
 i =1 
for a l l neIN and x x ,x 2 , . . . ,xneE. Denote ^pq(E,F) to be the collection of 
a l l (p, q)-concave operators from E to F. Then & is an operator 
module. Moreover, note that: 
(I) Te^pq(E,F) if and only if there i s a A>0 such that 
n p 1/p n q 1/q 
( E | |T U i |
P
) ^ A ( l u , ' ) 
i =1 i =1 
for a l l n€(N and. u l t u2, . . . , uneE t. The necessity is clear, ^Therefore, i t 
remains to show the sufficiency. In fact , we have the following 
n p 1/p n „ . „ _ p 1/p n . „p 1/p 
inequality: ( £ |Tx1 | ) * I I ( TxJ + Txt ||) ] as. ( £ ||Txt ) + 
i =1 i =1 i =1 
n - > p 1/p n . q 1/q n q 1/q n q 1/q 
( E | T x , | ) * a | [ E (*;).] 11+ X|[ E ( x j ) ] 2X||[ E |XiI 1
 q
| | . 
i =1 i = 1 1 = 1 i =1 
(II) By Schwarz [1984,III,6.11], ^ p q=^ p l if l*q<p. 
(c) When p=q, Cp,q)-concave operators are also called the p-concave 
operators and the collection of a l l such operators is denoted by 
(d) When q=l, (p, q)-concave operators are also known as the 
p-superadditive operator and the collection of a l l such operators is 
denoted by 3"p. 
(e) When p=q=l, (p,q)-concave operators are also known as cone 
absolutely summing operators and the collection of a l l such operator is 
denoted by P or £ . Moreover, T<= (^E,F) if and only i f £ £
 u
i || 
i =1 i =1 
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for a l l n<=IN and Up u 2 , . . . , un<=E+. > 
(f) Let E and F be Banach la t t ices and l<q<p<co. An operator Te£(E, F) is 




P ) 1 / p






 ' : -
» '
 i = 1
 . i=l 
for a l l neIN and x l t x 2 , . . . ,xn«sE. Denote £pq(E,F) to be the collection of 
a l l (p,q)-convex operators from E to F. Then £ is an operator module. 
Moreover, note that: 
(I) T€ p^q(E, F) i f and only if there is a scalar A>0 such that 
n P 1/p n q 1/q 
P E |TUi I ) §£ A( 2 Jujf ) for a l l neIN and U l , u 2 , . . . , u n € E + (since 
i =1 * . 1=1 
n p 1/p n 
we have the following inequalities: ( £ *i
+
'yi | ) = sup{ XjA^x.+y.): 
i =i i =i
 1 1 1 
n r 1/r n n r %/v n 
( E I Ail ) Si } < sup{ J A ^ : ( £ 1*1 | ) s i > + sup { 
i=l i =1 i=l i=l 
n r 1/r n • (p 1/p n . p 1/p 
( E ) sl>= ( £ x j ) + ( J y J ) for ( l /p)+( l / r )= l ). 
i-1 i=l i=l 
(II) By Schwarz [1984,111,6. 11], a if q<p<oo. 
(g) When p=q, (p,q)-convex operators are also called the p-convex 
operators and the collection of a l l such operators is denoted by gp. 
(h) When p=co, (p,q)-convex operators are also known as the 
q-subadditive operators and the collection of a l l such operators is 
denoted by 2)q. 
( i) When p=q=oo, (p,q)-convex operators are also known as the majorizing 
operators and denote / T«=£(E,F) if and only if there is a A>0 such 
0000 
that ||sup |Txk | ||^ A(sup||xk||) for a l l netN and xk<=E. 
k^n k^n 
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(j) Let E,F€B«. T€£(E,F) is said to be cone (p, q)-summing if and only 
if there is a X>0 such that 
n „ „p 1/p n q 1/q 
( E ||Txi || ) 3 Msup{[ £ I f K l x J ) ] : f€UE/>) 
i =1 i =i 
for a l l neIN and Xj,x2r -• ,xneE. Denote Qpq to be the collection of a l l 
v •>» f- A . v- ', , \ . •
 :
 . ' jL' ' , ' ' " i 
"cone (p,q)-summing operators. 
(1) Note that T€Qpq(E,F) if and only if there is a A>0 such that 
n p 1/p n . q 1/q . 
( £ TXj ) *A(sup{[ J h ( *J n : heUE/} ). . . . . . (*) 
i =1 i = l 
for a l l neIN and x^E (since UE,OJE/ and |f |<=UE/ if f eUE,). 
(2) Qpq is an operator module, 
(I) If T,S€Qpq(E,F) and n^O, there are XT,Xs>0 such that (*) hold. Then 
,
 n
 i. „P 1/P n , q 1/q . 
we have ( £ ||(T+S)xi ) a (XT+Xs)sup{[ £ h( x4 ) ] : h<=UE/ > and 
i =i i = i 
n „p 1/p n , • q 1/q . 
C S fxTxJ ) ATfi(sup{ [ EhC Xi ) ] :h€UE/}). So, T+S,fiTeQ__(E,F). 
1=1 i =1 
n p 1/p 
(II ) If T=g®y for some geE' and y^F, then we have ( £ |Tx41 ) 
i =1 
n p 1/p n q 1/q . 
||y||[ Z |g(Xi)| J 'a jyMgfsupU J h C l x J ) ] : h€UE/> (as rsqsph Hence 
i =1 i =1 
g®ye Qpq(E, F) and so ?(E fF)S Qpq(E,F) by ( i ) . 
( I l l ) Let T<=Qpq(E,F), SeL+(G,E) and ReL+(F,H). Then there exists a A>0 
such that: . 




 . 5 • |R|| ( I |TSxi |
P
)
1 / P 
i =1 1=1 
n q 1/q . 
* A||R||sup{[ I h( ISxJ) ] : h<=UE,} 
i =i 
."* ,, n . , q 1/q + 
, , * X|R||sup{[ | h°S( x t ) 3 : h<=UE/} 
; 1=1 / : ' • - . 1 « 
n ' q 1/q . 
^ X||R|||S|sup{[ .E-g( |Xi|.) ] s hsU*,}). 
' j - , .
 1
 i=i • 
Hence RTS€Qpq(G, H). 
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(3) Te (Qpq)(E,F) if and only if there exists a X>0 such that 
n p 1/p n q 1/q + '
 c
 „ 
( I fert%p}; * X (sup{ [ I h(u i) I : h€UE,} ) 
i =1 i=l 
for any nelN and u ^ u ^ . . . ,un€E+ (This is the reason why elements in Qpq 
are called the>cone(p,q)-summing operators). 
n p i/p , 
In fact , if T sat isf ies th is condition, then we have ( E flTXi || ) ^ 
n n 1/n n P 1/p n + q 1/q + 
( I ||Txt||
P
 ) + ( E ||Tx-||
P
 ) * X sup{ [ lh (x t> ] : h€UE, } + 
i =1 i = l
 1 = 1 
n q 1/q '1 n , q 1/q + 
X sup{ [ J hUj) ] : heUE, 2X sup{ [ £ h( ^ |) ] : heUE/ >. 
1 = 1 i = l . , , r . 
(4) For p=q, operators in Qpq is also called the cone p-summing 
operators said we will denote Qp=Qpp. 
(5) Let E.FeB,. Then Qpq(E, F)£ ^pq(E, F). 
Firs t assume that neIN, uieE+ and l^r,q^co such that (1/q) + (1/r)=1. 
Then we have: 
n q 1/q n n r 1/r + 





i = l i = l i = l 
.'•„' - < n n r 1 / r + , 
= sup{ EXjhCuj): X^O, ( EXj) heUE/} 
i =1 i =1 
= sup{ h( E Mi* - ' X^o , ( E -
1
'
 h e U
E/ > 
J v.-;.''. ' , , ' i =1 i =1 
- r n , , q 1/q + 
* sup{ h[( E l
x
i l ) hellE, > 
.'•''' i =1 
. n , q 1/q 
( J *» N I 
i =1 
(6) ? Q Q . *
 J
 pq ^pq 
n q 1/q n q 1/q 
I t is because sup{ [ Ef(x,) ] :f€UE,}s sup{ [ E J- *i"P 3 : f€UE,} . 
: • | . ; 5 1=1 . i=v ; 
(7) QI= G§ 
iHBHHfflW •
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3- 2 Space cones and space modules 
In th is section, we will define some terminologies similar to that 
of space ideals (see for example Wong [1989, chapter 22]) and will give 
the relat ionship between them and the operator modules and ideal cones. 
Definition 3.2. 1. : Let A be a subclass of IB.. A is called: 
V 
(a) a space cone i f i t s a t i s f i e s the following conditions: 
111 KeA; 
(i i) ExF<=A for a l l E,FeA; 
( i i i ) if MEB^ and E€A such that M-<pE (see 1 . 2 . 5 . ( 2 ) ) , then MGA. 
(b) a space module if i t s a t i s f i e s conditions (i) and ( i i ) in (a) 
together with: 
( i i i ) ' if MelB^  and EeA such that IM can be factorized through E into 
two regular operators, then MeA. 
Remark: Every space module is a space cone. 
Definition 3 .2 .2 . : Let Of be a collection of operators between Banach 
la t t i ces and A£B„. 
(a) If I s a t i s f i e s conditions ( i ) - ( i i i ) of 3.1.1.(b) (but may not be a 
subset of L+), we define 
S(X)= {EgB£: Ie€X(E,E)} 
and cal1 i t the space cone associated with X; 
•(b) If A sa t i s f i e s conditions (i) and ( i i ) in 3.2.1.(a) , we define: 
(i) C(A) to be the collection of a l l positive operators which can be 
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factorized through an element of A into two positive operators. C(A) is 
I called the ideal cone associated with A; 
( i i ) MCA) to be the collection of a l l operators which can be factorized 
through an element of A into two regular operators. MtA) is called the 
operator module" associated with A. . 
The following results give the relationship between the space 
cones (modules) and the ideal cones (resp. operator modules). These 
resul ts are, in fact, translated from that of operator ideals (see Wong 
[1989,22]). 
Proposition 3.2.3.: Let X be a collection of operators which sa t is f ies 
conditions ( i ) - ( i i i ) of 3.1.1.(b) (but may not be a subset of L+). Then 
(a) SIX) is a space cone; 
(b) If, in addition, X is an ideal R-cone or an operator module, then 
S(X) is a space module. 
Proof : (a) F i r s t of a l l , s i n ce I ^ r (DC, DC)CX(BC, DC), we have D C E S ( X ) . 
Secondly, for any E,F€S(X), we have IExF€ JEIEPE+ 
(where PE and PF are the canonical projections from ExF to E and F 
resp. ; JE and JF are the canonical injections from E and F to ExF 
resp.) . Hence ExFeS(X). Finally, let E<ES(X) and M ^ such that M-<pE. If 
P is the positive projection from E to M, then IM=PIEJMeX(M, M). 
Therefore, M€S(X). 
(b) The proof is similar. 
Proposition 3.2.4.': Let X and V be any collection of operators between 
B-latt ices. -Then S('2hV) = S{X)nS{V). If, in addition, X and V sat isfy 
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the composition property and L+, then S{%<>y)= SiXnV). 
P r o o f : The f i r s t assertion clear ly holds. It only need to prove the 
second assertion. In fact , since X<>y^r<y (as both X and V sa t i s fy the 
composition property), S(2>*/)c s ( S M / ) « SiX)rS{V). On the other hand, if 
E€S(SC)nS(
<
i/), then I f i SCE, E)n*/(E, E) and hence IE=IEoIEe 2:o«y(E, E). 
Therefore, S (£) nS (^) £ S (%<>y). 
Proposition 3.2.5.: Let ASIB^  sa t is fy conditions (i) and ( i i ) of 
3.2.1. (a). Then C(A) is an 'ideal cone and M(A) i s an operator module 
such that M(A)= C(A)-C(A). . . 
'•'•'Proofs '£et The fact that C(A)(E,F)S L+(E,F) is obtained 
direct ly from the definition of CCA). The composition property is also 
clear from definition. The proof of the fact that C(A)(E,F) is a 
subcone of L+(E,F) is just similar to that of C(A)-C(A).£M(A) below (but 
with S=S1P1+S2P2 instead of S=S1P1-S2P2). Now for any feE; and yeF+> 
f@ y= (f ®l) o (l®y), i .e . i t can be factorized through IR into two positive 
operator. Hence f®y€ C(A)(E, F) and so ^ (E , F)c C( A) (E, F). Thus, C( A) is 
an ideal cone. 
The proof of the fact that M(A) is an operator module is just similar. 
Finally, i t is obvious that M(A)£C(A)-C(A) (as (T1-T2) <> (S1-S2) = 
(T1S1+T2S2)-(T1S2+T2S1)). So, i t only need to show that C(A)-C( A)SM(A). 
For any E, FelB^  and T1, T2eC(A) (E, F), there are G^A and Ri€L+(E,Gi), 
S ieL+(G l,F) such that T ^ S ^ . Now define G= G1xG2€A, R=J1R1+J2R2 and 
S=S1P1-S2P2 (where Pj and Jj are the canonical projections and 
injections resp.). Then T^T^SR and so T1-T2€M(A). 
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Proposition 3.2 .6 . : Let A be a space cone and % be an ideal cone. Then 
A=S(C(A)) and C(S(S) )££.'.• 
Proof: (1) EESCCCA)) IE€C(A)(E,E) O there ex i s t GEA, REL+(E,G) and 
S€L+(G,E) such that IE=SR ^ there exists GEA such that E-<PG. Hence, 
A=S(C(A)). 
(2) For any E,F€lB£ and TeC(S(g)) (E, F), there are G<=S(g), ReL+(E,G) and 
SeL+ (G , F) such that T=SR. Since G € S ( § ) , we have I G <=&(G,G) and so 
T=SIGR€ §(E,F). 
Proposition 3.2.7. : Let ID be a space module and (8 be a operator module. 
Then D=S(M(ID)) and M(S({8))£ (8r ((8r=(B+-(B+). 
Proof: The proof is essential ly the same as that of 3,2.6. 
Proposition 3.2.8. : S is a space cone. Hence & =C(S ) is an ideal 
00 00 CO 
cone. 
Proof: Recall from 1.4.10 that FeS if and only if F is order and 
00 
topological isomorphic to a positive complemented subspace of an order 
complete AM space with unit. Now conditions in 3.1.1.(a) are sa t i s f ied 
and so S is a space cone. 
00 
Proposition 3.2.9. : S1 is a space cone. Hence §1(S1) is an ideal cone. 
Proof: Recall from 1.4.13 that GeSj if and only if G is order and 
;• • si 
* 
Hj 
topological isomorphic to a positive complemented subspace of some 
1 
£ (A). Hence S r is a space cone. 
M 
Example 3.2.10. : (a) Let U be an operator ideal on B and U be the 
operator module correspond to i t (see 3.1.10(a)). Then EeS(
<
U ) if and 
only if the identity map IEe7i
H
(E,E) = U i E , E ) . Therefore, SCU
M
) = 
Space(<10 nB^ (where Space(U) is the space ideal associated with % see 
Wong [1989, 22b ] ) . 
(b) Let ACB be a space ideal. Then AnB^  is a space module by the 
defini t ions of space module and space ideal, 
3.3 In.iectivity and Sur.iectivity 
In th is section, the property of inject iv i ty and sur jec t iv i ty will 
be introduced. These concepts come from that of the operator ideals. 
Throughout th is section, J F will denote the canonical injection 
from F to F and QE will denote the canonical surjection from Ea to E. 
CO 
First of a l l , we define the inject ivi ty as follow: 
Definition 3.3.1. : Let V be a subcollection of VQ containing K. Let g 
be an ideal cone oh V and (8 be an operator module on V. 
(a) & is said to be inject ive if for any E, FeV, any Te£+(E,F) belongs 
to Teg(E, F) if there exist GeV and an order and topological injection 
J:F > G such that JT€§(E,G). 
(b) (B is said to be: 
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(i) posit ively order injective if (B+ is injective; 
( i i ) order injective i f for any E,Fc=V, any Se£{E,F) belongs to S<=(B(E,F) 
i f there exist GeV and an order and topological injection J:F——>G 
such that JSe(B.(E, G). 
Remark: (1) Every order injective operator module is positively order 
injective. 
(2) Let (B be an operator module on VQVq and (B
inj
 be the 
smallest order injective operator module containing (B. Then 
{B
inj
(E,F)={Te2(E,F) : there exist GeV and an order and 
topological injection JeL+(F,G) such that JTe(B(E, G) > . 
(3) Similarly, if § i s an ideal cone on V£V0, we define 
G
I N J
( E , F ) = { T < = L + ( E , F ) : there exist GEV & an order and 
topological injection J < E L + ( F , G ) such that J T € G ( E , G ) } . 









 in (2) and (3). From now on, we 
i x\ 1 
will use (B+ to denote th is cone. 





nL+. ; •< r . 




 defined in remark (2) is called the order injective hull of (B. 
/.(c) g
i n j
 defined in remark (3) is called the injective hull of 





The following result relates the injective property with the 
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Proposition 3.3.3.: Let (B be an operator module and & be an ideal 
R-cone on IB, . "Then ( B
L N J
C E , F ) = H E £ ( E , F ) : J F T € ( B ( E , F )} and G
I N J
( E , F ) = 
£; , J .•.:'„•- " • -
j
 .. -J:.- oo 
' { T € L + ( E , F ) : J F T € & ( E , F )> f o r any E,F€LB, (where F « /
P
T U F / ) and J F i s t he / 
canonical injection from F to F ) . 
7, , co 
Proof: Using the fact that F has the extension property (see 0.1. 8. ) 
and £(G,F )= &(G,F ) for a l l GelB, (see 1.1.10. ). 
00
 00 I • • 
The following result give the relationship between the injective 
property and the space cone 8 . 









Proof: For any E,F<=IB„ and T€ "^
1
®(B(E,F), we have F eS and so JFe& . 
•C 00 00 00 00 





3.3.3. ). Conversely; for any E, ¥ f S f g and Te (B
inj
(E, F), JFT€(B(E, F j by 
3.3.3. Moreover, for any GsIB„ and Se& (F, G), there exist HeS and S.e 
/ . t 00 CO
 x 
L+ (F, H), S2eL+(H,G) such that S2S1=S. Now since J F is a half injection 
and H<=S , there exists ReL. (F ,H) such that RJF=S1. Therefore, ST= 
00 . 00
 r x 




















 is a solid ideal cone. 
. Moreover, 













(E,F).- Since JFR<= ((B
S
)+(E,F ) = ((B+)
S
(E,F ) (by remark (2) of 
r
 , , , . 00 00 
3 . 1 . 6 . ) and ±JFT^JFR, we have JFT€(B
S
(E, F J . Hence Te ((B
s
)
 i n j
(E, F ) . The 




 is a solid ideal cone is just the same. 






 and E,FGIB^. 
The inclusion (<2r)
inj
£<2 is t r i v i a l . On the other hand, for any 
T€<2(E ,F ) , we have J F T€<B
S
(E ,F ) and so there exists S E ( B + ( E , F ) such that 
r
 00 00 
±JFT^S. Therefore, 0S S+JFT, S-JFT^ 2S which implies tha t S±JFTEQ.+ (as 
a + i s solid) . Now as 2JFT= (S+JFT)-(S-JFT), JFTe3 r. Thus, Q. is 
pro-injective. Finally, Te(2+(E,F) if and only if there is a map 






Dually, we will consider the sur ject iv i ty of operator modules (or 
ideal cones). , 
Definition 3.3.6. : Let V be a subcollection of VQ containing K. Let & 
be an ideal cone and (8 be an operator module on V. 
(a) I is said to be surjective if for any E,F<=V, any T€<£+(E,F) belongs 
to T<=g(E, F) if and only if there exist GeV and an order and topological 
surjection Q: G — E such that TQ«=£(G,F) .. 
(b) (B is said to be: 
(i) positively order surjective if (B+ is surjective. 
( i i ) order .surjective if for any E, F<=V, any Sei6(E,F) belongs to 
S«=(B(E,F) if and only if there exist GeV and an order and topological 
surjection Q: G -——> E such that SQe(B(G, F). 
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Remark: (1) Every order surject ive operator module is posi t ively 
order sur ject ive. 
s u r 
(2) "Let (B be an operator module on V£V0 and (B be the 
smallest order surjective operator module containing (B. Then 
cnp 
(B (E,F) = {T€i£(E, F): there exist GeV and an order and 
topological surject ion Q<=L+(G,E) such that TQe(B(G,F)}. 
(3) Similarly, i f & is an ideal cone on V, we define 
s ur 
8 (E,F)= {TeL+(E,F): there exist GeV & an order and 
topological surject ion Q€L+(G,F) such that TQe &(G,F)>. 
(4) If €=(B+, we get ((B+)
 s u r
(E, F)= (B
sur
(E, F)nL+(E, F) by 
s u r SUI* \ 
comparing C(B ) + and ((B+) in (2) and (3). Later on, we 
sur 
denote th i s cone by (B+ , 




Definition 3.3.7. : Let (B and I be operator module and ideal cone on 
VQV0 resp. 
sur 
(a ) (B defined on (2) is called the order surject ive hull of (B. 
(b) §
s u r
 defined on (3) i s called the surject ive hull of &. 







Proposition 3 .3 .8 . : Let (B be an operator module on IB^ . Then we have 
( B
S U R
( E , F ) = { T € ^ ( E , F ) : T Q E € ( B ( E 1 , F ) } and £
S U R
( E , F ) = { T e L + ( E , F ) : T Q ^ 8 ( E L T F ) > 
for a l l E , F e l B ^ (where E ^ ^ (UE) and QE i s the canonical surject ion from 
Ei to E). 
m; 8 6 
Proof: I t follows from the fact that I* (A) has the l i f t i n g property 
(see 0 .1 .8 . ) and ^(£
1
(A),G)= A), G) (by 1.1. 11. ). 
The following resu l t s give the re la t ion of su r j ec t iv i ty to the 
ideal cone 







• Proof: For any E , F e B £ and T e f ^ l E J ) , we have T Q E € ^ ( E 1 , F ) by 3.3.8. 
Moreover, for any GC!B£ and (G,E), there exist BeSj, R j€L* (G , H) and 
RgeL+.fH.E) such that RaRx
es
S. Since QE i s a half sur ject ion and 
there i s an operator PeL+(H,E1) such that QEP=R2- Thus, TS=TR2R1= 
TQePR^G^)
 f
(as TQE€f(Ea,F)). Hence W T ^ C E . F ) . 
On the other- hand, since for any EeB^ we have E teS t . Hence (Ea, E) 
and so &o§1 c g
s u r
. 
Proposition 3.3. 10. : Let (B and & be operator module and ideal cone on 














 i s a sol id ideal cone. 
d QfTp < _ s \ s ur f im. s \ sur 
Moreover, ((B ) is pro-surjective and C(B ) + = l(B+J • 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of 3.3.5. 
Combine the concepts of in jec t iv i ty and sur jec t iv i ty , we can 
define the concept of b i jec t iv i ty . 
Definition 3.3.11;: Let (B be an operator module and & be an ideal cone. 
•• :
 8 7 
• • • • .. 
(a) S is said to be bijective if i t is both injective and surjective. 
(b) (B is said to be order bijective if and only if i t is both order 
injective and order surjective. 
(c) (B is said to be positively order bi ject ive if (B+ is order 
bi ject ive. 
Remark: (1) The bijective hull, (B
bij
, of (B is defined by 
(B
bij
(E,F)= {T<= U E , F ) : there exist G,H<=IB£, an order and 
topological injection Je L+(F,H) and an order and topological 
surjection Qe L+(G,E) such that JTQe (B(G,H)>. 
(2) Similarly, define the bijective hull , £
b i j
, of & by 
g
b i j
(E,F) = {T<=L+(E,F): there exist G, HelB£ and order and 
topological injection J<=L+(F,H), order and topological 
surjection QeL+(G,E) such that JTQe £(G,H)}. 
(3) & is bijective if and only if &=8
 1 J
. (B is positively 




)+ and (B is 
order bijective if and only if (B=(S
bi
 . 
Proposition 3.3.12.: Let % be operator module or ideal cone. 
-1 -1 




Example 3.3. 13.: (a) If U is an injective operator ideal on IB (the 
collection of a l l B-spaces), then U (see 3. 1.11. (a)) is an order 
injective operator module on B .^ In fact , let E, FeCB^  and T<=J£(E,F) be 
such that JFT<=
(
M (E,F ). Then since J F is an topological injection and 11 
00 
is injective,; T€ (^E,F)= ^"(E, F). 
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(b) Similarly, if tl i s a surjective operator ideal on IB, then U is an 
order surject ive operator module on IB„. 
(c) For l<q<p^w, & is an order injective operator module on IB^ . In 
fac t , le t E,F€(B£ and Tsi(E,K3 be such that JFT€^pq(E, F J . Then there is 
n p 1/p n q 1/q 
a X>0 such that ( £ fJpTxil ) * A|(. J || for any neN and 
i =1 i =1 
XjCE. Now since J F i s a topological injection, there exis ts a y>0 such 
n p 1/p n p 1/p „ n , , q 1/q „ 
that ( £ fTXi A ) * . fiC £ 1 JFTXi fl ) s. X|£|C £ |
x
i I ) I  - Therefore, 
i=l i=l i=l 
T^ p q (E ,F) . 
(d) For l<q<p<co, £ p q i s an order surjective operator module on IB^ . If 
E,F€lB^  and T<=£(E,F) be such that TQE€^pq(E1, F), there is a A>0 such 
n p 1/p n q 1/q 
that || ( £ | T Q E Z j | ) JAR M E L
z
i l X
 f o r
 a l l n€(N and z x , . . . , zNEELV 
i =1 i=l 
Now for any x^E, there are ui>vl€E1 such that QE(ui)=xJ, QE(v i)=x i, 
l^lJr-iM and . K I - | v t | . • Let z ^ - V j . Then- and fafc 
n p 1/p n p 1/p 
2
K 1 ' • Therefore, t ^ E (Tx^ ) | ( j E | t%C 2 l J | ) fr 
n q 1/q n q 1/q 
M E l
z
i | | ) = 2A( E flXil ) for a l l n<=IN and x l t x 2 , . . . ,xn<=E. Thus, 
i=1 i =1 \ 
: 11 ; T€^pq(E,F). : v v/..:;' • : , • * -
(e) For l<q<p<oo, Qpq is an order .injective operator module on S.* 
In fact , let E and F be Banach l a t t i ces and T€2(E,F). If JFT<=Qpq(E, F J , 
n p 1/p n I , . 1 / q 





 ] : 
i =1 i =1 
feUE/} for a l l ncsIN and xx, x2, . . . , xn<=E. Since J F is a topological 
n p 1/p n p 1/p 




i l l ) -
••''':'  f-
 :
 ' , • ' - • ^ i =1 i=l 
• ri q 1/q ' v 
An(sup{[ £ W M m 0 :feUE /}). Hence TeQ (E, F). 
.. J v i - 1 . 8 | jl 
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3.4 Dual and pre-dual 
In th is section, the concepts of dual and pre-dual (the part ia l 
converse of dual) will be introduced; The concept of dual is translated 
from that of operator ideal (see Wong [19893). 




(E,F)={T€£(E,F): T'e 0C(F', E' )> 
for any E,F€lB^  and call i t the dual module (cone) of In th is case, DC 
is called the pre-dual module (cone) of 3C
dua
 . An operator module 
(ideal cone) is called a dual module (cone) if i t is the dual module 
(dual cone) of some operator module (ideal cone). 
Remark: (1) Let E and F be B-latt ice such that F has the property 
(P*) (see 1.2.2). Then T'€(B
dual
(F',E') will implies that 
T<=(B(E,F). In fact, le t P<= L+(F",F) be- such that PKF=IF. Then 
since T"<E (B(E", F"), T=PT"KE€ (B(E, F). 
(2) For any E,F€Br ((8+)
d u a l
 (E, F) = ((B
dual
) + (E, F) (as T'^0 if 
and only if T^O) and thus we can denote i t by (S+
ual
. 
(3) Let V(E,F) be a collection of operators from E to F 
(where E,Fe!B^). Define: 
AdCi/(E, F) )={S€^(F
7
, E' ): there exists Te
<
y(E, F) such that S=T' } . 





Proof: For any E,F€lB£ and T<= (S
d u a l
)
d u a l
 (E, F), (E", F"). Hence, KFT= 
T^Kge^CE,F") (where KF is the canonical injection from E to E"). Since 
£ i s order injective and KF is an order and topological injection, 
T<=£(E,F). 





 (E, F) if and only if AdCi/lE, F) )= Ct(F', E' )n Ad(i?(E, F)) 
for a l l E, FeB 
Proof: We f i r s t show the necessity. For any S€AdCi/(E,F)), there is 
T€DC
dual
(E, F) such that. S=T'... Now since T€DC
dual
 (E, F), S=T' eX(F', E'). On 
the other hand, for any SeDCCF', E')n .Ad(JE(E-,F)), there is T€£(E,F) such 
that S=T'. Now since T'=S€DC(F', E'), TeX
dual
 (E, F)=V(E, F) and so S=T'e 
AdWE,F)). 
We now show the sufficiency. For any Ts^CE, F), T* eAd(
<
V(E, F)) by 
definit ion. Hence T'eOCCF','E') by hypothesis and thus TeQC
dual
 (E, F). 
Conversely, if TeX
dual
 (E, F), we have T'eX(F', E') and so T' <=AdCy(E, F)) 
by hypothesis. Therefore, there is Se
<
i/(E,F) such that T'=S' and so 
T=S<='y(E,F). 
We now define the concept of pre-dual and show that i t is a 
par t ia l converse of dual. 
Definition 3.4.4. : Let Z be an operator module (or an ideal cone). Let 
d be the collection of al l operator modules (ideal cones) that 
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containing Ad(S(E,F)) for a l l E, FeB .^ Let g
Pd
 be the intersection of 
a l l the elements in d and call i t the pre-dual of 
Remark: (1) exis ts and i s an operator module (resp. ideal cone) 
because we can consider the intersection -J^L XCE F^) (for a l l 
(2) I t is clear that ^ is the smallest operator module 
(resp. ideal cone) that contains Ad(£(E,F)) for a l l E, FeB .^ 
(3) It i s found that (g






d u a l
. In fact , since 
Ad(t?
dual
 (E, F) , E') for a l l E, F<=B^  (by 3. 4.3), (^











) by definit ion of Hence Te 
(b ) . 
Proposition 3.4.5. : Let X be an operator module (or ideal cone). X is 











d u a l
)
 Pd




d u a l
c <y
dual
=X by remark (3) of 3.4.4. 
«=) It is clear from the definition of dual module. 
In the following results , we give the relationship between dual 
module (or cone), in ject ivi ty (surjectivity) and product (or quotient). 
These are also translated from that of operator ideals, (see Wong 
[1989,22]) 
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Proposition 3.4.6. : Let £ be an operator module (or ideal cone). Then 
( £ l n j ) d u a l = ( ^ d u a l ) s u r ^ ^ d u a l } l n j g ( ^ su r ) dual ^ 




 (E, F) if and only if J E / T'e 
£(F', £°°(UE// )) (where J E / is the canonical injection from E' to £°°(UE//)) 
and T€ (^
d u a l
)
s u r
(E ,F) if and only if QET'e £(F', A u e ) ) (where QE is 
the canonical surjection from i (UE) to E). Since ^(U^JeS and QE is 
a half injection (which is also an order and topological injection), 
there exists L+ ( r ( u E ) , r ( u E „ ) ) such that JaQE= JE , and hence 
(£






d u a l
. on the other hand, since Au E ) eS w and JE , is a 
half injection (which is also an order and topological injection), 
there exists P€ L+(£
C
°(UE/,,r(UE)) such that PJE,=QE. Thus, ( ^
i n j
)
d u a l
c 




 (Up,) and F2= ( r (U F , ) ) ' . Te ( ^
s u r
)
d u a l
 (E, F) if and only 
i f T'QF/€ ^(F^E') and Te ( ^
d u a l
)
i n j
 (E, F) if and only if T'J^e 
£(F 2 ,E') . Since F1€S1 and J F is a half surjection (which is also an 
order and topological surjection), there exists J 2e L+(F1,F2) such that 
if T ^ J J.vL r s o dua l \ i n j _ f i asurvdual 
JpJ2=QF/ and thus (to ) £ (to ) • 
Corollary 3.4.7. : If £ is an (positively) order injective operator 
module, then ^
d u a l
 is an (resp positively.) order surjective module. 
Moreover, if & is an injective Ideal cone, then g
d u a l
 is a surjective 
ideal cone. 
Proof: It is clear for the case where % is order injective. If £ is 
positively order surjective, (£
d u a l
) += (£ + )




d u a l
= 
( ( ^ + )







 (by 3.4.6. and remark (2) of 3.4.1. ) . The 
;• • 93 
i 
proof of & is also clear. • • • • 
Corollary 3. 4.8. : If £ is an (positively) order surject ive operator 
module, then £
d u a
 is an (resp positively) order injective module. If & 
i s a surjective ideal cone, then g
d u a l
 is an injective ideal cone. 
Proposition 3.4.9. : Let £ be an ideal cone. Then (£




d u a l
. 
Hence, if £ is solid, £
d u a
 is also solid. 




(E, F ) , there exis ts R€£
dual
(E,F) 





 (E, F ) . 
Proposition 3. 4.10. : Let (B be an operator module. Then ({g 
^ t m ^ . • 




(E, F), there exis ts Re(B
dual
(E, F) 
such that ±T^R (see remark (1) of .3.1. 6). Now we have R'<=(B+(F', E') and 
. ±T'sR'. Hence T'€(B
S










S ^ c ( X
d u a l
) . • ; 




 (E, F), for any RsS:
dual
 (H, E), 










D U A L
 O ( £
D U A L
. 
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Chapter 4 Topologies and Bornologies 
In th is chapter, we will define topologies and bornologies from 
operator modules (or ideal cones). Moreover, we will examine these 
topologies (or bornologies) when the given operator modules (or ideal 
cones) sa t i s fy certain conditions (eg. injective, surjective or solid). 
The ideas of 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 come from Wong and Wong [1988]. 
From now on, L
b
 will denote the vector space of a l l locally 
: bounded linear maps and R
b







Let E be an vector space and A be a disk on E. Denote by E(A) the 
subspace ( U nA) of E together with the semi-norm defined on i t 
nelN 
(where rA is the- gauge functional of A)J • 
4. 1 Generalized polars 
In section 4.5 and 4.6, the solid property of operator" module (B or 
ideal cone & will be examined. In particular, the relat ion of i t to the 
(B-topology (or topology;) and (S-bornology (or g-bornology). The main 
purpose of this section is" to prepare results that will be used in 
these sections. More precisely, we will generalize some resul ts in 
ordered normed space that concern with the polar of. the decomposable 
kernel of disks. Unfortunately, the generalization of the polar of 
order convex hull cannot be found. V ' ' 
Proposition 4. 1.1. : (Generalized Bonsall Theorem) Let E be an ordered 
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vector space and F be an order complete Riesz space. If P is a 
sub l inear from E to F and Q is a super l inear from E+ to F with Q P^ on 
E+, then there ex is t s T<=L(E,F) such that T^P on E and Q^ T on E+. 
Proof: The proof i s the same as that of Bonsai 1 Theorem with IR 
replaced by F but i t required the Generalized Hahn Banach extension 
theorem (see Schaefer [1974,p.109]). 
The following def in i t ions and resu l t s are generalization of those 
in the theory of ordered topological vector spaces, (see for example 
Y.C.Wong and K.F.Ng [1973]) 
Definition 4 .1 .2 . : Let E be any vector space and F be a B- la t t ice . 





inject ion from F to F . Def ine Ar={TeL(E, F): JFTx^u for a l l x<=A} and 
CO
 r r 
cal l i t the weak polar of A with respect to F. 
(b) If , in addition, F i s an AM space with unit e, we define the polar 
It 7T 
of A with respect to F, A F , by A F = { T e L ( E , F ) : Tx^e for a l l xeA}. 
Remark: ( i ) A F = { T € L ( E , F ) : fTx^l for a l l xeA and feF; with ||f||=l} = 
71 
A nL(E,F). (where F i s regarded as a subspace of F ) 
F co 
oo 
( i i ) If F i s an AM space with unit , then AF=AF. 
Lemma 4 .1 .3 . : Let E be an ordered vector space and F be an order 
complete AM space with unit e. If V is an absorbing disk in E, then 
(VnE+)F= VF+(E+)F= V f-L+(E,F). v . ! , 
|g 
H . • N 
Proof: Clearly, v £ - L + ( E , F)'S( VnE+) On the other hand, for any Te 
I f * 
(VnE+)F, we define Pv=3rve (where rY
 i s
 the gauge of V). Then Pv i s a 
sublinear from E to F. For any X 6 E + , K x / l ^ t x l + e ) ] ^e , so T(x)^Pv(x) 
(as F i s Archimedian). 
Now since Pv i s a sub linear on E and T is a super l inear on E+, there 
ex i s t s S(=L(E, F) such that S(x)^PY(x) for a l l x<=E ( i . e . SeVp) and 
T(u)^S(u) for a l l ueE+ by 4.1.1. Hence R=S-TfcO and so T=S-ReVp-L+(E, F). 
Hence, v £ - L + ( E , F ) = ( VnE+) 
Remark: I f -Y=V then -Vp=Vp. Hence [-(VnE+)]p =Vp +L+(E,F). 
Lemma 4. 1. 4. : Let (E, (?) be an ordered local ly convex space and F be an 
order complete AM space with unit e. If V be a disk (P neighborhood of 
* 
zero in E, then [D(V)3p= F [ Vprv2(E )^, F) ]. 
Proof: [D(V)]p ={co[(VnE+)u -(VnE+)]}£ 
= [VnE+]PA[-(VnE+)]P 
= [ Vp -L+(E. F) ]n[ Vp+L+(E, F) ] 
ysrt • 
=F ( VF ) (order convex hull in L(E,F)) 
=F*[Vpn£(E(?,F)] (since V? S^CE^F)} 
Proposition 4. 1.5. : Let (E, (p) be an ordered local ly convex space and F 
* 
be an order complete AM space with unit . Then £(E_. ,F) =F (J£(E^, F)). 
Proof: For any ,F), there is a disk (p-nbd of zero such that 
mh 
Te[D(V) 3 p.; Hence,"; T€F*[ V ^ ( E _ ; F)1 SF*(£(E ,F)) (by 4. 1.4. ) and so 
; 'V? -I•' ' 
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iecEp ,F)C F*mEp,F)). • 
On the other hand, consider TeL(E,F) such that there exist R, Se^CE^,F) 
with S^T^R. There exists a (p-nbd V of zero such that S, R<= Vp£ D(V)F= 
F*(Vp) hence T G D ( V ) £ , and so ZtEp ,F) is order convex. 
For the generalized polar of F (V) , we can only find a weaker 
correspondence. 
Lemma 4. 1.6. : Let E be an ordered vector space and F=£°°(A) for some 
j * _ 71 ' 
index set A. If V is an absorbing disk of E , then [ F ( V ) ] F £ 
V P N L + ( E , F ) - V P N L + ( E , F ) , . 
Proof: - Let Pj€L+(F,tR) be the canonical projection into the i - th 
coordinate. For any Te[F(V)3p and ieA, . the map defined by f i=P iT 
belongs t o : [FtV)]
71










nE;, there exist g^h/eV^nE; such that f4= 
g.-hj. Define R, SeL(E, F) by R(x) = [gt (x) ] and S(x) = [ (x) ] Then 
R, SeVFnL+(E,F) (by the definit ion of generalized polar) and T=R-S. 
Corollary 4.1.7. : Let E be an ordered vector space and F=£ (A) for some 
index set A. If (P is a Hausdorff locally convex topology defined on E, 
then ^(E^,F)= i?+(E^,F)-ie+(E(p,F). * " 
Proof : For any T€i6(E^  ,F), there is a o-convex (p-nbd V of zero (since 
. 1 F . , .'. 
. 6y£(p) such that TeVF=[F(V)]F. Hence there exist R, SeVFnL+(E, F) such 
that T-R-S (by 4. 1. 6: ) and thus T<=£+ ( E ^ F ) ( E ^ , F). On the other hand, 
' B . '
 9 8 
I 
for any Tei£+ (E0, F), T~
1
(UF) is an absolute o-convex (p-nbd of zero and 
(r 
hence i s a (?F-nbd of zero. Hence, TeJSCE^  , F)V 
The following resul t is a generalization of 1.1.11. and i t s proof 
i s essen t ia l ly the same. 
Proposition 4. 1. 8, : Let (A) for some index set A and F be any 








oD • • o .., o 1 
Proof: For any TeL (E, F ) and ieA, let JL be the canonical injection 
into i - t h coordinate. Since T i s a locally bounded map from E to 
(F,6D), there exists a disk A<=6 such that" T(UE)£ D(A) . As 6 is 
complete, there is an infracomplete disk B such that AQB. Let 
x i=TJ i (1). Then as x^DCA) , there are u^, Vj€ AnF+ such that X , « I * £ T * i . 
Define R, SeL(E, F) by R([/i i])= £ and 8(1^})= £ f t y s . R and S are 
ieA ieA 
well defined since F(B) is an B-space and. u i y Vj€B for any ieA. It is 
clear that T=R-S and R(UE), S(UE)c 2B. Therefore, we have R, SeL
b
(E, F^). 
Conversely, for any Re L
b
 (E, F^); R(UE) is an infra-complete 6-bounded 
disk such that R(UE)£ D(R(2UE)). Hence R(UE) is a 6D-bounded disk and 
so ReL
b
 (E, ). Hence, L
b
(E, F ) - L
b
( E , L
b
( E , ) . 
t>D ^ . y ^D 
Lemma 4.1.9. :Let E be a B-la t t ice and F be an ordered vector space. If 
6 i s an o-convex bornology defined on F, L (E,F^J is order convex in 
(L(E,F),L+(E,F)). Moreover, if 6 is a solid convex bornology defined on 
F, then L
b







 1 ' - 99 ' 
1 
Proof: Let TeL(E, F) such that Q ^ P for some P, QeL
b
(E, F^J. Then there 
exist disks A, Be6 such that P ( U e ) c a and Q(UE)£B. Let C=F(A+B)e6 (as 6 
i s order convex). From Q(u)^T(u)^P(u) for a l l ueE+, we have T(u)eC for 
a l l ueU*: Thusj T(UE)SC since UE is solid. The proof of the second 
asser t ion is just the same. 
Proposition 4. 1.10. : Let E=£
1
(A) for some index set A and (F, 6) be any 
complete convex bornological ordered vector space such that 6 F is 





(E, F_)). : 
6 f 6 
b b 
Proof: Since 6S6 f and 6 F is order convex, F*(L (E, F^J L (E,F^ ) by 
4.1.9. Conversely, let TeL (E,F_ ). Let ^ be the canonical injection 
t ' ' lit F . • & . -
from IR to the i-t-h coordinate of E and Ae6 be an infracomplete disk 
such that T ( U E ) C F(A). Then T^eL^tR, F~ ) and T J ^ - l i l j S F( A). Define 
F 
x i=TJ i (1 )e F( A). Hence, there exist a^b^A such that b^x^a^ . Now 
define the map R and S from E to F by R[Ai]= £ ^ ^ and E MitV 
V' * . - . ieA . . " ieA
 : 
Since A is infra-complete, R and S are well def ined and R(UE), S(UE)£2A. 
Thus, R, Se L
b
(E, F 6) and S ^ R which implies Te F*(L
b
(E, F Q ) ) . 
Example 4. 1. 11. : (a) Let EelB^  and F be an order complete AM space with 
unit . Then Te x (E, F) (=yi(E, F)) if and only if there exist R,S<=HE,F) 
such that S^T^R. 
Proof: First note that ^(E,F)= £(E . ,F). Moreover, 1 (E,F)= 
• , ; • cr(E, E' ) ... 
£(E ^/v^F) by Wong [1976,3. 1.1. ]. Therefore, x (E, F)=F*(^(E, F)) by 
4.1.5. H i , p i l l .V',; 
••: t . • ioo8. 
(b) For l^ q^p<oo, recall that f p q is an operator module on IB^ . By 
3. 1.11. ( j ) , Therefore, by (a), F*(?1 (E, F) )= Qa(E,F)= 
^(E,F) and thus ( ^ ) + (E,F)= ( ^ ) + (E,F)= {Qj) #Cffl for any EeB£ and 
any order complete AM space F with unit. It is natural to ask whether 
i t is true for the case p*l. We will give the answer in the example of 
section 4.5. 
4.2 Topologies and bornologies defined by (B and % 
In this section, we will define topologies and homologies that 
correspond to operator modules and ideal cones and will give the 
relationship between them. In the following sections, we will see that 
some kind of operator modules (ideal cones) and some kind of topologies 
or bornologies are one to one correspondence (see remark of 4.3.9 and 
4.4.9). 
Lemma 4.2. 1. : Let (B be an operator module and & be an ideal cone on (B^ . 
( i) Then the set U+ defined by 
U+={T~
1
 (UF): F(=lBr T€g(E,F)} 
will form a base of O-nbd for some Hausdorff locally o-convex topology 
(P(S). 
( i i ) Similarly, the set U defined by 
!MS~
l
(UF): F€©r Se(B(E,F)> 
will also i form a base of O-nbd for some Hausdorff locally convex 
topology (P((B). (this topology need not be locally o-convex) 
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Proof: F i rs t of a l l , i t is clear that every element in U+ i s disked. 
Secondly, i f F l t F 2 ^ i and T ^ f t E ^ ) , define F=F1xF2elB£ (with ||(x,y) || = 
||x||v||y||) and T = J 1 T 1 + J 2 T 2 . (where J i i s the canonical inject ion into 
the i - t h coordinate) Now T<s£(E, F) and T^tlkjfi T^lU JnT^lU ) 
F
1 2 





E;cg(E,iR), we have f| 7/+=(0). Hence, <U+ define a Hausdorff locally 
convex topology. Finally, since UF i s sol id and T<=L+(E,F), we have 
T~
l
(UF) is absolute o-convex. So, the topology (P(f) is locally 
o-convex. 
The proof of the fact that U define a Hausdorff locally convex topology 
i s jus t the same. 
Lemma 4 .2 .2 . : Let (B be an operator module and £ be an ideal cone on IB^ . 
( i ) The set IR+ defined by 
IR+= (T(Ue): E€lB£; Tef(E,F)} 
will form a base for a complete decomposable and convex bornology 6 ( f ) . 
( i i ) Similarly, the set JR defined by 
m= {S(UE): EGIB ; Se(B(E,F)> 
will form a base for a complete convex bornology 6((B). 
Proof: ( i) For the proof of the fact that TR+ define a convex 
bornology, we will only show that A+BGTR+ for each A,B<=ffi+-
 I n
 fac t , for 
each E1,E2eB t and Ti€g(Ei,F), define E=E1©E2e[B^ (with || (x, y) ||=||x||+||y ||) 
V and T=T1P1+T2P2 (where P{ i s the canonical projection from E to Ej), 
Then Tef(E.F) and T(UF)= T.(U )+T2(U ). Hence, IH+ define a convex 
bornology 6 ( f ) . Moreover, 6(f) is complete since UE i s infracomplete 
(for any EeB )^ and Tef (E,F) is a continuous linear map (see 0. 1. 10. ).. 
' / . '
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Finally, 6(£) is decomposable since UE i s sol id and T is positive. 
The proof of the fact that IR will form a base for a complete convex 
bornology is just the same. 
The following defini t ion is translated from Wong and Wong [1988]. / 
Definition 4 .2 .3 . : Let (B be an operator module and & be an ideal cone. 
(a) Let U+ and U be the sets defined in 4.2.1. Then the topology (P(&) 
generated by % is called the g-topology and the topology (P((B) 
generated by V. is called the<©-topology, 
(b) Let IR+ and IR be the sets defined in 4.2.2. Then the bornology 6(£) 
generated by IR+ i s called the 8- bornology and the bornology 6((B) 
generated by IK is called the (B-bornology. 
Remark: (1) I t is clear that (p((B+)£ (P((B) and 6((B+)£ 6((B). 
( 2 ) (?((B+)= (P((Br) (as ( 2 R ) "
1
( U F ) n ( 2 S ) "
1
£ ( R - S )
_ 1
( U f ) ) and 
6 ( ( B + ) = 6 ( ( B r ) (as ( R - S ) (UE)c R ( U E ) + S ( U E ) ). (where (Br=(B+-(B+) 
(3) (p(g
i n j
) =(P(&) and (P((B
inj
)= (P((B) by 3.3.3. and the fact 




(U F ) . 
• 00 . 
'(4) 6(£
s u r
)= 6(&) and 6((B
sur
)= 6(<B) by 3.3.8. and the fact 
t h a t (TQe) (IL, )= T ( U E ) . 
(S) In chapter 5, we will see that (P((B+)=(?((B) F and 6((B+) = 
6((B)D but we will use th i s result in chapter. 
We now give a relationship between the topology (and bornology) 
defined in 4.2.3. and the operator module or ideal cone that defining 
that topology (resp. bornology). In th is moment, we only consider F to 
: io3 
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be an order complete AM space with unit or E to be a i space. In 
section 4.3 and 4.4, a more detai l investigation will be given. 
Lemma 4.2.4. : Let (8 be an operator module and & be an ideal R-cone on 
B and F be an order complete AM space with unit . Then §(E, F) = 
^ + (E ( p ( g ) , F ) and (B(E,F) = for a l l EW^ 
Proof: Clearly g(E, F)<=2+(E^^ , F) by the def ini t ion of (P(g). 





 ( U F ) which implies that ||Tx||^||Sx|| for a l l xeE. Define 
SQ from E to S(E) by SQ(x)=S(x) for a l l xeE. Then there exists 
Re£(S(E),F) such that RS0=T (here S(E) is equipped with the re la t ive 
topology of G). Now by 0.3.10, there is a norm preserving extension R 
of R on G. 
Since G is a B-lat t ice and F is an ordered completed AM space with 
unit, by 1.1.10. , £(G, F)=£(G, F). Hence, R<=&(G,F) and so from RS=RS0=T 
and the fact that 8 is an ideal R-cone, we have Teg(E,F). 
For the case of (P((B), the proof i s just the same. 
Lemma 4.2.5. : Let (B be an operator module on and & be an ideal 
R-cone. If E=^(A) for some index set A, then §(E,F)= L+(E, F ^ ^ ) and 
(B(E,F)=L
b
(E,F 6 ( ( B )). 
Proof: It is clear from the def ini t ion that §(E, F)£ L+(E, F ^ . ^ ) . On 
the other hand, for each TeL+lE, F ^ g . ) , there are GeB^  and S€g(G,F) 
such that T ( U E ) c s ( U g ) . Let G0=G/KerS and Qs be the quotient map from G 
into G0. We can find an operator S0 form G0 to F such that S=S0Qs. Now 
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define R 0 < = L + ( E , G 0 ) by S0(R0x)=Tx for al l X€=E. R c is well defined since 
-1 





(T(UE))cuG+KerS (as T(UE)£S(UG)) and thus R0(UE)cUQ . Since E has 
the metric l i f t ing property, there exists Re£(E, G) such that QSR=R0. By 
proposition 1. 1.11., Re£(E, G). Hence, T=S0R0=S0QsR=SReg(E, F). 
The proof for the case of (B(E,F) is just similar. 
Example 4.2.6. : (a) Let V. be an operator ideal on IB and J{U) be the 
generating topology defined by U (see Wong and Wong [1988]). Then 
(?(<U
M
)=3X<tf) on each EeB.. 
Proof: It is clear that since is defined by 
{ T""
1
 (UF): FeB TeU (E, F)} and <?{U
K




U(E, F)} . 
On the other hand, if V is a S(U)-nbd of zero, there are FelB and 
TeUiE, F) such that T^(UF)£V. Now let F
i n j
=Au F , ) and Kf€ (^F, F
i n j
) be 
defined by "KF(x)= t f ( x ) ] f e U . Then and KF is a metric 
F' . pi 








) and thus T
_1
(UF) = 
T ' ^ tUpin j ) is a ^("llVnbd of. zero. Hence V is a P(1lVnbd of zero, 
(b) Let U be an operator ideal on IB and MU) be the generating 







a l l EeB .^ 
4.3 In.iectivity and generating topologies
 v
 : 
This section deals mainly with injective operator module (or ideal 
cone).- The following resul ts give relationship between the injective 
property and the ©-topology (or ^-topology). 
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The statement of the following resul t also comes from Wong and 
Wong [1988]. 
Proposition 4 .3 .1 . : Let (B and & be an operator module and an ideal 
R-cone on ^ resp. then S
i n j








Proof: Let F =£°°(Ut.) and J F be the canonical in ject ion from F to F . 
00 00 
Then F i s an order complete AM space with unit and J F i s an order and 
00 
topological inject ion. For any Te£ + (E^gyF) , JFTe , F^^&CE, F^) 
(by lemma 4.2.4. ). Hence ;T€S
lnJ
.(E, F) by 3.3.3. 
On the other hand, the fact that g(E,F)£ ^ ( E ^ ^ , F) i s obvious which 
implies that g
i n J
(E,F)£ ^ ( E ^ ^ . F ) (by 3.3.3. and the fact that J F i s 
a topological in ject ion) . 
The proof for operator module (B is just the same. 
Proposition 4.3.2. : Let (B be any operator module on (B„. Then for any 
E,F€(B£, 
( i ) (B
in j
(E,F)= , « E W ( B ) > F ) : and (B*
nj
(E,F) = ^ + (E^ ( ( B + ) , F)= , F). 
( i i ) ((Br)
in-i
= W E ^ ^ j ,F). 








(E,F)= iS(E^((B } ,F ) for a l l E,F€B-
(c) (P((B)=(P({B+). 
Proof: F i r s t of a l l we recal l from remark (3) of 3. 1.1. that (B+ i s an 
ideal R-cone. ,. ; , , 
. . .. • 
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( i ) The f i r s t equality is a consequence of 4.3.1. The second equality 
follows from 4.3.1. and remark (4) of 3.3.1. 
. ( i i ) This follows from (i) and remark (2) of 4. 1.3. ( i . e . (P((Br)=(P((B+)). 
Cill) The parts of (a)=»(b) .and (c)^(a) follow direct ly from the parts 
of (i) and ( i i ) . I t only need to show (b)=»(c). For any (p((B)-nbd V of . 
zero, there exist FeB^ and Te(B(E,F) such that T^tUp)£V. Now since T<= 
(B
lnj
(E,F)= je(Ep((B } ,F) , T
_1
(Up) is a (p((B+)-nbd of zero and so is V. 
Remark: (1) (P((B) is locally o-convex if and only if (B = ((B r)
i n j
 by 
. V 5. 1.3. 
(2) If (B is a pro-inject ive operator module and (p is a family 
of topologies defined on each element of B^  such that (B(E,F) = 
£(E ,F), then <B(E,F) = £(E ,F). In fact , since (P((B+) is 
Up 
locally o-convex and (P((B+)^ (P, we have (P((B+)^ P and so 
£(Ep ,F)= ^(E^F) by 4.3.2. ( i i ) . V 
(3) If (B is an order inject ive operator module on B^ , then 
We will now consider the converse of the above i . e . to construct 
F) if (p is given. Unfortunately, i t is not true that any 
topology (p will make J£+(E^F) be an ideal cone since JS+tE^.F) need not 
sa t i s fy the composition property. The condition on (P for making 
(E^, F) be an ideal cone will be given below: 
Proposition 4.3.3.-: Let (p be a family of locally o-convex topologies 
defined on each element of B .^ Then the following statements are 
equivalence: • 1 
' ' - ,
 1 0 7 
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(a) TSe^CEp.G) for a l l E,F,G€lB£ and S<=L+(E,F), Te^CF^, G); 
(b) L+(E,F)S2+(Ep,F (p) for a l l E, FeB .^ 
Proof: (a) =Kb )>. Let TeL+(E,F) and V£F be an order convex disk (p-nbd of 
zero. Let p be the gauge functional of V and K=p (0). Define F0=F/K 
and equip i t with the quotient norm p. Then F0 i s an ordered normed 
space with 1-normal cone by 0.3.4. Consider F ^ l ttf,) and J to be the 
canonical injection from F0 to F^ then J is positive and norm 
preserving. I f Q is the quotient map from (F, (?) to F0, then JQ<= 
F1) (as JQ(V)c J(UF )h Since F^B^ and T<=L+(E,F) JQT€ XJE^.F^ 
by (a) . Moreover, since J is norm preserving, QTe F0) and so 
T^(V) is a (p-nbd of zero (as T 'V^IL, )£ 2T
_1
(V)). Now since V is 
h
o 
an arbi t rary order convex disk 0-nbd in (F,(P), T€#+(E~, F^). 
(b)=»(a): I t i s clear. 
The following defini t ion is also a t ranslat ion from that of 
operator ideal/ (see Wong and Wong [1988]) 
Definition 4.3 .4 . : A family of locally o-convex topologies (P defined on 
each element of B^  is called a family of generating topologies on B^  if 
i t s a t i s f i e s one of . the equivalent conditions in 4.3.3. and 
J-topology on each EeB .^ 
Proposition 4. 3. 5. : If OC is ideal cone on B^ , then the ^-topology is a 
family of generating topologies on B«. 
Proof: First note from 4.2.1 that (?(£) is a family of locally o-convex 
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topologies on B„. For any E, F, GeB^ , let T€L+(E,F) and S€if+(F^^ , G). 
' T h e r e f o r e , there are HeB^  and Re%{F,K) such that ||Sy||s||Ry|| for a l l yeF. 





(UG) and ? so (ST)"
1
 (UG) is . a <P(X)-nbd of zero. Thus, STe 
Lemma 4. 3.6. : If (P is a family of generating topologies on B ,^ then the 
collection (B defined by (B(E,F) = XtE^.F) (E,FeB£) is a pro-injective 
operator module and & defined by ${E, F)=£+{E^ F) (E, FeB£) is an 
injective ideal cone. , 
Proof: First of a l l , (B(E,F) is a subspace of £(E,F) (since 6*s||. ||-top. ) 
which contain a l l f in i t e operators (since E^= L+(E,[R)£ (E^, R^)-
^+(E^,[R) and so E'S ^E^IR)). Moreover, since L+(E,F)£ ^ ( E ^ F ^ c 
£(E ,F ) , (B will sa t i s f i e s the composition property. Hence (B is an 
(P (P 
operator module and is clearly order injective. Therefore, ((Br)
x J
£ (B. 
On the other hand, for any E,FeB^ and T€(B(E,F), JFTe(B(E, F J if J F is 
the canonical injection from F to F . Now (B(E, Fra)= (E^, F^)- (E^, F^) 
by 4. 1.7. Hence JFTe ( B R ( E , F J and so Te ((B r)
inJ
(E (F) by 3.3.3. 
The proof of the fact that & is an injective ideal cone is similar. 
Remark: A family of locally o-convex topology (p defined on each 
element of B^  is a family of generating topologies on B^  if 
and only if the collection, (B, defined by (B(E,F)= ^(E^, F) 
(for a l l E,FeBj is an operator module. 
Corollary 4:3.7.: Let (B be a collection of operators between 
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B-lat t ices such that ;fd5§| Then: 
(i) (8 is a positively order injective operator module with generating 
cone if and only if there exists a family of generating topologies (P on 
B^  such that ®(E,F)=^CE(?,F) ; 
( i i ) (53 is a pro-inject ive operator module if and only if there exis ts a 
family of generating topologies S^ on B^  such that (B(E,F)=£(E^,F). 
Proof: ( i) =>) Let (P=(P((B+). Then (p is a family of generating topologies 
on B£ by 4.3.5. and (B+= ^+(E^,F) by 4.3.2. Hence (8= (B+-(B+= fcCE^F).." 
<=) (B is clearly a positively order injective operator module (by 
4.3,6.) with generating cone. 
( i i ) =*) This follows from 4.3.2. ( i i i ) and 4.3.5. 
<=) I t is clear form 4.3.2. and 4.3.6. 
Modify the result of I.Stephani (see N.C.Wong [1987,2.1.22]), we 
have the following resul t . Before showing this , we need the following 
notation: if (?! and are two families of generating topologies on B^ , 
define the operator modules ^((P^ and £((?!,(P2) by ^(P1)(E,F)= £(E^,F) 
and ie(ff>1,(P2)(E,F)= ^(E^, F^ ) for a l l E,F<=B£. 
Proposition 4.3.8. : Let • and (P2 be two families of generating 






Proof: First of a l l , since G) ojetE^, F ^ c ietE^G), we have 
£((?!, (P2)c ^((P2) "
1
oie(^i)v On the other hand, let T<= £((P2) ~
1
oiS((P1) (E, F). 
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For any strongly monotone and (P2 continuous semi-norm p on F, the space 
Fp= F/p"
1
 (0) is an ordered normed space with 1-normal cone (by 0.3.4) 
and so (Fp)^ exists Let V=p~
1
[0,l). Now as VQ (J pQ p)
_ 1
(U ( F } ), JpQp€ 
P 00 
iS((P2)(F, (Fp)w) "(where Qp is the quotient map from F to Fp and J p is the 
canonical injection from Fp to (F p)w). Therefore, JpQpT<= 
^ H E , ( F p ) J . Since (JpQpT)"
1
(U (F ) )S T
_1
(2V), T^CV) is a Gy-nbd of 
P CO 
zero. As p is an arbi t rary strongly monotone and (P2 continuous 
semi-norm on F, Te^ CG ,^ (P2) (E, F). 
The proof of is just the same since JpQp i s positive. 
Corollary 4.3 .9 . : Let ^ and (P2 be two families of generating 
topologies on B^  with i?+((?1)=i2+((?2). Then tPf*^ Hence, the family of 
generating topologies that defining an operator module on B^  is unique. 
Proof: For any T<=L.(E,F) ( (E^ , F_ ) by defini t ion of generating 
topologies) and S€^+((?2)(F,G), we have SoTe £+(<P2) (E, G)= £+((Pa) (E, G). 
Hence, T<= ^((P^ (P2) since (?2) (E,F)= i?+(P2) "
1
oie+((P1) (E, F)nL+(E, F) 
(E,F€B£) by 4.3.8. Therefore, we have ie+((?1,(?2)(E,F)= L+(E,F) for a l l 
E,F€B^  and so IE<= i2+(ff
>
1, (P2) (E, E) which mean that Ogty^ Similarly, 
we have (p^^ . 
Remark: (1) By 4.3.9, the injective operator modules on B^  and the 
families of generating topologies on B^  are one to one 
correspondence to each other. 
(2) Let (B be an operator module on B„. If (P is the family of 
generating topologies on B^  such that (B=i£((P), then we call (p 
the defining topologies of (B. 
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We f i r s t borrow the following result from 5.1.3. 
Proposition 4.3,10. : Let (B be an operator module on (P((B+)=(P((B) F.
 f 
4.4 Sur.iectivitv and generating bornologies 
The following resul ts give relationship between surjective and the 
(B-bornology (or &-homology). 
Proposition 4.4 .1 . : Let (B and & be an operator module and ideal R-cone 








(E, F Q m ). 
Proof: I t i s clear that g(E, F)£ L
b
(E, F^™ ) by def ini t ion of 6((B) and 
hence g
s u r
(E,F)e L+(E,F 6 ( g )) by 3.3.8 and the fact that QE is a metric 
surjection. 
Conversely, for any T<=L
b
(E, 3, TQEe L+(Ei f F 6 ( g ) )= £ (Ea, F) by 4.2.5. 
Hence, T€§
sur
(E,F) by 3.3.8. 
The proof of the second assertion is just the same. 









i E , F ) = L
b
(E,F 0 ( ( B } ) = L
b
(E, F Q m ). 




( E , F 6 ( ^ ) = L
b
(E,F 6 ( ( B + ) ) . ; 
( i i i ) The following statements are equivalence: 
, v _sur v sur 





(E,F 6 ( ( B } ) ; " 
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(c) 6((B)=6((B+). 
Proof: ( i ) This follows from 4.4.1 and remark (4) of 3.3.6. 
( i i ) This follows from 4.4.1 and remark (2) of 4. 2.3. 
( i i i ) Since the parts of (a)=»(b) and (c)=»(a) are c lear ly from parts ( i ) 
and ( i i ) , we will only show the part of (b)=>(c). For any Ae6((B)(F), 
there exist EeB^ and Te(B(E, F) such that AS T(UE). Now as 
Te(B
su r
(E,F)=L^(E,F6(^ } ) , T ( U e ) i s 6((B+) bounded and so is A. 
Remark : (1) If (B is an order sur ject ive operator module on IB^ , then 
(2) If (B is an order .bi ject ive operator module on IB^ , then 
£o(B<>jgc©. ( By remark (1) and remark (3) of 4 .3 .2 . ) . 
Proposition 4 .4 .3 . : Let. 6 be a family of complete decomposable and 
convex bornologies defined on each elements of IB.. Then the following 
statements are equivalence: 
(a ) RTEL^(E,G6) f o r a l l E,F,G€LB£ and RGL+(F,G), TCL+(EKF^H 
•(b) L + (E, F)£ L*{E ,F ) f o r a l l E,FELB£. 
Proof: (a)=»(b) For any ReL+(E,F>) and A€6(E) which is decomposable 
infracomplete disk, define G= (E(A),^a). Then G is a order Banach space 
with a (1+e)-generating cone for a l l e>0. Let G^CU^) and QG be the 
canonical surject ion from Gx to G. Let JG be the canonical inject ion 
from G to " E . Then AS JG(UG)= JGQG(U )Q 2A. Therefore, JGQG€ 
(Lb) + (G1,E6) and so R J ^ e (Lb) + (G1,F(5) by hypothesis. Now R(A)£ 
RJgQg(
g
I) which is 6(F) bounded. Hence, ReL+CE ,^ F -^j by 0.5.5 and the 
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fact that A is an arbitrary decomposable infracomplete disk in 6(E). 
(b)=»(a) It is clear. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 .4 .4 . : A family of. complete decomposable and convex 
homologies 6 d e f i n e d on each element of is called a family of 
generating bornologies on IB^  if i t s a t i s f i e s one of the equivalent 
conditions in 4.4.3. and Wm^ST) on each EGIB£ (where ST is the norm 
topology on E and mvon(3
r
) i s the bornology of a l l ^-bounded sets) . 
Proposition 4.4.5. : If & is an ideal cone on then the g-bornology 
is a family of generating bornologies on IB'^ . 
Proof: Observe that by 4.2.2, 6(£) is a family of complete convex 
decomposable bornologies on (B„. For any E, F, GeJB^ , le t ReL+ (F, G) and 
T€L^(E,F6(g)). Since T€L^(E,F 6 ( g )) , there are Hei£ and Seg(H, F) such 
t h a t T(UE)C S(UH)V Now a s RS€G(H,G) and RT(UE)C RS(UH), RT(U e) i s 6 ( g ) 
bounded/ Hence RTeL+(E, G^.,^ )-. 
Lemma 4.4.6. : If 6 is a family of generating bornologies on IB^ , then 
the collections (B and % defined by (B(E, F)=L
b
(E, F^J and g(E, F)=L^(E, F^) 
are pro-surjective operator module and surjective ideal cone 
respectively. 
Proof i It is clear that <B'(E, F)SJ£(E,F) as 6cmvon(3
r
). ^(E,F)c ®(E,F) 
since L(IR,F)= L+(IR,F)-L+([R,F) and L+(IR,F)c L
h
+{Re>FQ) = L+{R,FQ) (as any 
separate convex bornology defined on IR must be the usual bornology). 
Moreover, | it- is easily seen that (B(E,F) is a vector space. The 
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composition property follow from 4.4.6. Hence (B is an operator module. 
I t i s also clear that (B is sur ject ive. The pro-surject ivi ty of (B 
follows from 4.1.8. and 4.4.2. (the detail proof is essent ia l ly the 
same as that of " 4. 3. 6.) 
The proof of the fact that & is a surject ive ideal cone is just 
similar. 
Remark: A family of complete decomposable convex homologies 6 
defined on each element of IB^  is a family of generating 
homologies on IB^  \f and only if the collection, (B, defined 
by (B(E,F) = L
b
(E, F } (for a l l E,F€tB£) is an operator module. 
Corollary 4.4.7. : Let © be a collection of operators between elements 
of (B^  such that Then: 
( i ) (B is an positively order surject ive operator module with generating 
cone i f and only if there exists a family of generating homologies 6 
on IB^  such that (B(E,F)=R
b





( i i ) (B is an pro-surjective operator module i f and only if there exists 




Proof: This follows directly from 4.4.2., 4.4.5. and 4.4.6. 
The following proposition is modified from a result of Stephani 
(see N.C. Wong [1987,2.2.35]). We will use the following notation: Let 
and S 2 be two families of generating bornologies on IB^ . Define the 
operator modules Lte^ and L(6 1 ,6 2) by L(6a, 6 2) (E, F)=L
b
(E ,F ) and 
;• I u s 
I L(61)(E,F)= L
b
(E,F 6 i ) . 
Proposition 4 .4 .8 . : Let 6X and 6 2 be two families of generating 
• mm. ^  
homologies on , Pi- Then
 ;




Proof: We show the second assert ion only, the proof of the f i r s t one 
i s Just similar. I t i s clear that L+(6X, 6 2)£ [L+(6 2) oL + (6 1) "
1
]nL+ as we 
have L + ( 6 1 , 6 2 ) o L + ( 6 1 ) S L + (6 2) . On the other hand, let T be any map in 
[L+(62)oL+(61)"
1
](E,F)nL+(E,F)> If CeQtiE) is a decomposable disk, 
there i s an infra-complete disk Be©! such that CQB. Now A = C B ( C ) C 2 B 
(where crB i s the cr-disked hull taking in the^ Banach space E(B)) is an 
infra-complete decomposable disk in G^E) (by 0.3.2. and 0.1. 11. ). Then 
E(A) is an ordered Banach space with (1+e)-generating cone for a l l c>0 
and so E(A)x exists . Let JA be the canonical injection from E(A) to E 
and Q a be the canonical surjection from E( A) x to E(A). Since 
J a Q a (U e ( a ) i ) c 2A, JAQA€ L ^ E I A ) ^ ^ ) . Therefore, TJAQA€ L* (E( A){, F ^ ) 
I as we have E(A)1eIB£) and so T J A Q A ( U £ ( A ) >€ 6 2(F). Now since AQ 
- )> T(A)€62(F) and so is T(C). As C is an arbi t rary 
£« IA J ^ 
decomposable disk in , we get Te L+iQ^ 6 2) (E, F). 
Corollary 4.4.9. : Let Q1 and 6 2 be two families of generating 
homologies on B£. If L+(6 x)=L+(6 2), then 6!=62. Hence, the family of 
generating bornologies of some operator module on IB^  is unique. 
I Proof: For any TeL+(E,F) (=L+(E- , F __ )) and any SeL+ {<o1) (G, E), we have 
•• :
 1 1 6 
ToSeL+(61)(G,F)= L+(62)(G,F). Hence T<= [L+(62) oL + CO^ "
1
].nL+ and so Te 
L+(6i, 6 2) (E,F) by 4.4.8. Therefore, L+(E,F)=L+(61,62) (E,F) for any 
E,F€lB^  and so IE<=L+(6^ 6 2) (E, E) for any E<=IB£ which mean that e^E)^ 
6 2(E). Follow the same argument, we have 62(E)c61(E). Thus, O^Gg. 
Remark: We will cal l the unique bornology that defined by an operator 
module (B the defining bornology for (B. 
We f i r s t borrow the result of 5.2.3. in chapter 5. 
Proposition 4. 4.10: Let (B be an operator module on IB G((B+)=6((B) D. 
4.5 The solid property and the generating topologies 
In th is section, the relationship between the solid property of an 
operator module (or ideal cone) and the topologies generated by i t will 
be found. 
Lemma 4.5.1. : Let E be an ordered vector space and F be B-lat t ice. If (p 
is locally decomposable, then F) is order convex in 
(L(E, F), L+(E, F)). Also, ' i f (p is locally solid, Z+(E F) = i^(E^,F). 
Proof: Let TeL(E,F) such that Q ^ P for some P,Q€£(E ,F). There is a 
decomposable disk (p-nbd V of zero such that P(V)uQ(V)QUF. Therefore, 
for any ueVnE+, Q(u)^T(u)^P(u) and so T(u)€3UF. Hence, T(V)=T(D(V))£3UF 
and so Te£iE^ tF). 
The proof of ^(E^, F) = j^CE^F) is similar. 
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Proposition 4.5.2. : Let (E,E+, (?) be an ordered locally convex space and 
F be an ordered normed space with normal cone. If KE^, F^) is order 
convex in (L(E,F ),L+(E,F )), then we have 2(E ,F )= ^(E ,F ) and 
00 00 UQ CO W 
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Proof: Recall that F =£°°(Up,). The f i r s t equality is a corollary of 
00
 r 
4.1.5. We will now show the second equality. The inclusion ^(E^, F)Q 
£(E , F) i s clear from the fact that (P^ (PD. On the other hand, for any (?D 
,F), JrT<=£(E^ ,F ) (where JF is the canonical map from F to F J . 
(PD ' (PD oo
 r
 oo 
Therefore, JrT<s£(E^,F ) by 4.1.5. and so T~
l






( U )C T " V ( U f ) (where 0<y""
1
<j( J F ) ) . Thus, T€«E^F). * 
00 
Proposition 4.5 .3 . : Let (E,E+,(P) be an ordered locally convex space and 
F be an ordered normed space with normal cone. If F^) is solid, 
then £ +{E^ yFj = K i ^ J and £+(E^F)= ZJE^F). 
Proof: First observe that ^(E^GJS A(
£
/ 6 ,G) for any ordered normed 
Dflp . ®T| 
space G as (P^ (PD. 
(1) For any T€l(E0 ,F )»'T€ F*U(E,_F ))nL+(E,F ) by 4.1.5. Therefore, 
(Tp oo (r oo ,oo 
there exist P,Q€£(E ,^F ) such that Q ^ P . Hence 0 ^ P (as T^0). Since 
(r oo 
^ ( E ( P , F M ) = ^ +(E ( P ,F o o) and P<= '^Ep.Fj, we have T€ V E ^ F J . ; 
(2) For any Te<£+ (E^, F), JFTe E^ , F^) = (E^, F^). Hence T^CE^.F) . 
Proposition 4.5.4. : Let (B be a collection of operators on (B^ . 
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(a) (B is a posit ively order injective solid operator module if and only 
if there is a family of locally solid generating topologies (P0
 o n 18
 £ 
such that (B(E,F)=^(E(p ,F) for each E, FeB .^ 
(b) (B is a prb-injective operator module with (Br being solid if and 
only if there is a family of locally solid generating topologies on 
such that (B(E,F)=^(E^ ,F) for each E,F€B£. 
(c) If, in addition, (B is an order injective operator module, then 
(Br is solid if and only i f there exis ts a family of locally 
decomposable topologies (Pt on B^  such that (B(E, F)=£(E^, F) for each 
E, F€lBr 
Proof: (a)«=) First observe that (B is a posit ively order injective 
operator module with generating cone by 4 .3 .7 . ( i ) . Moreover, (B is sol id 
by 4.5.1. 
=>) Since (B is positively order injective and (B=(8+-(B+, there is a family 
of locally o-convex generating topologies (P on B^  such that 
(B(E,F)=^(E(p,F) (by 4.3.7. ( i ) ) . Now since for any E,F<=B£, (B+(E,FJ is 
solid (as (B+ is solid), we have (B+(E,F)= ie+(E(p,F)= ie+(E^,F) (by 
4.5 .3 . ) . Therefore, (B(E,F)= (B+(E,F)- (B+(E,F)= fcCE^.F)- and so the 
°D 
assertion is followed (as (?D is locally sol id). 
(b) <=) (B is a pro-injective operator module by 4.3.7. ( i i ) and (Br is 
solid by 4.5.1. 
=>) First note that (B is order convex by 3.1.7. Since (B is pro-
injective, there is a family of generating topologies (p on B^  such that 
(B(E;F)= £(E^,F) for each E,F<=B„ by 4.3.7. Therefore, (B(E,F)= ^(E^ ,F) 
(r £ vrD 
by 4.5.2. which prove the assertion. 
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(c) *=) (B i s an operator module by hypothesis and (B i s c lea r ly order 
in ject ive . (B i s order convex by 4.5.1. Therefore, (Br i s so l id by 3.1.7. 
=») Since (B i s inject ive, (B(E,F)= ^ ( E ^ ^ ^ F ) for a l l E,FeB£ (by 4.3.2. ). 
Moreover, (B is- order convex by 3.1.7. Therefore, (B(E,F)= ,F) 
for a l l E,F<=IB£ (by 4.5.1. ). 
Remark: By 4.3.9, we have ( P G = ( P ( i n 4.5.4. (a) & (b). Moreover, 
i f (B i s o r d e r inject ive (Br i s sol id i f and only i f (P((B) i s 
decomposable. 
Proposition 4 .5 .5 . : Let (B be an operator module on IB^ and E,FEIB^. Then: 
( i ) ( ® : )
I N J
( E , F ) = ^ ( E ( P ( ( B + ) D , F ) ; : . -




( E , F ) = , F ) ; 














 i n j
 i s sol id) and % is a 
posi t ively order inject ive sol id operator module. g(E,F)=&(E , F) for , 
some local ly sol id topology (P0 by proposition 4.5.4. (a). Now (B+(E,F)£ 
^+(E,F)= ^+(E ,F) will implies that (P((B+)^ <P0. So, and hence 
° 
£+{E f . ,F)c £+{E ,F)= ((B+)
inj
. On the other hand, since (B+(E,F)£ 
ie+(E^((B ) ,F) and ^ ( E ^ ^ } ,F) is both sol id and inject ive, we have 




. Then £ is pro-inject i've' operator module with £+= 
((B+)
inj
 by 3.3.5. Therefore, there exis t s a family of local ly sol id 
generating topologies (p on IB^  such that £(E,F) = ^(E^F) by 4.5.4. (b). 
•• '
 1 2 0 
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:
<B+Sfe+, we have <P«B+)DS(P which implies that ^ ( E ^ ^ ,F)£ £(E,F). On 
the other hand, as <B+(E,F)S
 a n d S (
V ( ( B + ) D
, F ) i S
 °
r d e r 
convex (see 4 .5 .1 . ) , we have (B
s
(E,F)c W ^ J u , \ f ) ( i f T€(B
S
(E,F), ±T*R 





(E,F)c ^ ( E ^ ^ ^ ^ ) . : 










Remark: By 5.1.3, we can replace <P«B+) by (P((B) F and (?((B+)D by (P((B) s 
in a l l the resu l t s above. 
The proof of 4.5.7. (c). is modified from Lindenstrauss and Tzafr i r i 
[1977,2.b.2]. 
Example 4 .5 .7 . : We f i r s t recal l example 3.1.11. 
(a) Since ?(E,F)= ^ E , r r / v F ) , $>(?) = , <r( E,E') by 4.3.9 and as <r(E,E') 
(Tic., h. ) 
i 
i s l o c a l l y o-convex, <r(E,E')= (P(^+) by 5.1.3. Moreover, as 1 (E,F) = 




(E ,F) by 4. 5.5. 
crD(.E, E J .. '•,. 
Therefore, i s pro-injective with ( ^ ) + solid by 3.3.5. 
(b) Since ^ p q c Q p q c ^ p q , by part (a), (?>*)
 i n j
=Qa=A (by 3.1.11. ( j ) ) and 
thus i i T ^ l )
1
" ^ (^1)+=(Q1) + . In the following, we will consider the 
case where p*.l. 
(c) (1) We are now going to c lass i fy Te Qp(E,F) by defining semi-norm: 
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T<=Qp(E,F) i f and only i f there is a probabil i ty measure \i on UE, and a 
r p 1/p 
constant X>0 such that |Txfs X( < |x | , f> dfi) for a l l x<sE. , 
U
E' 













; < X sup{ E <|xj |,f>
P









and hence T<=Qp(E,F) by 3 .1 .11 . ( j ) (1) . 
On the other hand, if T<=Qp(E,F), by scaling of T, we may assume that 
E l ^ f * sup{ E < | x i | , f >
P
: f <=UE,} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . ( * ) 
i =1 i =1 
for any neIN and xx, x 2 , . . . , xn€E (see 3 .1 .11 . ( j ) (1 ) ) . 
Let UE,=UE/nE+ be equipped with the topology <r(E',E) . Then UE, i s 
E ' 
cr(E',E)-compact (as UE, i s <r(E' , E)-compact and E; i s <r(E' , E)-closed). 
Now let 
F t= { I / K = C ( U E / ) : sup{T//(f):f€UE/} < 1} and 
F2= C O [ { ^ € C ( U E / ) : 0 ( g ) = g ( |x | ) (geUE/) for some xeE with ||Tx||=l>]. 
(I) F1nF2=0. Suppose on the contrary that there i s a i/zeF^Fg. Then as 
n 
I/K=F2, there exist x x , x 2 , . . . ,xNEE and with £ X^l such that 
||Txj 1=1 and 0(g)= E Xj[g( \x x \ ) ]
P
 for a l l g€UE/. Now by (*), for any 
e>0, there exis ts a g€=UE, such that g)= E l**!!!*^ 




-e= p i i ||Txi||
p
-e= 1-e. Hence sup{0(f): feUE/> 1 which 
contradict with the fact that . 
(II) Since F1 and F2 are disjoint convex set and F{ is open, there is a 
non-zero element $ € ( C ( U E / ) )
/
 such that sup v* inf $(F2) (by 
0.1.12). We have y^ O as 0€Fa. By Riesz representation theorem, there is 
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a radon measure oil UE/ such that ${<p)= f <p d/j. for any <p€C(UE/). 
Moreover, since -C(UE, )+£F l f we have $(-C(UE/ ) + )£ (-00, v] which implies 
that $(-C(UE /) +)c C-«,0] (as XC(UE/)+c C(UE/)+ for any A>0). Therefore, 




as %A€C(UE/)+). ; 
( I I I ) By scaling of ji and v, we can assume that jn(UE, )=1 and so ||$||=1. 
Moreover, as F1 contain the open unit ball of C(UE/) and ||$||=1, we have 
y>l. Thus, for any xeE with ||Tx||=l, we can def ine i/k=F2 by i//(g)= g( | X | )
p 








! < | x |, g>
p





(2) Let EsIB ,^ fi be a probabil i ty measure on C(UE/) and A>0 be a 
r P l/p 






i s a Riesz semi-norm on E. The collect ion P(E) of a l l such semi-norms 
on E will define a locally sol id topology J7(E) on E. Moreover, by (1) 
Q (E, F)= ZCEcj., F). Hence 3" is the family of defining topologies of Qp. 
Moreover, we have by 4.3.9. 
(d) Recall from 3.1.11. (a) that: Tpq i s the operator module of a l l 
absolutely (p,q)-summing operators. Then Te^p(E,F) if and only if there 
is a probabili ty measure n on UE, and a constant A>0 such that ||Txp 
r P l/p < . 
X( |<x, f> | djLt) for a l l xeE (see Lindenstrauss and Tza f r i n 
JJJ 
r . ,P l/p 
[1973, 2. b. 2]). Since the map p defined by p(x)=A( |<x,f>| djLt) 
J
u E , 
(xeE) is a semi-norm on E. The collection P of a l l such semi-norms will 
V '
 1 2 3 
define a locally convex topology (? on E. Moreover, <P is a generating 
topology for f p and hence (P=(P(?p) by 4.3.9. 
(1) 
Xn fact , let p be the semi-norm as define in (c)(1). There is a 
probability measure [L on UE, and a constant X>0 such that p(x) = 




. Define a measure i> on UE/ by i>(A)= fi(AnUE/). 
V
 1 
Then v is a probability measure on U£ /. Now the semi-norm q defined by 




 (xeE) is a continuous semi-norm of (P. 
r ?L 
E' 
Moreover, for any ueE+, we have 
r p i/p 
q s(u)= X sup{( |<x,f>| dv) : x€[-u,u]> 
J
UE / 
r p i/p 
= X sup{ ( [<x, f > | dji) : xei-u, u]> 
UE/ 
C P 1/P I I r» \ 
= X ( <u, f> djui) : (as ue[-u, u] and |<x, f> |^<u,f> J 
V 
= p(u). 
Hence, p is (Ps continuous and thus (P(Qp)^ (?(^p)s-
(2 ) 
First observe that (p(Qp) is locally solid by (c)(2) and so (P(Qp)= 
(P (Q p ) s = (PCCQp)F)D= ^CCQp) +)D by 4".3.10. Then by 4.5.5. (ii), <2 p =(<2p
i n J
. 
Now, since ? p q c Qpq (for we have (P p)
i n J
£ dp. Therefore, <PS= 
(P(PP)FD= <S>U?p)+)D= by 4.3.10 and 4.5.6. 
(3) If EeB^ . and F=£°°( A) for some index set A, then . i t is true that 
F*[ (^p) (E, F) ]= Qp(E, F) and 7>p(E, F)=Qp(E, F). 
Proof: By (1), (2) and (c), we have (?S=2T and so ie(E(^,F)= Qp(E,F) (by 
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(c)) . Moreover, i t i s clear that ?pQ Qp. Now, since (?S=(PDF, Qp(E,F)-
£(E ( P d f,F)= F* [£ (^ ,F ) ] + - F*[if(^p,F)3+ = tfO^.F)-
£*(E ,F)= (Pp) + (E,F)- (?p) + (E,F) = ? p(E,F) (by 4.1.7, 4.1.5 and remark 
( 2 ) ' ^ 
On the other hand, since ;PS=(PFD, Qp(E,F)= ,F) = r t J H I ^ ,F)]fi 
F*[2(Ep,F)]= F*tyE,F)}c Qp(E,F) (since PpcQp and Qp(E,F)= 
i s order convex). Hence F*(?>p) (E,F)= Qp(E,F). 
(4) For any E, F€!B^, Qp(E, F)= -^(E^, F)= .^ (E^^^^ , JCEEjp^  ^ ^ +) D' ^ ^ 
(?>p)
inj
(E,F) by 5.1.3 and 4.5.5. Thus, Q p=(^ p)
i n j
. 
4.6 The solid property and the generating homologies 
In th i s section, the re la t ion between the homologies generated by 
the operator module (or ideal cone) and the sol id property of i t will 
be considered. . , . 
Proposition 4 .6 .1 . : Let E be an ordered normed space with co-normal 
cone and (F,F+ ,6) be a complete, convex bomological ordered vector 
space such that 6 F i s separate. If L
b
(E1,F ) is ordered convex in 
(L(E, F), L+ (E, F)) T then L
b
(E r, F 6 )= L
b
'(jEi:,'F ) and L
b
(E,F 6 )= L
b
(E, F Q ) , 




(E1,F ( 3) 










 (Ex, F_. )= L
b
(Ex, F~) (where % is the canonical 
Op Op o 
surjection from E1 to E). Hence, TeL
b
(E, F^J (as QE i s a metric 
surjection). 
Lemma 4.6. 2. : Let E be an ordered normed space with co-normal cone and 
(F,F+, 6) be a complete convex bornological ordered vector space such 









Proof: For any T€L
b
(Elt F 6 )= F*[L
b
(E1, F^) InL+tE^F) by 4.1.10., there 
exist P,Qe L
b
(E,F6) such that Q<T^ P and so 0sT=sP (as T^O). As L
b
(E,F6) 
is solid, we have Te L+(E, F^J . '. 
The proof of the second equality is similar to that of 4.6.1. 
Proposition '4.6.3. : Let (B be a collection of operators on IB^ . 
(a) (B is a positively order surjective solid operator module if and 
only if there is a family of solid generating bornologies 6 0 on IB^  such 
that (B(E, F)=R
b
(E, F ' )• 
R \ Y : .
 6
o 
(b) (B is a pro-surjective operator module with (Br being solid if and 
only if there is a family of solid generating homologies 6X on IB^  such 
that (B(E,F)= L
b




(c) If, in addition, (B is an order surjective operator module, then 
(Br is solid if and only if there is a family of. o-convex bornologies 6 2 
. ' defined on each element of IB^  such that (B(E,F)= L
b
(E, F^ ) . 
Proof: (a). <=) (B is positively order surjective operator module with 
generating cone by 4.4.7. (i) and (B is solid by 4.1.9. 
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=>) Since (B is positively order surjective and has a generating cone, 
there is a family of generating homologies 6 on IB^  such that 
(BCE, F)=R
b
(E, F ) by 4 .4 .7 . ( i ) . Let E ^ l ^ ) and QE be the canonical 
surjection from ^ to, E. Since (B+(E1,F)= L
b
(E1,F ( 3)= L+tE^F^) (by 
4.6.2) and (B. is surjective, (B+(E,F)= L
b
(E,F ). Now the assertion, 
holds as 6 F is solid. 
(b) <=) (B is pro-sur ject ive by 4. 4.7. ( i i ) and (Br is solid by 4.1.9. 
=*) Since (B is pro-surjective, there exists a family of generating 
homologies on By such that (B(E,F)= L
b
(E, F^J (for a l l E.FeBj by 
4.4.7, ( i i ) . As (Br i s solid, we have (B is order convex (see 3.1.7). 




(c) 4=) By 4.1.10. and 3.1.7. 
=») By 4.4.2, 3. 1.7 and 4.6. 1. 
Remark: By 4.4.9, 60=6((B^)=61 in (a) and (b) and G^GUB) in (c). 





(E,F 6 ( ( B and 






(E,F 6 ( { B + ) F ) . 











. Then as ((B+)
sur
 is solid, r+=((B+)
sur
 and thus S is a 
positively order surjective solid operator module. £?+(E,F)= L
b
(E,F^.) 
for a family of solid generating homologies 6 on IB^  ( by 4.6.3. (a)). 
Now since (B+£ L
b
(E,F ), we have 6((B+)£ 6. Hence 6(03+)^ 6 and thus 
L
b
(E,F 6 ( (^ j ((B+)
sur
(E, F). On the other hand, since ®+(E,F)S 
Y' • 
v. » ". ' • c". •"".»'," ' " ' • .
 r 
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. Then % is pro-surjective with C(B+)
 s u r
 by 3.3.10. 
Therefore, there is a family of. solid generating bornologies 6 on (B^  
such that g(E,F)= L
b
(E,F6) (for a l l E,F<=[B£) by 4.6.3. (b). Since (B+c£+, 
we have 6((B+)F£6 and thus L
b
(E ,F 6 ( ( g On the other hand, as 
(B+(E,F)£ L
b
(E,F 6 ( 0 3 } ) and L
b







(E,F 6 ( ( B j O (for allE,F€B£). 





)= 6((B+)f= 6( ((B+)
 s u r
) . 
Remark: By 5.2.3. , we can replace a l l 6((B+) by 6((B)D and a l l 6((B+)F 
by 6((B)S in the resul ts above. 
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Chapter 5 Semi-norms and Bounded Disks defined by Operator Modules 
In th i s section, we will examine the (PCCB) (or (PCS)) continuous 
semi-norms and the 6((B) (or 6(£)) bounded disks. Moreover, we will give 
the product topology (resp. homology) of (PE ((B) and (PF((B) (resp. 6E((B) 
and 6 f(B)), the res t r i c t ion of <?E((B) (resp. 6E((B)) on M and the 
quotient topology (resp. homology) of (^((B) (resp. 6E((B)) in E/N 
(where E,F,M,E/N€lB£ and M,N are subspaces of E). Finally, we will show 
that any pro-inject ive (resp. pro-surjective) operator module (B on IB£ 
has an pro-injective (resp. pro-surjective) extension & on the 
collect ion of a l l ordered normed spaces with normal cones (resp. 
ordered normed spaces with co-normal cones). 
5.1 Results on semi-norms defined by operator modules 
Definition 5.1.1. : Let (B be an operator module on IB^ . For any B-lat t ice 
E and any semi-norm p defined on E, p is called: 
(1) an (B+-semi-norm if p i s (P((B+) continuous. 
(2) an (B-semi-norm if p is (P((B) continuous. 
Denote.by P((B+) (resp. P
a
((B+)) the collection of a l l strongly monotone 
(resp., absolute monotone) ©+-semi-norm and denote by P((B) the 
collection of a l l (B-semi-norm. 
Remark: (1) It is clear that (P((B+) i s defined by P((B+) and ^((B) is 
defined by P(©). 
The following result is translated from Wong and. Wong [1988,3.3]. 
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Before giving th is resul t , we need the following fact : 
Let E be an ordered vector space and p be any strongly monotone 
semi-norm defined on E. Let Ep=E/p"
1
(0) and Qp be the canonical map 
from E to Ep.
 :
"Then (Ep,p) is an. ordered normed space with 1-normal 
cone (where p(x)=p(x) if x=Qp(x)) by 0.3.4 and the fact that p"
1
 [0,1 ] 
i s order convex. So (EJ exis ts and the canonical inject ion J from Ep 
P 00 
to (E ) i s an order and metric injection. 
P 00 
Proposition 5. 1.2. : Let (B be an operator module on (B£, EelB^  and p be 
any strongly monotone semi-norm defined on E. Then the following 
statements are equivalence: 
(a) p<=P((B); 
(b) JpQpe®+iEAEp)m); • , v ~ ' - * 
(c) peP«B+)-
Proof: (a)=^(b): If peP((B), there exist FelB and T<=(B(E,F) such that 
T
_ 1
( U F ) C p"
1
 [0,1 ]. Since p"
1
[0,L]= Q^tU, ) and KerTS KerQp, there 
ex is t s Seie(T(E),Ep) such tha t> ST0=Qp - (where T0€ £(E,T(E)) with 
Tn(x)=T(x)). Now JJSe ^CT(E), ( E J ) and (E ) is an order complete AM 
u p y oo ^ oo 
space with unit . Therefore, by 0.3.10, there is a map • Re £(F, (EpM** • 
£(F, (E ) ) (see 1. 1.10. ) such that RJT=JDS (where J T i s the canonical 
P 00 , . 
inject ion from T(E) to F). Hence, JPQP= RTE (B(E, L^LJF&JK* {E^ J , 
i b U i c ) : Let . JDQD€(B+CE, (EP) ) . As p "
1
[ 0 , l ] = Q^CU )= ( J Q P)"
1
(U } ), 
p p
 H oo * p P oo 
p i s (P((B ) continuous. 
(c)=»(a): I t i s clear. 
Corollary 5.1. 3. : Let (B be operator module on IB^ . (P((B+)=(P((B) F. 
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Proof: I t i s clear that (P«B + )£ (P«B) F since <P((B+) is locally o-convex. 
On the other hand,' let p be a <P«B)r continuous strongly monotone 
semi-norm, Then p must be (P((B) continuous and thus p€P((B) and so by 
5 . 1 . 2 . , p<=P((S+). There fore , P ( ( B ) F £ ( ? ( ( B + ) . 
R e m a r k : ( 1 ) For any topology (? on E , the collection P of a l l (? 
continuous semi-norms form a cone under usual addition and 
scalar multiplication. 
(2) Let (E,(Pe) and (F, (P F) are locally convex space. Let PE 
(resp. PF) be the collection of a l l ^-continuous (resp. 
^-continuous) semi-norms on E (resp. F). Then Te L(E, F) is 
continuous if and only if T*(p)=p<>T€PE for a l l pePF ( i .e . 
T*(Pf)£Pe). 
(3) Let P be a collection of semi-norm. Consider P
s
={peP: p 
i s a Riesz semi-norm} and P
a





 are subcone of P. 
(4) If (PF is locally o-convex- (resp. locally solid) , then 
T * ( P F ) £ P e (resp. T * ( P F ) c p E ) will imply that T is continuous. 
(5) Let (P be a family of locally o-convex topologies on 
and P be a collection of a l l absolute monotone semi-norms on 
each element B^  which are (P continuous. Then (P is a family of 
generating topologies on B£ if and only if (P^ | | . ||-top. and for 
any E,F€B£"and Tc=L+(E,F), T*(PF)<=PE (which is equivalent to 
F ^ J ^ M J J F ^ L , (E ,F ) c I E J E ^ F P ) ) i . e . PE= U{T*(PF): T€L+(E,F)} f o r 
a l l EelB^  (equality holds as EeB^ and IE€L+(E, E)). 
M (6) (Bt
nj
={T€L+(E, F): T*( || • || ) = ||T(. ) ||€PE((B+)} 
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Definition 5 .1 .4 . : Let P and Q be collections of semi-norms on the 
vector spaces E and F resp. such that each of them define a locally 
convex topology. Let M and N be subspace of E such that N is closed. 
(a) Define the collection, P©(D, of semi-norms on EeF by 
P©Q= {r:r(x,y)2= p(x)+q(y) with peP, q<=Q} 
and called i t the product of P and (D. 
(b) Define P|M on M by 
P|M= {p: there exis ts qeP such that p(x)^q(x) for a l l xeM} 
and cal l i t the res t r ic t ion-of P on M. 
(c) Define P/N on E/N by 
P/N= {q: q semi-norm on E/N, q°QN- p for some p<=P}. 
and cal l i t the quotient of P on E/N. 
Remark: Let (P and J be the topologies defined by P and Q resp. 
(1) P©(D will generate the product topology of (P and ST. 
(2) P|M will define the re la t ive topology of (P on M. 
(3) P/N will define the quotient topology of (P on E/N. 
Proposition 5 .1 .5 . : Denote by P E ( ( B + ) the component of P ( ( B + ) on EeB .^ 
Then P E ( © + ) © P F ( ( B + ) = P E X F ( ( B + ) . Hence V ^ B j ^ ^ J x P / t o J . Similarly, 
(PEXF((B)= (PeC(B)X(PfC(B) . 
Proof: For any q<=PE((B+)©PF((B+), there exist G,HelB^ and T€(B+(E,G), 
S<=(B+(F,H) such that q(x,y)*||Tx|| + ||Sy||. Let X=ExF (with ||(x,y)||= ||x|| + ||y|| 
for a l l x<=E and yeF) and Y=GxH (with ||(x,y)||= ||x||+||y|| for a l l xeG and 
yeH). Define ReL+(X,Y) by R(x, y) = (Tx, Sy). Then R= JGTPE+JHSPFe (B+(X,Y). 
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are the projections from X to E,F resp.) Now i t i s clear that q(x,y)^ 
||R(x, y) Px((8+). ^ ^ t P ® 
On the o the rhand , for any qePx((B+), there exis t YelB^  and Te(B+(X,Y) 
such that q(x|y)=s ||T(x,y)||, Let R=TJE and S=TJF. Then T(x, y)=Rx+Sy. 
Define p(x) = ||Rx||. • and r(y)= ||Sy||. Since R<=(B+(E,Y) and S<=(B+(F,Y), 
p€PE((B+) and r<=PF((B+). Moreover, we have q(x,y)*p(x)+r(y). Thus, 
P E ( ( B + ) © P F ( ( B + ) = P x ( ( B + ) and hence (PExF((B+) =(PE( (B +) x(p ^ (B +). 
The proof of (PExF((B)=(PE((B)x(PF((B) is just the same. 
Proposition 5. 1.6. : Let (B be an operator module and M, EelB^ . If M is a 
subspace of E, then P E ( ( B + ) | M £ P M ( ( B + ) . I f , in addition, M is a positive 
complemented subspace of E, then P E ( ( B + ) |M= P M ( ( B + ) i . e . the topology on 
M generated by (B+ i s jus t the re la t ive topology on M induced by ( P E ( ( B + ) . 
A similar asser t ion holds for (P((B). 
Proof: (1) Let JM be the canonical inject ion from M to E. For any 
pePE((B+)|M, there exis t s q<=PE((B+) such tha t p(x)^q(x) for a l l xeM. 
Therefore, there exist FelB^  and Te(B+(E,F) such that q(y)^||Ty|| for a l l 
yeE. Now since S=TJM<= (B+(M,F) and p(x)^||Sx|| for a l l xeM, we have 
pePM((B+). 
(2) Let M be a posit ive complemented subspace of E and PM be the 
positive projection from E to M. For any pe=PM((B+), there exist FelB^  and 
T<=(B+(M,F) such that p(x)^||Tx|| for a l l xeM. Let S=TPM<= (B+(E,F) and 
q(y) = ||Sy|| for a l l yeE. Then q<=PE((B+) and so the semi-norm r on M 
defined by r(x)=q(x) (for a l l xeM) is in PE((B+) |H . But since PM=Pm> 
p(x)^r(x) for a l l xeM. Thus, pePE((B+) |M. 
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The proof of (PE((S) is just the same. 
Proposition 5 . 1 . 7 . : Let (8 be an operator module and EEB^. If N is a 
closed subspdce of E such that E /NEB^ , then P E / N ( ( B + ) £ P E ( ( B + ) / N . 
Moreover, P E / N ( ( B + ) = P E ( © + ) / N if N is order complemented in E . A similar 
assertion holds for P ( ( 6 ) . 
Proof: (1) For any q(=PE/N((B+), there exist FeB» and Te(B+ (E/N,F) such 
that q(QN(x) )^ ||TQN(x) || (for a l l x<=E). Now since TQNe(B+ (E, F), 
qePE((B+)/N by the definit ion of PE((B+)/N. 
(2) Assume that N is ail order complemented subspace of E. For any 
qePE((S+ )/N, there exist FeB^ and Te(8+(E,F) such that q(QN(x))^||Tx|| for 
a l l xeE. Since N is an order complemented subspace of E, there exists 
R E L + ( E / N , E ) such that Q N R = I E / N by the proof of 1.2.6. Define S=TR. Then 
Se(B+(E/N,F)-. Now for any xeE/N, U=RXGE with QN(u)=x. q(x)=q(QN(u) 
||Tu||= | |TR(X ) | | = | |SX | | . Hence q<= PE/N((B+). 
The proof of P((B) is just the same. 
Definition 5.1.8. : Let K be a collection of positive operators defined 
on each EeB^ ( i .e . operators from E to E) with the properties that: 
(i) ^+(E,E)c K(E, E) for a l l EeB»;. 
( i i ) for any E1,E2eB^ and S^ K(E i,E i), Se K(E,E) (where £=£^£3 and 
S(x,y)= ( S ^ S ^ ) ) . 
K is cal1ed an operator pre-cone. 
Define QE= { T*( || v ||): TeK( E, E)} (where T* (||x ||) = ||T (x) || for a l l xeE). Then 
(De is a collection of absolute monotone semi-norm. Moreover, define 
PE=U{S*(QF)FeBt S<sL+(E,F)}. 
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Proposition 5 .1 .9 . : The collection PE defined above will generate a 
family of generating topologies (p on B .^ If ( B + ( E , F ) , then 




Proof: We f i r s t show that PE generates a local ly convex topology (p 
* * 
on E. For any p1,p2ePE, p^Tjtqj) and p2=T2(q2) for some FjfiB., T j 6 
L+(E,F,) 
and (gftfQ. . Now there exis ts KCE^Ej) such that qj(x)= 
USiCx) || for a l l x<=E. Let F=F1xF2 (with || (x, y) || = ||x||+||y||) and Se L+(F,F) 
be the map S(x,y) = (S1x,S2y). Then S<= K(F,F). Define a semi-norm q by 
q(x, y)= ||S(x, y) ||= |S 1x| + ||S2y|| and a map T€ L+(E,F) by T(x) = (Txx, T2x). 





















(0): q<=QE}. If xeE such that q(x)=0 for a l l 
q<=QE, then ||Tx||=0 for a l l Tc=K(E,E) and so ||Tx||=0 for a l l T€^+(E,E). 
Suppose x*0. There exis ts feE+ such that f(x)*0. Take any y€E+\(0), 
then T= f®ye 5+(E,E). Hence, we have ||T(x) ||*0 which gives a 
contradict ion. 
(p is locally o-convex since the composition of an absolute monotone 
semi-norm and a positive operator is also absolute monotone. 
The remaining i s to show that for any E,FeB^ and TeL+(E,F), T*(PF)£PE 
(see remark (5) of 5.1.3). Let p<=PF. Then there exist GeB„ and 
SeL+(F, G) and qe(DG such that p=q°S. Therefore, T (p)=p°T=qoS°T. Since 
SOTG L+(E,G) and qe(DG, T*(p)<=PE. Hence (p is a family of locally 
o-convex.generating topologies on B .^ 
HDMHUBMl}ti v 4 ** » i ' j " t
 1
 • V* < SJ jMfjMyfBfo 
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Now K ( E , E ) £ since QEcPE. Moreover, if (B(E, F) = ^(E^, F), then (Br 
(r (r 
i s the smallest posit ively order injective operator module containing K 
(since i f fi i s a posit ively order injective operator module containing 
K, then- each element in PE i s ( P ( < 2 + ) - c o n t i n u o u s and so (B+(E, F)£ 
Denote by Vn the Collection of a l l ordered normed spaces with 
normal cones. 
Proposition 5.1.10.: Let H be any subcollection of Vn containing IB 
Then any pro-injective operator module (8. on IB ^  has an pro-injective 
extension & on IH. 
Proof : For any XelH, def ine PX=U{ T* (PE ((B+)): F<=IB£ and T€i?+(X,F)}. By 
remark (5) of 5.1.3; we have IPE= PE((S+) for a l l EelB^ . 
(1) Px define a Hausdorff locally o-convex topology on X. 
Since each element of Px i s absolute monotone, i t only need to show 
that Px defined a T2 locally convex topology on X. 
For any p1,p2€Px, there exist F1,F2eBp, T ieL+(X,F i) and q^P* ((B+) such 
that p i(x)= q i(T i(x) ), Moreover, there exist G1, G2€(B^  and Si€(B+(Fi, Gj) 
such that q^y)^ ||S±Cy) Therefore, p j x ) ^ |S lT iCx>|. Let.. F=F1©F2 
(with | (x, y) ||= ||x|| + ||y|| for a l l xeF1 and yeF2) and CM f^cOg (with 
| (x,Y) | |F |x||+|Y| f o r a l l xeG1 and y<=G2). Define T G L + ( X , F)" by T ( x ) = 
(TjX, T2x) and S<=(B+(F,G) by S- J1S1P1+J2S2P2. (where J / are the 
inject ions from G-x to G and F i are the projections from F to FjL Then 
the semi-norm p defined by p(x)= ||STx|| is in P X and p^p (since 
Pi(xj+p2(x)<- I S I T I X + S ^ x l ^ | | S 1 T 1 x | | + | | S 2 T 2 X | | = p(x)). Thus, P X define a 
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locally convex topology on X. 
Let x€:X be such that p(x)=0 for a l l p«sPx. Then for any F,G<=B^  and 
T€L+(X,F) and Se(B+(F,G), we have ||STx||=0. Now take F=G=IR and S=identity 
map (since L(JR,IR)= SF(!R,[R) = ®(R,R)), we get f(x)=0 for a l l feX'+. Hence 
from X'=X;-X; (as the original topology ^ on X is locally o-convex), 
we have h(x)=0 for a l l -heX'. Therefore, x=0 and thus Px define a 
Hausdorff locally o-convex topology on X. 
(2) Let (Px be the topology generated by Px and 2TX be the original 
topology of X. Then (Px=s 9"x. 
In fact , for any Ee(B, T€ +^(X,E) and p€fE, T*(p)=p<>T is % continuous 
since T is yx-yE continuous and p is J E continuous (as see 
4.3.5). 
( 3 ) £ + ( X , Y ) c (Xp,Y^) for a l l X,YeiH. 
Let T€ +^(X,Y) and p<=PY. There exist F<=B£, Se^+(Y,F) and qePF such that 
p=S*(q) (since P E = P E ( ( B + ) ) . Hence, T*(p)=T*(S*(q) )=(ST)*(q). Since STe 
2+(X,F), T* (p)e Px. Thus, Te^CX^, Y^). 
(4) Define Y)=^(X^, Y) for a l l X,YdH. By (2), we have (fe(X, Y)£ 2(X, Y) 
for a l l X,YelH. By (3), we have for any W,X,Y,Z€lH 2+(Y,Z)<> &(X,Y)<> 
<g+(W,X)S &(W,Z), Moreover, since IReB^  and 6^=9^. for any f€X'+, 
f*( |> j )€PX . Thus, f is (Px continuous. Hence, for any heX', h is (Px 
continuous and thus ?(X,Y)£ &(X,Y) for a l l X.YelH. Therefore, & is an 
order injective operator module with (&r)
inj
=(fe (by 4.1.7, T€(B(X,Y) = 




* ^ and so 
i 1 T6(^ r)
i n j
(x,Y)). , , 
(5) I t is clear that &(E,F)=<B(E. F) (for a l l E,F in B£) as Pe=PE((B+). 
So, © is an extension of (B. \ ^ 
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5.2 Results on bounded disks defined by operator modules 
Definition 5.2. 1. : Let (B be an operator module on and A disk B 
of E is said £o be: 
(1) (B+-bounded if B€6((B+); 
(2) ©-bounded if Be6((B). 
Denote by ID((B+) ((D
d
((8+)) the collection of a l l (resp. decomposable) (B+ 
bounded disks and denote by D((B) the collection of a l l (B bounded 
disks. Moreover, denote by IDE((B+) (resp. IDE((B+) and IDE((B)) the 
component of B((B+) (resp. tD
d
((B+) and ID((B)) on EeB .^ 
Remark: Let IDF((B+)= {B=rB: B £ F ( A ) , AelDC0B+)> and 1DF((B)= {B=rB: B £ F ( A ) , 
A€lD((B)>. Then DF((B+) will define a solid convex bornology 
( i .e . bornology with a fundamental family of solid disks) 
(since ID((B+) defines a decomposable convex bornology and 
A£S(A)£ F(A)).) 
Proposition 5.2.2 is translated from Wong and Wong [1988,4.4]. 
Before giving this result , we need the following no t a t i on : . 
Let A be an decomposable infra-complete disk of an ordered vector space 
E. Denote by E(A) the space U nA and JA the canonical injection from 
neIN 
E(A) to E. Then (E( A), E(A)nE+, yA) is an ordered Banach space with 
(1+e)-generating cone for al l e>0. Let E(A);1=£
1
 (UE U )) and QA be the 
canonical surjection from E(A)\ to E( A). 
Proposition 5.2.2.: Let (B be an operator module on B^  and EeB .^ If A is 







Proof: (a)=»(b) If A is a decomposable disk such that AETT) ((B), there 
exist GEB„ and Te(B(G,E) such that A £ T ( U C ) . Since A i s decomposable, 
E ( A ) i s an order Banach space with (1+e)-generating cone for a l l e>0. 
Let Q a and E ( A ) 1 be as defined in the above paragraph. Let G 0 - G / K e r T 
and T 1 € I 2 ( G 0 , E ) be such that T ^ Q ^ ^ T . Now since T1 i s inject ive and 
J A ( E ( A ) ) C T 1 ( G 0 ) , there exis t s Se=L(E(A) , G 0 ) such that J ^ T ^ . Moreover, 
for any e>0, (1-e)JA(UE ( A ))£ AQ T(UG) = T^U ) which implies that S i s 
o 
continuous (as Tx i s in jec t ive) . Let R=SQA. As E(A)1= c(A) for some A 
and QKe rT i s a topological surjection, there ex i s t s Rx€ i?(E(A)1,G) = 
fc(-E(A)'lf"G) (see 1.1.11) such that Q^jR-r
 R ( a s
 has the l i f t i n g 
property). Now JAQA= TR1€(B(E(A) v E). 
(b)=Kc) I t i s clear from the fac t that AS( 1+c) JAQA(U • A - ) for a l l c>0. 
E( A; ^ 
(c)=»(a) This part i s clear from defini t ion. 
Corollary 5 .2 .3 . : Let (B be operator module on B .^ 6((B+)=6((B)D. 
Proof: I t i s clear tha t 6((B+)£6((B) and hence 6((B+)£6((B) D On the other 
hand, i f A is a decomposable disk in 6((B)D, there i s a infra-complete 
disk B€6((B) such that A£B. Now <rB(A)£2B (where crB i s the o-disked hull 
taken in the Banach space E(B)) and crB( A) i s an infra-complete and 
decomposable disk by 0.3.2. and 0.1.11. Therefore, <rB( A)elD((B) and so 
ACcrB(A)€ ID((B+) by 5.2.2. 
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Remark: (1) Let 6 be a family of decomposable bornologies on each 
element of and ID be the collection of a l l decomposable 
6-bounded disks. Let IDE be the component of ID on EeB .^ Then 6 
s a t i s f i e s one of the equivalence condition in 4.4.3. if and 
only if for any E,FEB and TeL+(E, F ) , T(IDE)CIDF (equivalent to 
L+(E,F)C L
b
(E 6 > F 6 ) ) i . e . U { T ( I D e ) : EeB ,^ T€L+(E,F)} = IDf for 
a l l FECB^ ( e q u a l i t y ho lds a s FELB^ and I F € L + ( F , F ) ) . 
( 2 ) ( B R
R
= " T T € L + ( E , F ) : T ( U E ) « E I D F ( ( B + ) > 
Definition 5. 2. 4. : Let E, FeB .^ Let M and N be subspaces of E such that 
M, E /NGB^ . Let ID and E be collections of disks on E and F resp. such 
that they generate convex bornologies on E and F resp. 
(a) Define a collection of disks, DeE, on EeF by 
BeE= {C=rC: CQAxB; AelD, BeE> 
and cal l i t the product of ID and E. 
(b) Define a collection D/N of disks in E/N by 
ID/N= {A=rA: ACQ(B), BelD} 
(where Q is the canonical surjection from E to E/N) and cal l i t the 
quotient of ID on E/N. 
(c) Define ID |M on M by v 
ID |M={B=rB: BSAnM, A€©} 
and cal l i t the res t r ic t ion of ID on M. 
Remark: Let 6 and IR be the convex bornologies generated by ID and E 
g-'Ji resp. Then: ;V 
(1) ID©E will generate the product 6 and IK. 
• • 
(2) D| h will generate the re la t ive bornology 6 | M on M. 
(3) D/N will generate the induce bornology 6/N on E/N. 
P r o p o s i t i o n "5.2.5. : Denote by (DE((B+) the component of (D((8+) on E<s(Bf 
Then DE((B+)eDF((B+)=DExF((B+) and so 6ExF((B+) = Moreover, 
6E X F({B)= 6E((B)X6 F((B). 
Proof: For any CeIDE((B+)©IDF((B+), there exist G,HeIB£ and Te(B+(G,E), 
Se(B+ (H, F) such that C£T(UG)xS(UH). Let X=ExF (with ||(x,y)||= 
max{ ||x||, |y||> for a l l xeE ,and y<=F) and W=GxH (with | ( x ,y ) |= raax{|xg, JyJ> 
for a l l xeG and yeH). i Let J E and J F be the canonical inject ions from E 
and F to X resp. and PG and PH be the projections from W to G and H 
r e s p . Define R= JETPG+JFSPHe (B+(W,X). Then C<=R(UGxUH) and thus 
CeDExF((B+). 
On the other hand, for any C<=IDX((B+) (where X=ExF with || (x, y) || 
max{||x||, ||y||> for a l l xeE and yeF), there exist G<E(B£ and Te(B+(G,X) such 
that C£T(Uc). Let PE and PF be the projection from X to E and F resp. 
Let R=PET and S=PFT. Then R€(B+(G,E), S<=(B+(G,F) and A= R(UG)e (DE((B+), 
B=S(UG)elDF(03+) . Hence CST(UG)SAxB; and CdDE((B+)©IDF((B+). Therefore, 
6exF((B+)= Ge((B+)x6f((B+) . 
The proof of 6ExF((8)= 6E((B)x6F((B) i s Just the same. 
Proposition 5.2.6. : Let (8 be an operator module on IB^  and M, EslB .^ If M 
is a subspace of E, IDM((8+)£ DE((B+) |M. If , in addition, M is a posit ive 
complemented subspace of E, then IDE((B+) |M= IDM((B+) i . e . the bornology on 
M defined by (8+ i s Just the re la t ive bornology on M induced by 6EC(B+). 
The same is true for DE((B) and SE((B). 
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Proof : (1) For any AeIDM((B+), there exist GEIB^ and T<=(B+(G, M) such that 
ACT(UG). Let S = J M T € ( B + ( G , E ) . Then A£T(UG)=S(UG)nM and so Ae IDE((B+) \u. 
( 2 ) For any A€D e ( (B + ) |M, there exis ts Te(B+(G, E) such that A£T(UG)nM. Let 
P be the posit ive projection from E to M and let R = P T . Then R€(B+ (G , M) 
and A£T(U )nM£ PT(UG)= R ( U g ) . Thus, AeIDM((B+). 
Proposition 5 .2 .7 . : Let (B be an operator module on IB^ and E E L B - If N is 
a c l o s ed subspace of E such t h a t E / N € B £ , t h en I D E ( ( B + ) / N £ I D E / N T ( B + ) . I f , 
in addition, N is an order complemented subspace of E , then I D E ( ( 8 + ) / N = 
I D E / N ( ( B + ) i . e . 6 E ( ( 6 + ) / N = 6 E / N ( ( B + ) . The s t a t ement i s a l s o t r u e i f a l l 
D ( ( B + ) and 6 ( ( B + ) a r e r ep laced , by ID((B) and 6 ( ( B ) . 
Proof : (1) For any AE(DE((B+)/N, t h e r e e x i s t GELB^  and T€(B+(G,E) such 
that ACQN(T(UG)). Let S= QNT€(B+(G,E/N). Then ACS(Ug) which mean that 
A€LDE/N((B+). 
(2) For any A € L D E / N ( ( B + ) , t h e r e a r e GELB^ and S<=(B+(G,E/N) such t h a t 
ACS(UG). By 1.2.6, there exis ts ReL+ (E/N, E) such that QNR=IE/N. Let 
T=RS and B=T(UC). Then T<=(8+ (G,E) and QNT=S and B<=!DE((B+). NOW A C S ( U G ) = 
Q N ( B ) which implies that A G D E ( ( B + ) / N . 
Let K be an operator pre-cone as defined in 5. 1.8. Let (BE={T(UE): 
TeK(E,E)>. Then (Be i s a collection of infra-complete disks such that 
A£D(2A) for a l l Ae(GE. Moreover, define 1DE= U { S ( ( G H ) : HelB^  S<=L+ (H, E)}. . 
Proposition 5 .2 .8 . : The collection IDE defined above will generate a 
family of - generating homologies 6 on If (B+(E, F)=L+(E, F^), then 
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K(E,E)£ (B+(E, E). Moreover, if K(E, E) is a component of an operator 
• sur 
module t , then (B+=£+ . 
P r o o f : (1) {De} generate a complete convex decomposable homology. 
(1) Every element B in DE is an infra-complete disk such that BSD(2B). 
( i i ) For any AeDE and X>0, AA<=IDE as L+(H,E) i s a cone for a l l HelB^ . 
( i i i ) For any A,B<=tt)E, there exist H2,H2€lB „ and S^L^H^E), T^Kdlj, Hj) 
such that ASS-TJU ) and BQ S2T2(U ). Let H=H1xH2 with ||(x,y) ||= 
H
1 "2 
max{ ||x||, |y||} for a l l x€Hx and yeH2. As K is an operator pre-cone, the 
operator T defined by T(x, y) = (T1x, T2y) belongs to K(H,H) by 5.1.8. Let 
P^L+CH/H-) be the projection from H to Then R=S1P1+S2P2€L+(H, E) 
and A+Bc S^AV )+S2T2(Uu )= RT(UH). Hence, A+BeIDE. 
% 2 < 
(iv) For any ueE+, define T<=L+(IR,E) by T(X)=Au. Since t,R)£KCRalD, 
I^ €K((R, IR). Now, we have ueTIJ-1, 1] and TI^f-1, l]e!DE. Hence, E=ltoE (as 
IR IK IK 
E=E+-E+ and ( i i i ) ) . 
(2) {DE> will define a family of generating homologies on IB^ . 
For any E , F e l B ^ T € = L + ( E , F ) and AG!D e , t h e r e e x i s t GELB^ ' R E L + ( G , E ) and 
S E K ( G , G ) such t h a t A £ R S ( U G ) . Hence, T ( A ) S ( T S ) R ( U G ) and T S G L + ( E , F ) and 
so T(A)6lDF. Now by remark (1) of 5.2.3, the assertion holds. 
(3) L
b
(E,F_) i s clearly the smallest positively order surjective 
o 
operator module containing K. The proof is just similar to that of 
5. 1.9. 
Denote by Vc the collection of a l l ordered normed spaces with 
. V • co-normal cones. , • " 
Proposition 5.2.9. : Let IH- be any subcol lection of Vc containing Bg, 
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Then any pro-surjective operator module (B on B„ has a pro-surjective 
extension & on ID. 
Proof: For any YelH, define IDYHT(A): GdB£, T€#+(G,Y), AeIDc((B+)} (where 
DG((B+) is the collection of al l decomposable 6C(8+)-bounded disks of G). 
Then IDE=IDE((B+) (see remark (1) of 5.2.3). 
(1) IDX define a complete convex decomposable bornology on X, 
(1) Every element B in Dx is an infra-complete disk such that B£D(2B).^  
(i i) XAeIDE for al 1 A>0 and A€lDE. 
( i i i ) A+B€lDE if A,B€lDE. 
The proof of ( i i ) and ( i i i ) are the same as that of 5.2.8. 
. (iv) For any u<sX+, define Re£+ (IR, X)=^+ (IR, X) by R(A)=Xu. Then u<sR[-l,l] 
and R[-l, l]€ff)x (as [-1, l]elD^((B+)) and so X+sU(Dx. By ( i i i ) and the fact 
that X=X+-X+, we have X=UEDx. 
(2) Let 6X be the bornology generated by tt)x and J x be the original 
topology of X. Then 6x£m(Srx) (as Te£+(G,Y) is locally bounded). 
(3) £+(X,Y)c L
b
(X^,Y,J for al l X, YelD. 
& 6 
Let T<=i?+(X,Y) and AeDx. There exist Ge© * S€2+(G,X) and BetD^CBJ such 
that A=S(B). Hence, T(A)=T(S(B)). Since TS<=ie+(G,Y), T (A) € (DY. Thus, 
T€(L
b
) + (Xr.,Y^). 
* 6 6 
(4) Define &(X, Y)=L
b
(X,Y )'. for a l l X.YelH. By (2), we have &(X, Y)Q 
£(X,Y) for a l l X,Y€lD. By (3), we have for any W, X, Y, ZelD £+(Y,Z)o 
&(X,Y)o j?+(W,X)c &(W,Z). Moreover, for any X<=IH and f<=X'., we have 
X, IR) since is the usual bornology on IR. For any YelH and y€Y+, 
the operator T defined by T (A )=Xy belongs to JS+(IR, Y). Hence 
f ®y=T o f <=& (X, Y) and thus ^ (X, Y) Q &(X,Y) for any X,Y<=ID. Therefore, & is 
an order surjective operator module with (&r)
sur






 (Xx, Y6) = L
b
 (Xx, Y6) -L
b
 (Xi, Y6) = ^ ( X ^ ) and so T<= 
(fe r)
s u r
 by remark (2) of 3.3.6). 
(5) It is clear that &(E, F)=(B(E, F) (for a l l E,F in IB£) as 
So, & is an extension of (B.
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Notations 
In th is thesis , the following notation will be used frequently: 
IB the collection of a l l Banach spaces. 
IB^  the collection of a l l Banach la t t ices . 
co(A) the convex hull of the set A. 
S IE, F) £ (E,F)= { Ef i®y i : f,«£t and y ^ F j . 
11 11
 i =1 
D(A) the decomposable kernel of the set A. 
E(A) the subspace spanned by the disk A of the vector space E. 
E E =i (Ur/ ) for an ordered normed space E with normal cone. 
co oo ;
 r 
F(A) the order convex hull of a set A. 
1 + 
Fx Fx=t (UF) for the ordered normed space F with co-normal cone. 
^+(E,F) the collection of a l l positive f i n i t e operators from E to F. 
J E the canonical injection from E to E (JE(x) = [<x, f>] + }. 
® , isuE/ 
j(T) the injective modulus of T. 
L the collection of a l l linear maps between vector spaces. 




 the collection of al l locally bounded linear maps between 
bornological vector spaces 
L+ the collection of a l l positive linear map between ordered 
vector spaces. 
T b _ b T b T 
L + L + = L A L + . 
L
r
 g | L
r
=L+-L+. 
^ the collection of al l continuous linear map from an element 
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of V to another element of V (V is a subcollection of VG). 
(PD the coarsest locally decomposable topology defined on the 
underline space, E, of (P which is f iner than (P. 
(PF the f inest locally o-convex topology defined on - E which is 
coarser than (P. 
(Ps PS=(PFD=^DF. ; 
Q F the canonical surjection from F1 to F (QF[?X1= Y, + • 
xeUF 
q(T) the surjective modulus of T. 
R
b






 / ' / ; ; ' ' 
6 d the largest subcol lection of 6 which possess a base of 
decomposable disks. ; 
6 f the smallest collection of disks which contain a l l the order 
convex hull of elements in 6. 
6 S the collection of disks generated by the set {S( A): A<=6} . 
<r(A) the cr-disk hull of A in a Banach space E. 
<r(6) the collection of disks generated by the family {cr(A): A<=6>. 
UE the closed unit ball of the normed space E. 
UE the positive part of UE i .e . UE= UEnE+. 
Vc the collection of a l l ordered normed space with co-normal 
cones. 
VQ the collection of a l l ordered normed spaces. 
the collection of a l l ordered normed space with normal cones. 
nbd abbreviation of neighborhood. 
<E,F> E and F form a dual pair under the bil inear functional < , >. 
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